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Preface

This book is the first in a projected series of five that will make up a history of later Chinese
painting. Several of these are already in preparation, and I hope to complete the writing of the
whole series over the next five years. The remaining four volumes will be devoted to painting
of the Ming and Ch'ing dynasties and the first half of the twentieth century. Each volume is
planned to be complete in itself, covering an important segment of this later development, and
will thus be comparable in scope—and perhaps in overambitiousness as well—to a book on paint-
ing of the Renaissance or Baroque or some other period in European painting.

Similarly, the whole series is intended to stand by itself, although it is not impossible that it
will be followed eventually by another on painting of the early periods, through the Sung dynasty.
The present volume, beginning as it does in the late thirteenth century, when Chinese painting
already had a millennium and a half of history behind it, might seem to be introducing the reader
into the middle of the story. But in fact, as will be shown in the chapters that follow, the history
of later Chinese painting, which began in the Yuan dynasty, is a new story, not merely a con-
tinuation of the old one (although of course some themes from the old do persist); it well de-
serves the separate presentation that it will receive in this series.

As recently as thirty years ago, the serious study of later Chinese painting had only begun in
countries outside the Far East and was still somewhat controversial. It was common to regard
all painting after the late thirteenth century as a degenerate aftermath of the great tradition that
ended, or at least declined sharply, with the fall of the Sung dynasty. Osvald Siren, in his History
of Later Chinese Painting (1938), presented basic information on major artists and schools and a
selection of plates of representative works, but he scarcely addressed himself to the fundamental
question of how painting after the thirteenth century differed, in its styles and aesthetic grounds,
from what had preceded it. A few other writers such as Werner Speiser and Max Loehr (1931
and 1939, see Bibliography) recognized that a far-reaching shift in artistic values lay behind the
striking achievements of the Yuan masters. But the studies that would reveal what those values
were and would lead to a fuller understanding of this vast and fascinating new area of art were
hampered by the impossibility of seeing, outside China and Japan, any substantial number of
good paintings from the later periods, except in poor reproductions. Only in the 1950s did the
balance begin to shift as museums and private collectors in the United States and Europe built
up the collections that now rival those of the Far East, and as specialists in Chinese art more and
more turned their attention from the early periods to painting of the later centuries.

The two decades since then have seen a phenomenal burgeoning of Chinese painting studies.
Today there are few major post-Sung masters who are not the subjects of articles or books, or

xin
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of doctoral theses already completed or under way. Research in biographical materials has il-
luminated the lives of the painters, and many of the writings of Chinese artists and critics have
been translated. Most importantly, stylistic studies have begun to clarify the art-historical posi-
tions of the artists and their works and to identify the significant contributions of each period,
school, and individual master. Any book written today can thus have the benefit of these special
studies; my own debt to them will be obvious from my footnotes and bibliography. At the same
time, the picture of later Chinese painting that they collectively present is spotty, often fading
out just at those connecting or transitional passages that should enable us to see it, not as a series
of separate phenomena, but as having had a history which can then be seen as part of the larger
history of Chinese civilization. The trend in art-historical studies today is toward integration
of the artistic materials with social, political, and intellectual history, and it is a healthy trend—
one whose strong influence will be apparent in this book and its successors. But such integration
cannot be satisfactorily accomplished until the developments in art are themselves better under-
stood.

These are some of the reasons why I felt that the time had come to attempt another general
history of later Chinese painting. A further reason is the great increase in popular enthusiasm
for it, attested to by the success of a number of recent exhibitions. What was once considered
a cultivated and even rather esoteric taste has spread widely through the art-loving and museum-
going public, creating a host of new admirers for Yuan, Ming, and Ch'ing painting. They find
no special difficulty in responding visually to the works—it is even hard, now, to see how anyone
ever did—but they also want to know more about these works, the artists who painted them, and
the ideas that lie behind them. The present book and those that will follow are intended to go
some way toward answering that need.

With that aim in mind, in my writing I have sometimes adopted terms from Western art his-
tory to apply to developments and movements in Chinese painting, even when the correspond-
ence is not exact, as of course it never will be. I am aware of the dangers of doing this, and of the
objections it arouses among some of my colleagues. For instance, I have used archaism and ar-
chaistic for the Chinese painters' frequent practice of consciously imitating or evoking in their
works the styles of much earlier periods and masters. One of our leading historians of Chinese
art protested this usage at a symposium several years ago, on the grounds that the usage of the
term in reference to European art has implications that do not properly apply in the Chinese
situation. My response was then, and is now, that unless we are to make up a new word (Jiikuism
was suggested, based on the Chinese/u-£u, or "returning to the past") we have no choice but to
use an existing English word, and that our efforts can best be directed toward defining as fully
and accurately as we can its special Chinese applications, the sense or range of senses in which
we use it. Similarly, such "loaded" terms as romantic, neoclassical, and primitivist have been uti-
lized in this book when the Chinese phenomena seemed close enough to the Western ones to
justify such usage.

The paintings chosen for our plates are in collections all over the world. Original photographs
were of course procured whenever possible, but in a few cases, especially for paintings in the
People's Republic of China, it has been necessary to copy good reproductions. I am grateful to
the museums and private collectors who have allowed me to include paintings they own and
supplied photographs of them. In particular, the National Palace Museum in Taipei and its di-
rector Dr. Chiang Fu-tsung merit special gratitude for giving me permission to reproduce paint-
ings in that richest of all collections, which make up nearly half the plates in this book. (In fact,
I have drawn so frequently upon that incomparable treasury of masterworks that, in order to
conserve space on our plate pages and make the reproductions as large as possible, it has been
necessary to give a shortened citation in the captions instead of the full one, which is: Collection
of the National Palace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China.) Most of the photographs
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for these Palace Museum paintings came from the Asian Art Photographic Distribution at the
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, which also deserves special thanks for responding unfailingly
to my needs.

I am also grateful to the Chinese Scientific and Technical Association in Peking, our hosts when
I visited the People's Republic of China as a member of a delegation of specialists in Chinese art
and archaeology in the fall of 1973, and to the officials and curators in the various museums there
who were so generous in showing us paintings in their collections. I was thus able to see and
study at first hand a number of the paintings, previously known to me only in reproductions,
that are discussed in this book.

Among the many colleagues on whose researches I have drawn in writing this book, I must
acknowledge a great debt to Professor Chu-tsing Li of the University of Kansas, whose publica-
tions have done so much to illuminate the difficult territory of Yuan painting. Professor Frederick
Mote made available to me his draft chapter on Yuan-dynasty history for the forthcoming Cam-
bridge History of China, which was very useful in my treatment of the historical background of
Yuan painting. Three younger scholars who were at different times my research assistants also
merit special thanks. Howard Rogers applied his highly developed research skills to the investi-
gation of such important details as Chinese administrative titles and place names, at the same time
checking my translations and filling the margins of my manuscript with annotations that led to
many corrections and improvements. Richard Vinograd is responsible for, among other things,
working over the footnotes and preparing the bibliography. The plate captions and the index,
with Chinese characters, were prepared by Marsha Weidner, who also deserves thanks for this
difficult job. The maps were prepared by Mrs. Adrienne Morgan. Lorna Price, of the University
of California Press and the Department of the History of Art, applied her editorial skills to the
manuscript, smoothing out awkwardnesses in my English and simplifying sentences by break-
ing up, at many points, my "affaire with the semicolon." For further and equally beneficial
editing, and for the design and production of the book, I am grateful to Meredith Weatherby and
his staff at John Weatherhill, Inc.

Much of the manuscript was written during a sabbatical year in Japan, 1972-73, when I was
supported by a grant from the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, to which I am thus very
much indebted. I also received valuable assistance from the Committee on Research of the
University of California, Berkeley. The typing of the manuscript and a variety of other indispen-
sable services were rendered with much patience by the History of Art office staff, especially
Nancy Grimsley, Wanda Mar, and Jill Moak. My son Nicholas was of great help in making the
photographs for some of the plates. Most of all, for endless tolerance of the reclusiveness that the
writing of such a book forces on its author, and for advice and encouragement throughout its
presentation, I am grateful to Dorothy Cahill, to whom this volume is dedicated.
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A NOTE ON THE PLATE CAPTIONS

Dimensions are given, when available, in centimeters (first the height and then the width) and apply to
an entire painting, not, in the case of a detail or section, to just the portion shown. Chinese titles are
given, in parentheses, when they are particularly well known, having usually been written on the painting
by the artist.



CHAPTER ONE

The Beginnings of Yuan Paintin

1. T H E Y U A N R E V O L U T I O N I N P A I N T I N G

The later history of Chinese painting begins with the fall of the Sung dynasty to Mongol invaders
in the late thirteenth century and the establishment by the Mongols of a new dynasty, which they
named the Yuan. The Sung dynasty, under a succession of Chinese emperors, had lasted for more
than three centuries, from 960 until 1279; the Yuan was to rule China for only about ninety
years, from 1279 to 1368, before it fell and was replaced by another long-lived, native Chinese
dynasty, the Ming (1368-1644). For the Chinese people, the Yuan was an age of economic
decline, physical hardship, and spiritual anguish. It was also, however, a period of intense cultur-
al creativity in several of the arts, especially drama, calligraphy, and painting. Painting, in par-
ticular, underwent a major revolution, the most decisive in all its history; post-Yuan painting
was never to resemble very closely, except through deliberate imitation, anything done before
the year 1300. Understanding the achievements of the Yuan masters, then, is as crucial to the
study of later Chinese painting as is understanding the Renaissance to the study of European paint-
ing.

The causes of an artistic revolution are likely to be harder to determine and define than those
of a political revolution, but it is a mistake to suppose therefore that no causes existed. As
always, factors within the artistic tradition interacted with others outside it to determine the new
direction. To suggest, as has sometimes been done, that the styles of painting practiced under the
Sung dynasty had "worked themselves out" and were somehow doomed to decline and be re-
placed even if the Sung itself had continued strong is to treat art as though it could take a totally
independent course in a historical vacuum. In fact, the revolution in Yuan painting was in some
part forced by history. The strongest school of painting in the later Sung dynasty, which is known
as the Southern Sung period (1127-1279), was that of the Imperial Academy of Painting at the
Southern Sung court in Hangchow, represented by such masters as Ma Yuan and Hsia Kuei
(Pi. 87, 89). The dominance of this school in its time was due not only to the artistic strengths
and unrivaled attractiveness of its productions but also to the authority it exercised through
association with the imperial power. As a compelling force in the world of painting, it could
scarcely have survived the fall of the dynasty. The Sung court was not driven from Hangchow
until 1276, but the Mongols, under Khubilai Khan (1215-94), grandson of the great Genghis
Khan, had taken most of China decades before that, and the Painting Academy in Hangchow
seems virtually to have ceased its activity shortly after the middle of the thirteenth century,
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presumably owing to the pressures of wartime mobilization. The aura of security typical of
Academy painting must, in any case, have seemed grossly unsuited to the times.

While the Academy was flourishing in Hangchow, older traditions of painting, surviving from
the earlier part of the Sung dynasty, were being carried on in the north by Chinese artists working
under the Chin dynasty. The Chin, or Jurched, were another foreign people who ruled this
northern area from the early twelfth century, concurrently with the Southern Sung in the
south, until they were displaced in 1234 by the Mongols. The conservative, even retardataire,
kinds of painting practiced by Chinese artists under the Chin did not disappear with the fall of
that dynasty but persisted into the Yuan, as we will see later. Here too, however, the turmoil
and hardships imposed by the Mongol conquest must have prevented, for a time, serious and
large-scale production of painting of any kind; neither a sufficiency of patronage nor the right
working conditions could exist in such a situation.

We speak of patronage as a crucial factor because all these traditions of painting, the dominant
ones under the Sung, were professional traditions, carried on by artists who made their living
doing pictures to order or for sale, or working under imperial or other patronage. Now, in the
Yuan, these traditions subsided into the background, and the foreground was occupied by ama-
teurs. A group of scholar-amateur artists had already arisen long before, in the late eleventh
century, inaugurating a new school or current of painting known first as shih-ta-fo hua (painting
by scholar-gentlemen) and later as wen-jen hua (literati painting). But this amateur current, for
reasons still insufficiently explored, had failed to take hold firmly enough during the later Sung
to give serious competition to the professionals. Some scholar-artists had also worked in the
north under the Chin in the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries and a few had worked in the
south under the Southern Sung.1 Related to them in style and amateur status were the monk-
artists working in the Ch'an (Zen) Buddhist temples. The flowering of Ch'an painting in the
thirteenth century seems to have coincided with the decline of the Academy and presumably
reflected the relative security that the Ch'an monasteries afforded against the turbulence outside.

The amateur artists, however, had remained on the periphery of the painting world until the
beginning of the Yuan. Then they suddenly—partly because of the decline of the professional
schools, partly because of exciting and influential new developments within their own tradition—
found themselves (and came to consider themselves) at the center of that world. They were to
hold that position for the remainder of the history of Chinese painting, except for a brief re-
surgence of the Academy tradition in the early Ming period.

Basic to the Yuan revolution in painting, then, was the ascendancy of the amateurs, with all
the attendant adjustments in taste, style, and preferred subject matter. Done by men of a differ-
ent social class with different backgrounds, ideals, and motivations, produced under different
conditions for a different audience, painting could not help but change in fundamental and far-
reaching ways.

2. S C H O L A R - A M A T E U R P A I N T I N G

In the Sung and later periods of China, the principal carriers of culture were the Confucian litera-
ti, the scholar-officials. They compiled the histories, expounded and transmitted the classics,
wrote the poetry and other literature (including most of what is now considered popular litera-
ture—stories, novels, dramas), composed and performed the music, all but monopolized the
art of calligraphy, and, after the Sung, made up most of the major movements in painting. Their
medium of communication for information and articulate thought was always, of course, prose
writing. But poetry and calligraphy, along with music, had also from very early times come to be
thought of as vehicles for a subtler kind of communication, as expressive arts through which the
finest colorations of feeling and thought, shifting moods, the very quality of one's mind, could
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be embodied and conveyed to the minds of others. Painting, so long as it was the province of
professional or "artisan" painters (as they were condescendingly called by the scholars), was not
considered to be an expressive art of this kind but rather an acquired skill through which beauti-
ful and valuable objects were created. As such, painting had not been considered suitable for
practice by the literati. In the Sung dynasty, however, new developments in both style and theory
allowed painting to join poetry and calligraphy as a leisure-time activity open to the scholar.

For his proper occupation the scholar had, in effect, only a single choice: government service,
a career as an official in the bureaucracy. The scholar-official class had existed for centuries
before the Sung, in a varying, sometimes uneasy relationship with hereditary aristocracies.
Government officials in early times generally came from aristocratic families; there was com-
paratively little social mobility. Under the Sung, however, while men could still reach office
through the influence of highly placed relatives, the majority of officials were chosen on the
basis of merit through an examination system that stressed literary ability and familiarity with
the classics. The men who staffed administrative posts, from the members of a cabinet of high
ministers directly under the emperor down to minor local officials, were distinguished from the
rest of the population by education, prestige, and power. They tended to share other attributes
as well: a level of culture which their literacy and leisure permitted them to acquire and which
became, for them, more or less obligatory; and an attendant attachment to the past, which
encouraged antiquarianism and the practice of archaism, or learned references to the works of
illustrious predecessors, in their own literary and artistic output. This set of attitudes was a
natural outgrowth of their education, which was based on a canon of revered classical texts from
the pre-Han period and a larger body of commentaries that had been added to them over the
ensuing centuries. Scholarship, for a traditional Chinese, meant the study of the classics and the
writing of still more commentaries. Intellectual and social issues tended to be formulated,
discussed, and even solved in terms of the classics and commentaries.

Accordingly, the examination system through which scholars reached office did not test their
knowledge of government organization; nor did it, like our aptitude tests, measure their poten-
tial as competent administrators. Instead, it tested their familiarity with the classics and their
ability to compose essays dealing with how the principles embodied in the classics should be
applied to practical problems. Study of the classics had endowed the scholars, so went the belief,
with right principles and cultivated minds, thus theoretically insuring that they would make
the right decisions as the occasion required, on grounds quite separate from expertise. Day-
to-day procedures were left to underlings, government clerks of more specialized training.
Thus the scholar-official's bias was understandably toward amateurism and against profession-
alism. The same bias manifested itself, when painting was taken up by the literati, in a scru-
pulous avoidance of features of style associated with professional artists. To make one's
painting visually attractive by using bright colors and decorative forms suggested that one wanted
to sell it. The proper motivation for painting, scholars felt, was to "give lodging to one's mind" ;
the activity was intrinsically valuable as a form of self-cultivation; the product of it should nevef
be sold but should be given to an appreciative friend. To display whatever facility one had for the
true-to-life rendering of the real appearances of things was to cater to a plebeian taste for realism,
besides violating other canons of the literati-painting "ethic" which we shall consider later. To
emphasize technique (supposing that one possessed it, as many of the literati painters did only in
special and limited senses) was to imply that excellence in painting could be achieved through
the exercise of acquired skill. The literati artists believed just the opposite—that quality in a
painting, the kind of quality that would be recognized by the sensitive connoisseur but might es-
cape the ordinary viewer, derived from admirable qualities in the man who had created it and
had little to do with techniques that could be learned. One "saw the man in his painting." The
disciplines required of the artist were not those normally included in "studying painting" ; they
comprised such matters as sharpening one's sense of style and becoming familiar with old styles
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through the study of antique paintings; perfecting one's brushwork, partly through the practice
of the companion art of calligraphy; and refining one's perceptions and taste through constant,
dedicated immersion both in nature and in the literati culture.

Parallels to this development of a scholar-amateur's theory of painting can be found in the his-
tory of European art, where, however, even more than in China, the notion of the artist as raised
above crass money-making considerations by his education and nobility of character was more an
ideal than a reality, and ultimately had far less effect on developments in style. The issue of wheth-
er art should be regarded as a craft or as a respectable profession was already a concern of art-
ists in ancient Greece, and there are stories of those who refused to accept a fee or who gave
pictures away to avoid the stigma of commercialism. In the Renaissance, painting was in princi-
ple admitted to the liberal arts and so came to be an occupation worthy of a man of learning,
whose conversance with literature and philosophy was held to ennoble his works; Alberti's es-
say "On Painting," written in 1436, is the classical statement of this new attitude. A literature
dealing with the lives of artists began in Florence slightly earlier—in China, of course, it was
earlier by centuries—and the idea of seeing an artist's style as the reflection of his character runs
through the whole of European art theory.2 But none of these ideas in Europe had such far-
reaching consequences in the actual practice of painting as they did in China, nor did a distinct
"amateur school" ever arise in the West.

The kinds of painting that developed in China under these convictions, and in a climate of
taste conditioned by the scholar-artists' and their friends' status as connoisseurs and collectors,
often seem amateurishly awkward in execution, at least compared with the highly polished man-
ners in which the professional and Academy artists worked. Paintings by literati-artists were usual-
ly done in ink monochrome or with only washes of light color. (Exceptions were the archaistic
styles, in which the use of brighter colors imitated or alluded to ancient modes of painting and
was somewhat divorced from the usual descriptive function of color.) The paintings, moreover,
through either artlessness or deliberate departures from accepted modes of representation, are
often unconvincing as images of a possible outer reality; the world they depict is essentially an
interior one. In the hands of the great Sung masters, especially those of the eleventh and twelfth
centuries, Chinese painting had attained the furthest point it was ever to reach in the direction
of realism. The directions that painting took in later centuries were usually, in relation to this
Sung achievement, away from realism, representing most of the time a conscious and deliberate
"retreat from likeness," which was advocated in theory as it was accepted in the practice of
painting.

Instead of considering the characteristics of literati painting at greater length here, we shall
wait to develop these and other matters in relation to particular painters and specific paintings.
First, however, we must give some attention to the historical and social circumstances in which
the Yuan artists worked.

3. T H E S C H O L A R S U N D E R T H E Y U A N

Once they were in power, the Mongols recognized the advantages of preserving the main features
of the Chinese administrative system and of employing capable Chinese in the government.
Khubilai Khan, who after his conquest of China ruled for fifteen years as the first Mongol emper-
or, aimed at becoming a civilized monarch in the Chinese manner and invited illustrious members
of the Confucian literati to serve under him at his capital in Peking. But what he instituted was
only a semblance of Chinese civil rule, overlaid on a government that was in fact totally mili-
tarized after the pattern set by Mongol rule in other parts of Asia. Both at court and in the prov-
inces, administrative offices were dual-staffed, with Mongols or Central Asians holding mili-
tary power and Chinese officials under them running the civil government. Language problems
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prevented effective communication; Khubilai himself could never talk directly with his Chinese
ministers.

The Chinese who received and accepted invitations to serve under the Mongols were few;
for most scholars, formidable barriers stood in the way of undertaking the kind of government
career they would normally have followed under the Sung. In the social hierarchy established at
the outset of the new dynasty, which determined access to high positions, the Mongols were at
the top, followed by other non-Chinese people who had come to China in the service of the
Mongols'. The Chinese themselves were now at the bottom; and even within their number, those
living in the southeast (die Yangtze River area and below—the so-called Chiang-nan or "South-
of-the-River" region), where the Southern Sung capital had been located, were further dis-
criminated against, partly because they were suspected—sometimes with good cause—of tena-
cious loyalty to the fallen dynasty. The Chiang-nan region was not only the most scenic and
climatically comfortable but also economically the richest part of China, and it was there that
most of the Chinese who belonged to the educated elite were concentrated. Few of them managed
to pursue official careers with any success under the Mongols. Whether the system of "ten
classes" into which early Yuan society was said to have been divided, with the Confucian schol-
ars in ninth place below entertainers (including prostitutes) and just above paupers, was a legal
actuality or only a bitter joke by a dispossessed literatus,3 severe discrimination was in fact exer-
cised against the very people who would normally have made up the bureaucracy. The examina-
tions were abolished altogether at the beginning of the dynasty and not restored until 131S.
Even then it remained difficult for Chinese of the Chiang-nan area to reach office since the ex-
aminations were weighted against them and a quota imposed on them. Some of those who failed
to become officials took jobs as government clerks, out of whose ranks one could sometimes rise
to officialdom; but promotion was painfully slow and the jobs poorly paid.

These difficulties, along with a feeling that it was immoral to shift one's loyalty to the conquer-
ors, kept a great part of China's educated and intellectual class out of government service. The
more fortunate of them lived on land holdings or by selling possessions; others took jobs as
teachers or practiced medicine or fortunetelling. Some, especially later in the Yuan, were emi-
nent enough to make a living as scholars and writers; belonging often to professional associations
known as shu-hui, they composed tomb biographies, prefaces, and the like on commission, or
wrote dramas. Whatever their source of livelihood, these "scholars in retirement" made up a
somewhat self-centained society in the Chiang-nan area, one in which traditional values still
obtained and the past was revered. Within this world, imperfectly insulated from the hostile
world outside but spiritually aloof from it, a scholar could limit his human contacts largely to a
circle of congenial and like-minded friends; he could also achieve some stature and even fame
within this circle, and ultimately in history, by composing poems, writing calligraphy, and
painting.

4. T H E I - M I N , O R " L E F T O V E R S U B J E C T S "

Once the Mongols had taken power, their hold was so absolute that continued active resistance
would have been ineffectual, and no large-scale rebellions were to occur until the middle of the
fourteenth century. In the early Yuan, then, refusal to serve the Mongols, as well as any overt ex-
pression of loyalty to the vanquished Sung, could only be motivated by principle, not by any
practical aim. Nevertheless, there were many who balked at accepting appointments when they
were offered by the Mongols, and made no attempt to hide their bitterness. These were men
who had held office under the Sung or had fought to defend it in its final years or had otherwise
formed an emotional commitment that they were now unwilling to break. They became what
are known as i-min, or "leftover subjects." Retiring from public life altogether, turning some-
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times to religion, they mostly lived in poverty, meeting to compose poetry with hidden refer-
ences to the Sung. Their frustration over having no effective means of protest drove them to
symbolic acts, such as refusing to lie or sit facing northward (the direction of the Mongol capital).
A corresponding symbolism is to be found in the few of their paintings that survive.

CHENG SSU-HSIAO One i-min painter who became a national hero was Cheng Ssu-hsiao
(1241-1318). His original name was Cheng Mo, but after the Sung fell he took the name Ssu-
hsiao, which is itself a half-hidden expression of loyalism: since the hsiao character was part of the
Sung emperors' family name, Chao, this pseudonym has the sense of "Thinking of the Sung Im-
perial Line." Cheng had taken the examinations for office under the Sung but had never held any
position. A native of Fukien Province in the southeast, he was living in Soochow when, after an
unsuccessful resistance, that city was surrendered to the Mongols—treacherously, Cheng felt—
in 1275. Infuriated by the sight of other Chinese cooperating with the invaders and intensely
bitter over the downfall of the dynasty (the capital at Hangchow fell early in the following year),
he restrained himself from suicide, as he tells in a poem, only because his old mother needed
him to take care of her; his suicide would thus have been an unfilial act. He settled in Soochow
along with other dissidents and devoted the remainder of his years to philosophy and religion (he
is the author of an essay on feng-shui, or geomancy), couching his expressions of hatred for the
Mongols in poetry and paintings. Like other i-min, he seems to have been spared reprisals of any
kind; the Mongols, insofar as they were aware of what Cheng and the others were up to, evident-
ly considered them no real threat.

Cheng Ssu-hsiao's favorite subject in painting was the Chinese orchid, lan-hua, a more modest
plant than its larger and lusher tropical relatives. The only reliable work by him that survives, a
small painting done in ink on paper in the form of a short handscroll, or horizontal scroll, rep-
resents that subject (PI. I).4 In itself, the painting appears as innocuous as a painting could be;
it is hard to imagine a work more apolitical, on the surface, than this. Two clumps of orchid
leaves, deftly brushed onto the paper in dilute ink, and a single unobtrusive flower that provides
the only dark accent make up the whole of it.

Two poems have been inscribed on the painting. One, at the extreme left, was written by
Ch'en Shen, another i-min who went into seclusion on the fall of the Sung dynasty and was prob-
ably a friend of Cheng's. The other, written at the right by Cheng himself, is a cryptic poem
that adds some weight compositionally but sheds little light (translated by Wai-kam Ho):

I have been asking Hsi-huang [an ancient hermit] with my head bowed:
Who were you—and why did you come to this land?
I opened my nostrils before making the painting,
And there, floating everywhere in the sky, is the antique fragrance undying.

A separate inscription (the smaller block of writing at the left), partly printed by woodblock,
provides the date, which corresponds to 1306 in the Western calendar. Below this Cheng has
impressed two of his seals. One bears the same name that he signs to his poem, So-nan-weng, or
"Southward Old Man"—another hint of pro-Sung feelings, south being the direction of the old
capital, Hangchow. The other seal, with a longer text, reads (freely rendered): "If you ask
me, you won't get it; if you don't ask, I may give it to you. In the great space and expanse be-
fore my eyes, there's only the pure breeze of the present and the past." Presumably this is a seal
meant to answer in advance those who thought to get one of Cheng's paintings by either per-
suasion or purchase.

When we investigate the subject matter and Cheng's use of it, however, more of meaning be-
gins to emerge. The orchid had already been associated with the virtues of the high-principled
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gentleman in the poetry of Ch'ii Yuan (ca. 340 to ca. 280 B.C.) and had carried that connotation
through the ages. Fragile and unassertive, blooming modestly and spreading its delicate fragrance
in hidden places, it was a particularly suitable image for a sensitive man who had withdrawn from
the world. As painted by the scholar-artists in ink monochrome with calligraphic brushstrokes
that possess the same suppleness as the leaves themselves, it had become, along with bamboo,
blossoming plum, and a few other plants, a favored theme among the amateurs. In the works of
Cheng Ssu-hsiao, however, it took on an additional meaning. Asked why he depicted it without
earth around its roots, he replied that the earth had been stolen by the barbarians. Here, then,
it serves as an image of the artist himself, rootless and vulnerable but still maintaining a quiet in-
tegrity.

KUNG K' Ai Another recluse living in Soochow in the decades immediately after the Mongol
conquest was Kung K'ai (1222-1307). A talented and learned man, he had served briefly in the
Board of Salt Revenues under the Sung; he had also been attached in some capacity to a general
who commanded the defense against the Mongols in the Huai River area. He was a close friend
of Lu Hsiu-fu, the minister who won immortality, when the remnants of the Sung fleet were
being destroyed by the Mongols near Canton, by taking in his arms the boy who was the last
claimant to the Sung throne and leaping into the sea with him to drown. In his late years Kung
K'ai lived in extreme poverty, supporting himself and his family with occasional sales of literary
compositions, calligraphy, and paintings; the strictures against selling one's works seem to have
relaxed in cases of dire need, and in any case the transactions were cleansed of commercialism by
taking the form of a gift from the artist to which the recipient responded with another gift of a
more negotiable kind. Kung's paintings were especially admired for their antique style and flavor;
they were said to evoke the styles of the great masters of the T'ang dynasty (618-906). The artist
himself was an imposing figure, reportedly eight (Chinese) feet tall, with a long, full beard. His
unconventional appearance and bearing, the critics of the time maintained, were reflected in the
roughness of his brushwork and the oddness of the images in his paintings; both were taken as
strong points. Behind this appraisal we may note another aspect of the new view of painting, an
admiration of individualism, or of a satisfying blend of individualism and traditionalist references
to the past.

Happily, two of Kung's most famous works are extant. One is a handscroll representing the
legendary demon-queller Chung-k'uei traveling with his sister and a retinue of demons.5 The
other is in the form of a short handscroll painted in ink on paper and represents an emaciated
horse (Pi. 2). Horses in the T'ang-dynasty manner were a specialty of Kung's; his contemporary
Chou Mi relates that he would paint these at night in his dirt-floored house, spreading the paper,
since he had no desk, on the back of one of his sons who obligingly leaned against a couch. Chou
Mi describes Kung's horses as "flying like the wind, with misty manes and warlike bones, mus-
cles supple as orchid leaves—truly endowed with all the noble attributes."6 These attributes
were not limited to the normally equine ones; pictures of horses, like those of orchid plants,
could embody certain virtues of the noble man. In particular, the high-strung animal, constrained
sometimes by a halter (repression of freedom), could stand for indomitable spirit.

The message of Kung K'ai's "Emaciated Horse," however, is more specific. Gaunt and bony,
its head lowered, this once spirited but now half-starved beast manages still to strike an imposing
figure, pitiful but not devoid of dignity. In Kung's conception it is an animal i-min, surviving, but
barely, from the Sung. His inscription (translated by Wai-kam Ho) reads:

Ever since the clouds and mist fell upon the Heavenly Pass,
Empty have been the twelve imperial stables of the former dynasty.
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Today who will have pity for the shrunken form of his splendid body?
In the last light of the setting sun, on the sandy bank, he casts his towering shadow—

like a mountain!

The effect of the painting is so immediate and powerful that one would accept it, ordinarily,
as a straightforward depiction of its subject, without any special concern for antique or other style
besides the artist's own. That it is based in some part on T'ang-dynasty horse painting, however,
is indicated not only by the statements of critics of Kung's time but also by some points of simi-
larity between the picture and a famous early painting ascribed to the eighth-century Han Kan
(PI. 86), which help us to recognize the archaistic features of Kung's work. Both horses are drawn
large, crowding their space, presented in stark profile against a blank ground (the collectors'
seals and inscriptions that now surround them are all additions of later centuries). The body of
each horse is strongly shaded for an effect of high relief that one reads as bulk. Finally, each ani-
mal is posed and drawn so as to emphasize some particular aspect of its nature or state, rather than
the generalized character of "horse." Kung K'ai turns these backward-looking features of style
so effectively to expressive ends that they do not strike the modern viewer as archaistic allu-
sions at all; but the connoisseur of Kung's time recognized them as such, at the same time as he
was deeply moved, no doubt, by the poignancy of the image. Reference to the past only added
another dimension of meaning to the painting.

With these two works by Cheng Ssu-hsiao and Kung K'ai before us, we may pause to note a few
more ways in which they exemplify "literary-men's painting." In composing and inscribing
poems to accompany them, the artists acknowledged the somewhat literary character of their
pictures. Picture and poem were to be absorbed together as parts of a single aesthetic experience;
since the poem could be enjoyed visually as a work of calligraphy and the painting read for sym-
bolic content like a poem, the aesthetic interlocking of these elements was^lpser than in any of
the combinations of visual and verbal art we are accustomed to in the West.'The use of symbolic
subject matter was by no means the exclusive province of the scholar-artist: painters of the
Southern Sung Academy, following a practice set during the reign of Emperor Hui-tsung in the
early twelfth century, had regularly depicted literary or symbolic themes, and this practice
was not uncommon in earlier painting as well. Nor are symbolic subjects especially characteris-
tic of literati painting as a whole; on the contrary, as we will see, subject matter was in time to
become so conventionalized as to have little effect on the expression or meaning of the painting.

The properly "literary" quality of the Cheng and Kung paintings, for a Chinese viewer, lies
rather in their style—by which is meant, here, both the aspect in which the subject is represent-
ed and the manner in which the painting is executed. A cluster of orchids or a horse done by a
Southern Sung painter of the Academy would somehow have inhabited that ideal world of Sung
painting in which the problematic had no place; drawn in precise outlines and subtly colored, it
would have taken on the timeless, absolute quality of existence, seemingly independent of hu-
man handiwork, that no post-Sung painters were ever quite to recapture. Cheng's orchid is plainer
than this, seemingly artless, and yet more obviously the outcome of movements of the artist's
hand and the interaction of brush, ink, and paper. Kung's starved horse, assertively unbeautiful,
exhibits the same qualities, along with a new, tougher-minded approach to the act of painting and
the subjects of painting.

Finally, since both of these works were intended by the artists, and understood by their con-
temporaries, as intimate statements of personal feeling, it would have been unthinkable for Chi-
nese connoisseurs of the time to appreciate and judge the paintings purely as artistic form, divorced
from the artist and his situation. These are, to be sure, special cases, in which the poignancy
of the historical context of both paintings, familiar to all knowledgeable Chinese viewers, gave
them special value. But this inseparability of painter and painting, which follows naturally on the
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concept of paintings as a means of communication, was a major tenet of literati-painting theory,
generally accepted by artists and connoisseurs alike. We know this not only from theoretical
writings but also from many appreciatory inscriptions attached to paintings by contemporary or
later writers.

The practice of writing such appreciations had been very common from the Sung period on-
ward. In the case of handscrolls such an inscription usually takes the form of a colophon written
on separate paper and mounted following the painting itself. Both the handscrolls shown in Plates
1 and 2 are accompanied by many such colophons, dating from the Yuan period onward. Those
on Kung's scroll include two by famous Yuan personages whom we will encounter again later,
the painter Ni Tsan and the scholar-poet-calligrapher Yang Wei-chen; they refer to the tragic
life of the painter and to the horse as symbolizing his plight. Colophons on Cheng's scroll are of
the same kind; one of them, by Wang Mien, a later Yuan painter of blossoming plum branches,
reads: "Cheng So-nan [Ssu-hsiao] was a man who harbored uncommon feelings in his breast.
His literary and scholarly works followed antique styles, not those of his own time; so he lived
a wretched, impoverished, and unsettled life. In his late years he turned to Buddhism; he also
composed poems and made paintings, embodying his thoughts in them. . . . "

C H ' I E N HSUAN The most famous and important of the i-min painters was Ch'ien Hsuan
(ca. 1235 to after 1301). In the 1260s he had received a chin-shih degree, a kind of "doctorate"
awarded upon success in the examinations that normally led to some official post, but apparently
he was never appointed to one. After the fall of the Sung he lived in Wu-hsing, a city just south of
the T'ai-hu, or Great Lake, in Kiangsu Province, about fifty miles southeast of Soochow. He was
one of the elder members of a group of scholars known in their time as the Eight Talents of Wu-
hsing. The group broke up in 1286 when Chao Meng-fu, a younger member of the group who
was to become one of the great masters of Yuan painting, was called to the Peking court to serve
under Khubilai Khan and accepted the invitation; most of the others went with him, but Ch'ien
Hsiian chose to stay behind. He was about fifty at the time and may simply have disliked being up-
rooted for a long move with uncertain rewards at the other end. Whatever the real reason, he
was credited by later writers with loyalist motives, and his uprightness was contrasted to the
more ethically ambiguous position of Chao Meng-fu, who was a descendant of the Sung imperial
house and who should not, in the view of some, have responded with such alacrity to the Mongol
ruler's invitation.

Ch'ien Hsiian had practiced painting from his childhood, and in ability and technical discipline
he was far above most other amateur artists. So skillful was he, in fact, that he was often mistaken-
ly regarded as a professional painter; so we are told by several of his contemporaries.7 "Common
artisans," one of them goes on, "have been usurping his name and competing with one another
in turning out forgeries to deceive people. But the difference is as plain as that between jade and
worthless stones—how could anyone confuse them?"

Plain or not, the distinction remains difficult, and there are still some who are inclined to
choose the "real Ch'ien Hsiians" from among the hundreds of pictures ascribed to him on the
basis of criteria of technical skill and realism more properly applicable to the works of the fol-
lowers of the Sung Academy.8 By the time of Ch'ien's old age, a fifteenth-century writer tells
us, forgeries were so numerous that the artist inscribed all his later works to distinguish them
from the imitations.

In what appears to be a remarkable confirmation of this practice, a painting by Ch'ien Hsiian
with just such an inscription was excavated in 1970-71 from the tomb of an early Ming prince,
Chu T'an, who died in 1389—the only case to date of a work by a known artist that has been
archaeologically recovered.9 The painting is reproduced here as Plate 3. Ch'ien Hsuan's inscrip-
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tion consists of a poem (a quatrain) to which he adds: "The reason I have changed my sobriquet
[hao] to Cha-ch'i-weng [Old Man of the Cha River] is that forgeries [of my work] have become
very numerous; so I decided to put forth some new ideas to make the forgers feel ashamed of
themselves." That is to say, he has adopted a new pen name (as a Chinese artist or writer could
do whenever he chose) to accompany a new style.

Judging from the unclear reproduction, the painting has probably suffered damage and been
repainted in some areas, but it seems acceptable as a work by Ch'ien Hsiian. (Since it comes
from an archaeological context about a century later than the artist's period of activity, however,
it is of course not of unquestionable authenticity.) It is consistent in style with a small group of
other paintings of plant subjects, with more or less convincing inscriptions and seals, that can
safely be taken, even though not one of them is absolutely above doubt, to represent Ch'ien's
works of this category. The excavated painting is of lotus plants, three buds and several leaves,
and is painted with a combination of fine outline drawing and washes reported to be of light
green color. The effect of this manner of drawing is to flatten the forms, even though leaves and
blossoms are rendered as turned at different angles to the viewer, besides overlapping one another,
so as to offer some semblance of existence in a three-dimensional space. The linear rendering
also prevents, by its very sharpness of edge, any atmospheric softening of form. Like Cheng
Ssu-hsiao's orchids and Kung K'ai's horse, the lotuses are set against empty paper which does not
function as a spatial setting but simply as a neutral ground.

The distinction made by Ch'ien's contemporaries between his works and those of the "artisan
painters'' depends on just the qualities that this painting displays. Ch'ien Hsuan's fastidious avoid-
ance of all strong appeals to the senses, or to the viewer's memories of sensual experiences of
nature, can be regarded simply as a reflection of his temperament; but there is also in it an ele-
ment of striving to eliminate all hint of commercialism, which is part of the basis for the inclu-
sion of this style within the category of wen-jen hua, or literati painting. There was historical
precedent for the inclusion: one of the founding fathers of wen-jen hua, Li Kung-iin (d. 1106),
had introduced into the repertory of acceptable styles for the scholar-amateur a manner of draw-
ing in fine line with only flat washes of dilute ink if any at all, a manner devoid of both shading
(substance) and texturing (tactile surfaces). Besides referring to archaic styles of the T'ang and
earlier periods, before the technical means for truly tactile rendering of masses had been devel-
oped, this manner of painting suited perfectly the somewhat aloof, intellectual bent of the Confu-
cian scholars in its air of cool purity. It had been carried on throughout the Southern Sung period
by such artists as Mou I, the painter of an excellent scroll in this "neoclassical" mode, dated
1240 and based on a T'ang tradition of scenes of court ladies,10 and Chao Meng-chien (1199 to
ca. 1256), uncle of Chao Meng-fu and specialist in narcissus paintings. Painting of this kind seems
to have constituted a rather recherche subtradition through the twelfth and thirteenth centuries;
part of Ch'ien Hsuan's contribution was in expanding the style's expressive range and repertory
of subjects.

Two small paintings by Ch'ien Hsiian representing blossoming crab apple and gardenia are
mounted together in a handscroll from which we reproduce the gardenia (Pi. 4). The artist's seal
is impressed in the lower corner of each painting, and an inscription by Chao Meng-fu follows the
gardenia. This reads: "These pictures of gardenia and crab apple are well endowed with a sense
of life. The excellence of Shun-chii's [Ch'ien Hsuan's] painting can be recognized in this quality.
The other, trivial pictures one sees [under his name] are all done by his students." This is another
expression of worry that imitations and forgeries would pass for genuine works.

The problem of imitations is a serious one with all famous artists but must have been especial-
ly acute in Ch'ien Hsuan's case. Perhaps this was because his pictures seemed to invite imita-
tion: superficially, making a "Ch'ien Hslian" was a simple matter of reproducing his neat line
drawing and filling in the colors. The subtleties of Ch'ien's best paintings, which are well repre-
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sented by this example—the use of white pigment on the flowers against the near-white of the
paper tone, the remarkable finesse of the drawing as seen, for instance, in the gossamer-fine vein-
ing of the leaves—will elude even the best reproduction, and we can only recommend that the
reader seek out originals and devote some time to looking at them.

The line drawing in this painting is thinner, paler, less prominent than in "Lotuses" (Pi. 3),
but the two paintings agree in other respects, such as the schematic folding-over of leaf edges,
a device that in Ch'ien Hsiian's hands seems more intended to provide tonal contrasts between
top surface and underside, and lovely patterns of undulating line than to render the leaves visual-
ly as turning in air. This line drawing invests the plant with a sense of interior animation that re-
moves it from the realm of Southern Sung Academy flower paintings; if one speaks of' 'a sense of
life" with regard to those, one means something quite different. Nevertheless, the painting ech-
oes the Southern Sung styles more than is usual in Ch'ien Hsiian's works, particularly in its dec-
orative beauty but also in the arrangement of blossoms and leaves. To do this, to borrow some
of the unearthly loveliness of the Southern Sung masters' works, might seem natural enough for
an artist of the early Yuan. Yet in the climate of critical opinion of the time it may well have in-
vited disapproval, since the artistic styles of the Southern Sung were associated with its political
weakness and generally shunned by the literati painters, who were always conscious of critical
and theoretical issues—understandably, since they were also, much of the time, the leading
critics and theorists themselves. A later Yuan writer, for instance, criticized Ch'ien Hsiian's cal-
ligraphy for having "not yet succeeded in sloughing off the decadent and debilitated spirit of the
end of the Sung."11 The same attitude was prevalent in literature; the leading prose writer of
the Chiang-nan region at this time, Tai Piao-yiian (1244-1310), devoted his career to correcting
the "degenerate" trends of late Sung literature.

Ch'ien Hsiian's "Autumn Melon and Grasses" (Pi. 5) is painted with ink and light washes of
-color, mostly shades of green. The inscription at the top is a poem by Ch'ien Hsiian and is fol-
lowed by his signature and seals. The elements of the composition are stepped back sequentially
within the shallow space, from the solid, rotund melon through the larger and then the smaller
leaves, the blossoms, and finally to the least substantial, the curling tendrils and blades of grass—
that is to say, from mass to surface to line. The well-ordered parallel and crossing movements of
the grasses serve to construct a fragile trellis-like framework against which the rest is neatly dis-
played. This is another painting that gains a good part of its attractiveness from its decorative
beauty, but again this effect is achieved within a style that in every aspect expresses a cool reserve.
If one doubts this and tries to see Ch'ien Hsiian (against the admonitions of Chinese writers) as
a simple continuer of Sung traditions of flower painting, one has only to compare his works with
those of contemporary artists who did carry on the Sung traditions—Meng Yii-chien (Color Pi.
8) or the anonymous painter of a pair of large hanging scrolls in the Daitoku-ji, Kyoto, represent-
ing peonies12—to see at once how clearly Ch'ien stands apart from them.

It is in fact obvious from both the writings and the paintings of early Yuan scholar-artists that
a powerful reaction was under way against the styles of the immediately preceding period, the
Southern Sung. In the works of Ch'ien Hsiian and Chao Meng-fu this reaction takes two direc-
tions: an archaistic return to earlier modes of painting—those of the T'ang, Five Dynasties, and
early Sung—and somewhat experimental attempts to incorporate references to this more dis-
tant past into essentially new styles. Ch'ien's effort in the latter direction will be noted shortly
in his landscape "Dwelling in the Floating Jade Mountains"; for his archaistic manner we shall
turn to the finest of his extant figure paintings, the handscroll representing "Yang Kuei-fei
Mounting a Horse.''

Before considering the "Yang Kuei-fei" picture, however, we should pause to point out that
the archaistic revival of old styles was not entirely new to painting; it had been practiced by schol-
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arly and aristocratic artists in the late Northern and early Southern Sung periods—Li Kung-lin,
Chao Ling-jang, Wang Shen, and others, as well as by certain of their followers in the Southern
Sung Academy—as part of a general antiquarian enthusiasm that pervaded Sung culture. We
should note also that our use of the term "archaism" is intended to embrace a number of modes
in which the early styles were revived—or evoked, imitated, alluded to, played upon—by later
artists; all of these have in common a conscious assigning of special value to the style because
of its antiquity. We group these modes, admittedly a bit loosely, as varieties of archaism in the
interest of avoiding the repetition of cumbersome phrases such as "the imitation of, or allusion
to, antique styles."

The subject of Ch'ien Hsiian's "Yang Kuei-fei Mounting a Horse" (Pi. 6) is quasi-historical:
the T'ang emperor Hsiian-tsung, or Ming-huang (reigned 713-56), and his famous concubine Yang
Kuei-fei are represented as setting forth on an outing, perhaps a hunt, with a retinue of servants.
The emperor, in the first part of the scroll (handscrolls are always read from right to left), has
already mounted and looks back, waiting patiently while his plump favorite, who is said to have
set the fashion for corpulent beauty in the later T'ang, mounts her horse with considerable as-
sistance. Literary evidence suggests that the painting may be based on a now lost work by the
eighth-century master Han Kan, who served under Emperor Hsiian-tsung; a painting of the same
subject ascribed to Han was known to Chao Meng-fu and probably to Ch'ien Hsiian. In any case,
the composition adheres faithfully to T'ang models, with the figures disposed laterally, in groups,
within a shallow stage devoid of any indication of ground plane or background. All the advances
made during intervening centuries toward integrating figure groups into a suitable setting are
thus renounced in favor of earlier and simpler means of interrelating the separate parts by
rhythms of spacing and by turning the figures slightly so as to suggest that they are aware of each
other's presence. Sacrificed also are most of the devices that had been developed for animating
figures—brushline of restlessly fluctuating thickness, animated postures and gestures, distinct
facial expressions. The artist's approach to his subject seems detached and is, as we suggested
above, properly to be termed neoclassical; the evocation of antiquity seems more essential to the
expression of the picture than any real concern for the event or its participants. Here again,
Ch'ien Hsiian's drawing in thin uncalligraphic outlines and his subtle coloring in flat washes
achieve the cool, dispassionate feeling that characterizes all his work.

Han Kan's original painting, executed probably while Ming-huang and Yang Kuei-fei were
still living, must have breathed warm life and human emotion; beautiful women and fine horses
were the emperor's two loves, and no court painter who failed to capture their seductive aspects
would have remained long in favor. Ch'ien Hsiian seems more enamored of the past and of
color harmonies than of women or horses. Doubtless, as with much hard-edged or minimalist
or otherwise emotionally uncommitted painting today, a work of this kind appealed by its very
renunciation of overt appeal to the numbed sensibilities of Ch'ien's contemporaries; by calling
forth memories of the T'ang dynasty, which represented China's peak of national power, such a
painting asserted the supreme cultural values that were among the few possessions to which the
early Yuan scholars could cling in their humiliation by an uncultured, rudely powerful enemy.
What it could not do, clearly, was provide a viable base for the further development of Yuan
painting.

The same can be said of most of the landscape paintings ascribed to Ch'ien Hsiian. They are
executed in another archaistic mode that also referred back to styles of the T'ang period, the so-
called blue-and-green manner, in which rocks and trees are depicted by applying bright mineral
colors, with blue and green predominating, within sharply drawn contours. Ch'en's blue-andl-
green landscapes imply only a backward-looking stance and impress one more as intellectual and
art-historical statements than as really vital expressions of either individual or collective feeling.
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Or, if they reflect the conditions of their time at all, it is in a negative way, as symptoms of a
revulsion against the present, a retreat into a safely idealized past. Executed with a neatness that
rules out all possibility of spontaneity, subject to a scrupulous exclusion of naturalistic effects of
light and shadow, or textured surfaces, or anything else of immediate sensual experience, they
speak in a subdued language of noninvolvement.

One of these Ch'ien Hsuan landscapes,1 purchased recently by the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, represents the calligrapher Wang Hsi-chih in a waterside pavilion watching two swimming
geese (Color PI. 1). Wang is said to have particularly admired the sinuous movements of the
birds' necks, finding in this display of supple muscularity some inspiration for catching the same
quality in his calligraphy. The geese as Ch'ien Hsiian depicts them would not have afforded Wang
much inspiration: they are as stiff and graceless as the rest of the picture, in which this effect is
created as deliberately and successfully as an effect of natural grace is sought in others. The appli-
cation of heavy blue and green colors in flat, clearly bounded areas is totally different from the
coloring in Sung-period blue-and-green landscapes, such as the superb handscroll in the Peking
Palace Museum attributed to the twelfth-century Chao Po-chu, in which the color, laid on in
transparent, subtly shaded washes, contributes to the naturalistic rendering of form.13 The leaf-
age of the trees in Ch'ien's picture and the grove of bamboo are similarly treated in separate,
flat areas of schematic pattern. The backward extension of the roof of the pavilion is left awkward-
ly unresolved and only partly masked by a tree.

A work of art in such an intellectually conditioned, antipictorial style as this raises, of course,
new problems of quality: how to distinguish deliberate, aesthetically effective ' 'awkwardness''
from real clumsiness? How is the viewer to detect the kind of dishonesty, conscious or not,
that invokes an alternate value system to mask real ineptitude? It is easy enough to reply that
true quality will always reveal itself to the discerning eye, whatever the style; in practice, how-
ever, it is not nearly so simple, and works of art that are excellent on their own aesthetic terms
have often been dismissed as insignificant or bad by otherwise sensitive critics who were judging
them by wrong criteria. The problem is common in, but scarcely peculiar to, later Chinese paint-
ing.

Ch'ien Hsiian may have aimed, in painting his "Dwelling in the Floating Jade Mountains"
(Pi. 7), at the same effect of cool classicism, but the outcome is very different. Whether the pres-
ently surviving version of this famous work is the original or a close copy cannot be determined
until the painting can be studied in the original; it is in the Shanghai Museum (though unfor-
tunately away on loan when I visited there in 1973) and is known outside China only through
black-and-white photographs. In the form of a short handscroll, it represents Ch'ien Hsiian's
own mountain retreat, as he tells us in his inscription. The painting bears admiring colophons
by later Yuan painters (Huang Kung-wang and Ni Tsan) as well as by post-Yuan artists and critics;
they praise it for its antique flavor.

Antique flavor is indeed the essence of the work. Like other paintings by Ch'ien, this looks
back over the centuries to styles that had long ago fallen into disuse. To students of Western
art, accustomed to patterns of development in which a style once superseded is less likely to be
consciously taken up again (although of course European art had its renascences as well), this
may seem an odd way of stating the matter; but in China, in art as in other areas of culture, at-
tempts to recover some ideal situation that once existed but has been long lost were as common
as attempts to move' 'forward'' in accordance with some concept of progress. A full understanding
of Ch'ien Hsuan's relationship here to old traditions would require a series of close comparisons
with earlier landscape paintings and would be too large a digression. We should, however, look
briefly into the background of Yuan landscape painting, since landscape was to be the principal
theme during this period, as well as later.

Until the middle of the T'ang dynasty, the favored mode of landscape painting was one in
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which rocks, trees, and other components of the scene were drawn in outline and then colored;
the "blue and green" manner was a late crystallization of that mode. The first significant de-
parture from it is credited by later Chinese writers to the poet-painter Wang Wei (699-759),
who is said to have introduced a technique known as p'o-mo, "broken ink," which somehow al-
lowed the elimination of color and the development of ink monochrome painting. Whatever
Wang's innovation may have been—and no works survive to tell us—it was followed in the
tenth century by the emergence of landscape styles in which small, densely repeated brush-
strokes, particularly of the varieties known as ts'un (texture strokes) and tien (dots), replaced the
old color washes as fillings for landscape forms, giving them richly tactile surfaces and a sense of
earthy reality.

The master most revered by the Yuan landscapists for his achievement in this direction was
Tung Yuan (died ca. 960); the tradition he inaugurated, called after him and his follower Chvi-
jan the Tung-Chu school, was centered in the Chiang-nan region below the Yangtze River, where
the painters we are now considering lived and worked. This tradition had, however, lapsed into
a state of near dormancy during the Sung period, when the leading landscapists—the Northern
Sung masters such as Fan K'uan and Kuo Hsi, the early-twelfth-century Li T'ang, and his South-
ern Sung followers Ma Yuan and Hsia Kuei—undertook those explorations of space and at-
mosphere, monumental mountain structures or romantic mist-filled panoramas, that are the
supreme achievements of Sung painting.

In the early Yuan, as a phenomenon accompanying the rejection of late Sung landscape styles,
the Chiang-nan school of Tung Yuan was revived, along with other early Sung and pre-Sung tradi-
tions.14 The renewal of interest in these old traditions was stimulated by new opportunities to
study works of the early masters, opportunities that had been drastically limited during the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries by the political division of China, with the north under sep-
arate rule, and by the concentration of antique works in imperial and otherwise inaccessible
collections. More of the important surviving early works were now back in circulation, and freer
travel allowed painters to see them. Travel also brought artists into contact with survivals of old
traditions in local pockets of stylistically retardataire painting; we know little about these from
textual evidence, but their existence is attested by many extant paintings attributed to the great
tenth- and eleventh-century masters but datable to the late Sung or early Yuan by style. Chao
Meng-fu, who went to Peking in 1286 and traveled widely in the northern provinces, brought
back with him, when he returned to Wu-hsing in 1295, a collection of old paintings that he had
acquired in the north, among which were works by or after Wang Wei and Tung Yuan.

Ch'ien Hsiian must have seen these early paintings, and if "Floating Jade Mountains" is, as
Chinese critics maintain, a work of his last years, it would reflect his response to this exposure.
But Ch'ien's acquaintance with the old traditions was not based entirely on genuinely antique
works by the great masters; imitations closer to his own time that transmitted the styles in man-
nered and debased form must also have been known to him and would seem to have affected his
own renderings of those styles. Some of the schematic hardness of his blue-and-green landscapes
is probably to be accounted for in this way, and likewise some of the oddities in "Floating Jade
Mountains."

In any case, this curious painting, along with Chao Meng-fu's "Autumn Colors on the Ch'iao
and Hua Mountains" (to be considered shortly), is one of the earliest surviving monuments of
the new revival movement. It is not, like Ch'ien's blue-and-green landscapes, purely an obeisance
to the past; it represents a conscious attempt to absorb, combine, and reinterpret the old styles
and also—less successfully in Ch'ien's case than in Chao's—to make out of them a new style.
Ch'ien's use of the old materials is characteristically dry, intellectual, antipictorial: their un-
sophistication, even awkwardness, seems to have been what attracted him most, so that his at-
titude might properly be termed primitivist. The ways in which he rejects the later Sung achieve-
ments in landscape and imitates the archaic conventions are many; we will note only a few.
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The masses that make up the composition, rising from the low, earthy hills that begin the scroll
to the more imposing forms at the left, composed of angular, jutting shapes, are arranged lateral-
ly in middle distance; there is no foreground or background. Shorelines are starkly drawn, with
no easy transition from water to land. Water and sky are undifferentiated emptiness. The harsh-
ness of the whole presentation is heightened by an absence of softening atmosphere, which a
patch of mist filling a hollow at the left end of the scroll scarcely relieves. There is in fact no real
space around the forms, nor are the forms themselves volumetrically conceived or embedded in
a true spatial continuum. The elegant graded washes of late Sung painting, which rendered mass
through suggestions of light and shadow and distance through atmospheric dimming, are replaced
by schematic accumulations of parallel strokes (a variety of ts'un) like a kind of hatching. Trees
are depicted in schemata of another kind, as stiff trunks around which foliage is stippled with
massing of dots (tien) that vary in shape and density not so much to distinguish species—naturalis-
tic references are minimal—as to enable the simplest kind of separation on the picture surface.
Some of the trees twist in graceless postures that are answered later in the bizarre configurations
of the rocks. The scale—houses to trees to rocks—is unnatural, childish; in a deliberate perver-
sion of established compositional principles, the bluff at far left, which (judging from the size of
the trees on it, relative to those earlier in the scroll) must be farthest away, is pulled closest to
the picture plane.

Ch'ien Hsiian here reverses the direction that landscape painting had taken in its evolution
from the tenth to the thirteenth century. He renounces all the means by which the late Sung
landscape painting had approximated more and more closely one's visual perception of scenery in
nature (which is a very different matter from photographic realism): concentration of detail in
limited areas of focus, blurring and dimming of distant forms in haze, rendition of bulk through
separation of sunlit and shadowed sides of boulders and cliffs, suggestions of deep and unbound-
ed space. Ch'ien reverts rather to that stage in the history of styles in which the artist was still
working to establish the substantiality of his forms through painstaking rendering of their tex-
tured surfaces, and extensions laterally or into depth were accomplished only through the place-
ment of objects and the consequent relationships between them.

A detailed discussion of sources for the adopted features of style would, as noted already, take
us too far afield. The "Tung Yuan" references are apparent when Ch'ien's painting is compared
with ' 'Wintry Trees by a Lake" (Pi. 90) ascribed to that master but probably by a follower work-
ing in the twelfth or thirteenth century. The distinctive elements that make up the Tung Yuan
mode of landscape painting are there already conventionalized, to the considerable loss of their
original representational function; but the conventionalization has come about through a natural
historical process, the decline of a tradition, and not, as with Ch'ien Hsiian, through a deliberate
turning away from nature toward art. The two paintings illustrate nicely the distinction made
by Max Loehr: "The Sung painter, using his style as a tool, tackles the problem of how to de-
pict mountain and water; the Yiian painter, using mountain and water as his media, tackles the
problem of creating a style."15

Much of the above discussion has been in negative terms: rejection of Sung styles; absence of
space and atmosphere, monumentality and beauty. The question of what positive values have
replaced them is more complex, and best deferred until we encounter works of other artists
in which these values are more successfully attained. Ch'ien Hsiian's attempt seems in the end
somewhat abortive; it helps to define the terms under which a new landscape style could come
into being but does not itself offer a completely realized and viable new style. That was to be the
achievement of Chao Meng-fu.
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S. CHAO MENG-FU

The circumstances of Chao Meng-fu's life and artistic career have been admirably clarified
recently in a series of studies by Chu-tsing Li.16 Chao was born in 12S4 into a family related to
the Sung imperial house; he was in fact a descendant of the first Sung emperor. He received a
good Confucian education in the imperial college at Hangchow and held a minor official post
under the Sung. After the fall of the dynasty he retired to his birthplace, Wu-hsing, and occupied
himself with literary composition and painting. It was during this period that he came to know
Ch'ien Hsiian and probably (as Huang Kung-wang and another Yuan-period writer tell us in
colophons on Ch'ien's "Floating Jade Mountains") studied painting with him, although Chao
nowhere acknowledges such indebtedness. In any case, Chao was surely inspired by the older
painter's example in his revival of pre-Sung styles.

Chao was one of about two dozen talented and prominent Chinese of the Chiang-nan region
who received invitations from Khubilai Khan in 1286; he accepted and went to Peking. During
the next decade he traveled widely in the north of China, performing a variety of functions as
secretary of the Board of War. He returned to Wu-hsing in 1295, bringing with him a collec-
tion of old paintings. Between then and his death in 1322, he was in and out of office, some-
times traveling north to take official posts, sometimes retiring to the south to spend his time in
literary production, calligraphy, and painting. His official career, although frustrating much of
the time, was as distinguished as a Chinese could achieve under the conditions of the age. Chao
served under four more emperors, was governor of two provinces, and was promoted to a num-
ber of high posts, including that of director of the Han-lin Academy, the imperial academy to
which the leading scholars of the age were invited.

There is no evidence that he ever painted for Khubilai Khan or any of the Mongol dignitaries
of the court; he was certainly not a court painter. Nevertheless, the fact that he was especially
famous for his pictures of horses may be related to his close association with the Mongols, whose
partiality toward this subject, considering their nomadic background, is easy to understand.17

So renowned and valuable did Chao's horse pictures become that thousands of old paintings of
horses by later and lesser artists are still ascribed to him, usually with spurious signatures added.
Curiously, however, this subject category within Chao's works is least well represented today
by reliable examples. Or perhaps the high praise his horses were given leads us to expect too
much and to disbelieve examples that are really from his hand.

One of the best of the horse paintings bearing Chao's seals and signature (the latter possibly
a later addition) is an album leaf representing "A Horse and Groom in the Wind" (Pi. 8).
Chu-tsing Li considers this to be a genuine work of the 1280s and probably based on some T'ang
picture. It is painted in the same outline-and-wash manner as Ch'ien Hsuan's works—or, to cite
an earlier model, a famous scroll (which Chao Meng-fu surely knew) representing "Five Horses
and Grooms" by Li Kung-lin (Pi. 88), another artist famous for pictures of horses in the T'ang
manner. Chao's painting is like those also in isolating the figure and horse against a blank ground.
Even the strong wind, which blows the tail and mane of the horse and the clothing of the groom,
seems a phenomenon confined within the borders of the picture, enlivening the composition but
leaving it essentially self-contained. The line drawing, highly proficient and free of mannerism,
recaptures some of the classical cleanness of T'ang figure painting, about which Chao wrote:
"Figure paintings by Sung artists are far inferior to those of the T'ang masters. It is the T'ang
masters I have resolved to follow; I want to expunge completely all traces of the Sung artists'
brush-and-ink from my works."18

By a chance of survival, what was probably Chao's single venture into depicting a related but
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unusual subject, "Sheep and Goat" (Pi. 9), is now more generally accepted than any of the
numerous horse paintings attributed to him and is a finer work than any of them. It is painted in
ink on paper, a material usually preferred over silk by Yuan and later literati artists; paper's
slight roughness of surface and greater absorbency allowed varieties of brushwork, essential to
the scholar-painters' styles, that were difficult or impossible on silk. Here, for example, Chao
makes effective use of what are known as "wet" and "dry" brushwork. The sheep is done in
the wetter manner, in which the brush is more heavily loaded with slightly dilute ink, so that
the strokes are not distinct but run together into puddly, mottled areas. The Angora goat is a
fine example of dry brushwork: here the brush is more lightly loaded with thicker (less dilute)
ink, which has been allowed to dry partially on the inkstone before being picked up. Sweeping
over the paper, a "dry" brush thus loaded with the thicker ink, which does not soak into the
paper, leaves crumbly strokes that are not unlike those of pencil or charcoal drawing and seem
to lie on the surface. The use of these two manners of drawing provides an effective formal
contrast between the two animals.

The sheep and goat are paired in complementary postures, like the horses of the emperor
and Yang Kuei-fei in Ch'ien Hsiian's scroll, so as to be compositionally bound into a single
centrifugal movement. The awkward foreshortening of the sheep's body, like that of the
emperor's mount, is surely another deliberate allusion to painting of the T'ang period, when
foreshortening was still undertaken seriously as a means of rendering volumes in space as seen
from a fixed viewpoint. This technique was virtually abandoned by the middle of the Sung as part
of a general turning away from illusionistic devices; it occurs later only in evocations of the
past such as these.

Chu-tsing Li has recently suggested the possibility of symbolism in the subject, with the
sheep and goat standing for two Han-dynasty generals, Su Wu and Li Ling. Captured by the
Hsiung-nu, another "barbarian" people, Su refused to join their cause and was forced to herd
sheep on the cold northern wastes; Li Ling surrendered and was repatriated. "The proud air
of the sheep on the left seems to reflect the spirit of Su Wu," writes Chu-tsing Li, "and the
humiliation of the goat, that of Li Ling."19 Chao Meng-fu alludes several times in his poetry and
other writings, metaphorically or more directly, to the problem of loyalism.20 The idea of
seeing in this outwardly bucolic painting another example of covert political reference is at-
tractive, and the suggestion may be tentatively accepted, although the "humiliation" of the goat
and the ' 'proud air'' of the sheep are not so evident in the painting as one might wish—the sheep,
with its balloon-like body and fatuous expression, seems (as characterized by Chao) to be the
less noble of the two. Chao's inscription gives no hint of hidden meaning; but if the painting
was done around 1300, as Chu-tsing Li believes, while Chao was serving the Mongols, one would
scarcely expect it to. The inscription reads: "I have often painted horses but have never before
tried painting sheep or goats. However, when asked by Chung-hsin for a painting, I did these
playfully, from life. Although [the picture] doesn't succeed in approaching the old masters, it
does capture something of ch'i-yiin."

Ch'i-yiin is "spirit resonance," a quality which, since the original appearance of the term in the
first of the famous Six Laws of the late-fifth-century critic Hsieh Ho, had been the prime desidera-
tum in painting. In later centuries it served as an ill-defined but regularly invoked criterion of
excellence. In literati-painting theory it is the personal quality of the artist as an individual that
is manifested as ch'i-yiin in his works; one cannot get it by practice or effort. Chao Meng-fu cer-
tainly does not mean, then, simply that he has captured a spirited look in his animals. The ' 'spirit
resonance" he claims is rather a quality of the painting itself, a richness and intensity of ex-
pression arising from such echoes and overtones as those we have suggested above, as well as
from nuances of execution, brushwork, and drawing, and the knowing manipulation of form.

The beauty of Chao's inscription (at the left of the painting) as a work of calligraphy—he was
the greatest calligrapher of the Yuan period—completes the overall excellence of the work.
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Seals of collectors filling most of the available space and an inscription by the Ch'ien-lung
emperor (ruled 1736-96) at the upper right (his flaccid hand providing just the right foil for
Chao's firm, fluid characters as an example of bad calligraphy) are indications of the esteem in
which this small, seemingly simple work has been held over the centuries.

Another subject category within Chao Meng-fu's works, his pictures of bamboo, old trees,
and stones, will be considered in a later chapter. Judging from copies and records, he also did
figures and bird-and-flower compositions. His major achievements, however, are in landscape.
The few landscapes by him that survive in originals or copies are so unlike each other in appear-
ance that one must, in order to accept them as creations of one man, understand the nature of
his art, his doctrinaire devotion to the past, his contempt for "present-day painting," and his
determination to make antique styles live again. His landscapes draw on several old traditions:
the blue-and-green landscapes of the T'ang and their Sung revivals; Tung Yiian's innovations in
the Five Dynasties period; the Li-Kuo landscape tradition (named for Li Ch'eng and Kuo Hsi)
of the tenth and eleventh centuries and its continuations in the later Sung and early Yuan, with
which Chao became familiar during his sojourn in the north.21 His landscape paintings make
use of old compositional types and revive old motifs with such authority and artistic success as
to establish these as basic to the repertory of later Yuan painters. Most important of all, they
exhibit an astonishing inventiveness and creativity, offering major stylistic innovations that
would change the course of Chinese landscape painting. In fact, the roots of much of the rest
of Yuan landscape are planted firmly in these few works (along with, of course, others by Chao
that have not survived). They would therefore merit careful attention for their historical impor-
tance alone; but they are also excellent, even superb, works of art.

Chao Meng-fu's earliest surviving landscape is a handscroll titled "The Mind Landscape of
Hsieh Yu-yii" (Pi. 10-11). It is unsigned but bears a seal of the artist and a colophon by his son
Chao Yung stating that it is a work of his father's early period, done before the trip to Peking
in 1286. Hsieh K'un, or Hsieh Yu-yii (280-322), was a scholar of the Chin dynasty who once said
that "although he was uncomfortable in the confines of the court, he was the equal of any man
when surrounded by the hills and the valleys."22 The famous painter Ku K'ai-chih (341—402)
had depicted him among these hills and valleys and had won praise for this penetrating use of
a setting to illuminate the man's character. Chao Meng-fu's picture may have been meant as
an imaginary re-creation of Ku's, which had probably disappeared long before. Whether or not
his intention was so specific, Chao builds his composition on an archaic plan, stretching out his
land forms and trees across the middle ground, parallel to the picture plane, beyond a river that
occupies the foreground and moves into distance at each end. Hsieh sits on a mat on the river
bank, looking down into the water. The flat area against which the figure is placed is set off by
surrounding hillocks, in the manner of the "space cells" of early landscape painting, and is
tilted sharply upward so as to display the surface of the land. A parallel might be seen, for in-
stance, in the ending of the "Nymph of the Lo River" scroll ascribed to Ku K'ai-chih in the
Freer Gallery of Art, which similarly portrays a poet seated on a river bank.23 Besides this
device, there are numerous other features of the painting that constitute archaistic allusions to
the styles of the Six Dynasties period, when landscape painting was first established as an art that
embodied new poetic perceptions of nature: the quasi-naive disproportion of figure to trees to
hills, the use of tall trees spaced at even intervals as repoussoir elements behind which pockets
of space can be opened (compare the illustrations of filial-piety episodes on the well-known
Nelson Gallery sarcophagus slabs, dating from around 525),24 the heavy blue and green coloring,
and many more. Hsieh K'un, in preferring solitude in the wilderness to political-entanglements
at court, exemplifies a romantic urge to escape from society that is a common theme in Six
Dynasties literature and art.

There is a certain poignancy in Chao Meng-fu's having depicted a subject with these impli-
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cations, when he himself was shortly afterwards to go to the Mongol court and serve Khubilai
Khan; the later Yuan landscapist Ni Tsan recognizes this in the opening couplet of a quatrain he
inscribed on the scroll :25

This was Hsieh Yu-yii, who should be portrayed among the hills and cliffs;
But at the Gull-Wave Pavilion [Chao Meng-fu's retreat], as the moon set, the window that

opened to the night was empty.

Here are political overtones even subtler than those of Cheng Ssu-hsiao's orchid or Kung K'ai's
horse. What Ni Tsan expresses is not condemnation—his admiration for Chao is revealed plainly
in other writings of his. Like other Yuan writers, he feels sympathy for a man torn between loy-
alty to the past and an active involvement in the present.

Chao Meng-fu's is not the schematic archaism that Ch'ien Hsiian displays in "Wang Hsi-chih"
(Color Pi. 1) and other blue-and-green landscapes. The washes of heavy mineral color are not
applied so flatly but are shaded as they are in Sung-period works in this manner; the line is not
so hard, the trees so stiff, nor the rock formations and tree foliage so strictly patterned. The
archaism of Chao's picture does not detract from its feeling and poetic insight, which are con-
veyed in a supple and sensitive treatment of forms and their relationships. Here he continues a
mode of poetic archaism developed in the middle-Sung period by painters associated with the
imperial court—Chao Ling-jang, Chao Po-chu, Ma Ho-chih, and others.

Chao Meng-fu's "Autumn Colors on the Ch'iao and Hua Mountains" (PI. 12, 14)26 repre-
sents a very different direction in his work and is not only a far more complex and problematic
painting but also one that had a much more significant effect on later styles. Chao painted it,
according to his inscription, in the early months of 1296, shortly after his return from the
north. It is dedicated in the inscription to his friend Chou Mi (1232—98), a famous collector
and writer who was then living in Hangchow but whose ancestral home was in the northeast, in
Shantung Province. Chao had visited this area during his travels in the north, and in this land-
scape he painted its scenery from memory, including the two mountains, for Chou Mi, who had
never been there. The painting, however, is far from being an accurate report of a remembered
scene. The mountains, in reality far apart, are arbitrarily drawn close together and shown as
though they were modest protrusions from a marshy plain. The conical form of Mount Hua
at the right and the bread-loaf of Mount Ch'iao at the left must be diagrammatic renderings
of their actual shapes, and these are the only identifiable references to specific locale in the pic-
ture. Chao Meng-fu, despite his announced intention of showing Chou Mi how the place looked,
is engaged in an artistic, not a topographical, exploration.

As was related earlier, paintings by the tenth-century master Tung Yuan were among those
Chao had brought back from the north; one of them may have been his inspiration for this work
which is, among other things, an essay in the Tung Yuan manner. A comparison of it with the
work of the Tung Yuan school "Wintry Trees by a Lake" (PI. 90) reveals the points of similarity
immediately. In keeping with the archaic models and contrary to later Sung practice, the pic-
torial space of the painting occupies a removed middle ground; there is no foreground or far
distance. In this, and in the roughly symmetrical plan with schematic, spatially unrealized re-
cessions at either end, the scroll agrees with the earlier "Hsieh Yu-yii." Chao Meng-fu adopts
Tung Yuan's system of piled horizontal ground lines, wavering strokes repeated to provide a
semblance of flat extension into depth across a marshy plain. This is, however, largely a matter
of convention; the ground lines start and stop more or less arbitrarily, for rhythmic alternation
of filled and empty areas; the spatial inconsistencies of the picture, with the ground plane dis-
junct from one section tolthe next and tilting sharply upward at the end, work against any effect
of real continuum. Size relationships are also distorted: the tree group in the center is abruptly
enlarged, while the two conventional signs for fishermen-in-boats just to the right of it, which
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pertain still to the scale of the "distant" mountain, become absurdly small. Mount Ch'iao, at
the left, is sharply reduced in scale by the disproportionately large houses and trees near its
base. Spatial and proportional inconsistencies of a like kind are everywhere; in a work by an
artist so technically accomplished as Chao, they can only be understood as primitivist features,
antirealistic in intent, reverting to early stages in the history of landscape painting before prob-
lems of spatial unification and convincing size relationships had been overcome.

By choosing to work in such a primitivist idiom, of course, as we suggested above, one placed
oneself in danger of being mistaken by the unknowing for a truly inept painter. (The problem is
just the opposite of that faced by Ch'ien Hsiian, who found himself being wrongly regarded as
an "artisan painter" because of the technical skill displayed in his bird-and-flower and figure
compositions.) Chao Meng-fu was anxious that his aims be understood; not content with letting
his paintings themselves express his disdain for all that was happening in painting outside his
small circle and for all who failed to recognize the superiority of his own works, he wrote in-
scriptions on some of them that leave no room for misunderstanding or opposition.

One of these, written in 1301, reads: "The most precious quality in painting is the antique
spirit [or conception]. If this isn't present, the work isn't worth much, even though it may be
skillfully done. Nowadays, people who paint in a detailed and delicate manner with bright colors
consider themselves to be proficient artists. They are unaware of the fact that works lacking an-
tique spirit aren't worth looking at. My own paintings may seem to be quite simply and care-
lessly done, but the true connoisseur will recognize that they adhere to old models and are thus
deserving of approval. I say this for connoisseurs and not for ignoramuses."

Since Ch'ien Hsiian's "Floating Jade Mountains" (PI. 7) is undated, we cannot establish pri-
ority between it and "Autumn Colors" ; both belong clearly to the same archaist-experimental
phase of early Yuan landscape painting. Chao's painting, like Ch'ien's, is severe, even bleak in
mood; no softening atmosphere, no naturalistic detail, relieves the dry, schematic, intellectually
oriented rendering of the scene. In historical context the painting stands as a vehement rejection
of the pictorial values and technical advances, most of all the warmth and romantic mood, of
Southern Sung painting. For us in the West, where a similar reaction against romantic and realis-
tic styles in art has taken place only within the last century, the impulses behind the Yuan rev-
olution in painting may seem not only understandable but even familiar.

To treat Chao's "Autumn Colors'' only in negative terms of rejection and reversion, however,
is to treat it inadequately. The painting's positive qualities are both inherent—it is a strangely
compelling and ultimately beautiful work—and historical, since it is one of the most influential
monuments of Yuan painting. Apart from the interest of its unsettling composition, it introduces
a new method of building forms—or rather, raises to the level of a significant style certain technical
means that had only been adumbrated in earlier literati painting. In place of the outline-and-
color mode of the archaic styles (and of the earlier "Hsieh Yu-yii" picture) or the outlines with
graded washes and texture strokes of most Sung landscape painting—both of these being methods
of depicting forms by describing their shapes and surfaces—Chao overlaps and interweaves
thick, dry-brush strokes ("hairy" brushstrokes as the Chinese call them), which do not so
much describe as constitute in themselves the very substance of the forms (see detail, Pi. 14).
The earthy naturalness that "Autumn Colors" exhibits in spite of the oddity and spatial discon-
tinuity of its scenery is an effect achieved largely by this method; the objects in the picture
assert their material existence through the tactile richness of the brushwork.

Similar brushwork had been used first in paintings of the literati artists of the late Northern
Sung, such as Ch'iao Chung-ch'ang, an early-twelfth-century master whose single surviving work
is a handscroll illustrating the "Ode on the Red Cliff" by Su Tung-p'o (Pi. 93). The dry-brush
earthiness of the landscape forms and the gracelessness of the willows in that picture offer the
closest parallel in extant earlier painting to the drawing of Chao Meng-fu, who must have known
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works of this school. Chao's broader and richer performances in a manner of painting that had
thus been introduced rather hesitantly in the Sung dynasty were to underlie much of the best
literati painting from this time on.

The same basic method of building forms, and some of the same forms, are re-encountered in
Chao's "East Mountain in Lake Tung-t'ing" (Pi. 17). East Mountain is one of two large islands
in the T'ai-hu, the Great Lake to the north of Wu-hsing, which is sometimes poetically called
Lake Tung-t'ing, although that is properly the name of a larger lake in Hunan Province. Chao
Meng-fu painted both islands in a pair of small pictures of which the one of West Mountain has
disappeared; the "East Mountain" is now in the Shanghai Museum. Chao's inscription, a
poem, is in the upper right, written in elegantly supple calligraphy similar to that on "Sheep
and Goat" (Pi. 9), and again can be contrasted to the weak hand of the eighteenth-century Ch'ie.n-
lung emperor, the writer of the other inscription on each, who apparently could not abstain
from forcing such damaging comparisons. The painting is done on silk, which does not take dry
brushwork as well as paper does; partly for this reason it is less rich in textures but firmer in its
forms than "Autumn Colors."

The composition provides an important link between an early or pre-Sung river-landscape type
and the numerous Yuan-period examples that follow this general plan, which is by far the most
popular landscape type of the period, especially among Chao Meng-fu's followers. The origins
appear again to be in the tenth-century school of Tung Yuan and Chii-jan. Apart from literary
references to works of this school that were known to Chao and his circle, we have as concrete
evidence paintings that appear to be copies of such works done by early or middle Yuan artists,
the originals of which must have been in local collections and could easily have been seen by
Chao. One is "Dragon Boat Festival" (PI. 91), attributed to Tung Yuan but actually (judging
from the conventions used for trees, the coloring, and other period indications in its style) a
copy by some artist close to Chao Meng-fu, probably a direct follower. Another is "Autumn
Mountains" (Pi. 24 in the next chapter), attributed to Chii-jan but almost certainly a copy by
Wu Chen (1280-1354), whose seal it bears.

Both "Dragon Boat Festival" and "Autumn Mountains" have close similarities to "East
Mountain." In all three paintings the foreground is quite distant from the viewer (this is a feature
of early landscape hanging scrolls generally), implying a removed and elevated viewpoint. Pro-
jecting inward from the side in the foreground of each is a spit of land surmounted by a row of
trees of mixed species; those at the end lean outward nearly horizontally. Other tree groups in
the middle ground echo in reduced scale the foreground groups and thus ease the visual passage
across the water—in Chao's picture the repetition is so nearly exact as to make the device appear
rather schematic. The principal mountain mass is located centrally or nearly so (in "Dragon Boat
Festival" it is to the right of center), but the composition is nonetheless given an asymmetrical
character by continuing this land mass to one side, beyond the bounds of the picture, and using
the other side to portray a broad river valley. The river recedes in a deep curving movement
around the central massif to a horizon, marked by low hills, located on or above the midpoint of
the composition. On the other side of the mountain is a shorter, steeper recession along a path
that ascends a ravine to disappear between the main peak and another, farther back. All these
correspondences leave no doubt as to the nature of Chao's model.

Chao's painting, however, is not a mere copy or imitation. He simplifies the composition great-
ly, and in doing so reduces the scale; the far distance is now just across the river. Where the
other two pictures are richly supplied with figures and buildings and with temporal activity (the
dragon-boat race, ferryboat passengers about to disembark), Chao gives us only his conventional
sign for fisherman-in-a-boat and, below the farther tree group, drawn so small that he is scarcely
noticed, a gentleman strolling up the path. Tung Yuan and Chii-jan were praised by Sung critics
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for the plainness of their scenery, but it is unlikely that they strove consciously for that quality;
Chao certainly does. What visual stimulation his painting holds lies in its forms: the odd posturing
of the trees, the strange mass that leans out from the mountainside over the river, the pepper-
dot tien that emphasize the edges of the land forms, and the networks of long, wavering texture
strokes on their surfaces, representing the variety called ''orchid-leaf vein ts'un.'' This system of
texturing is one of the characteristic features of Chao's style as described by Chinese critics;
it is to be seen also, in simpler form, in the Hua Mountain of "Autumn Colors" (Pi. 12).

A landscape painting by Chao Meng-fu that has only recently come to light is "River Village:
The Pleasures of Fishing" (Color Pi. 2).27 The title is written by the artist, together with his
signature, at the right. The terrain appears once more to be that of North China, with sparse
vegetation growing on a plain cut by meandering rivers. The recession into depth is again di-
agonal, along a rhythmically cadenced series of repeated elements: dark boulders, trees, sharp-
cut river banks. The paired fishermen in their schematically drawn boats at the left and the
naively drawn house and figures in the middle distance seem almost to have been transplanted from
' 'Autumn Colors'' and are similarly out of scale with their setting.

The old traditions that Chao draws upon here are two: the blue-and-green landscape mode for
the coloring, and the Li-Kuo school, which supplied the models for the group of tall pine trees
in the foreground, for the flat-topped banks and the bleak river plain in which these are set.
(This school will be considered more fully in the following chapter, in connection with some
works by Chao's followers.) Both traditions were well represented among the paintings that Chao
saw and acquired during his stay in the north. In addition to these historically allusive motifs,
the clearly articulated composition, with its tripartite division in depth (foreground land mass
with tall trees, middle ground with house, distant mountains) recaptures that sense of rational
order, of a world lucidly perceived and comprehended, that was part of the greatness of North-
ern Sung painting.

Before concluding this chapter with an examination of Chao Meng-fu's last reliably dated
work, the "Village by the Water" scroll, we will digress briefly to introduce one that is not
reliable at all but probably a copy. It nevertheless merits some attention because of its high quali-
ty and because it suggests another direction in which Chao's painting may have developed in his
late years. It helps us to understand the great admiration in which he was held by Wen Cheng-
ming and other Soochow painters of the sixteenth century, an admiration that could not, judging
from their own styles, have been based on works such as "Autumn Colors" or "Village by the
Water." It is a previously unpublished landscape with figure dated 1309 and titled "Gazing at
the Stream" (Pi. 18). The purported Chao Meng-fu inscription (at the upper left) and three
seals are all spurious, and some of the drawing, especially in the trees, betrays another and later
hand. The writing and seals could well have been copied closely from an original work by Chao,
however, along with the painting itself.

This exquisite small work is painted on paper in brushwork of the utmost refinement, to which
light washes of blue, green, and red-brown have been added. The figure stands beside a cataract
in a rocky gorge; above, waterfalls pour down between tall pine trees, the tops of which are
partly hidden in mist. The composition, constructed with large forms that fill most of the picture
space, entering from both sides to press on a ravine that defines the main vertical movement, is
by no means impossible for the period; it is paralleled, for instance, in a contemporary or some-
what earlier landscape by a minor artist named Kuo Min.28 This composition differs from the
others by Chao Meng-fu that we have considered in that it brings the scene closer and draws the
viewer into it to share the experience of the meditative figure. But all the others were to some
degree based on archaic models, while this one, in spite of its echoes of the blue-and-green man-
ner (the rocks and slopes are depicted with the same flat, overlapping forms as the "Hsieh Yu-yii''
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scroll of Plate 10, with the same undulating contours and deep crevices), seems little concerned
with antique styles and appears to represent rather an extension of the lyricism of Southern Sung
painting, diluted slightly, harmonized with new ideals, and cleansed of what were for the early
Yuan masters its objectionable academic overtones. The delicacy of touch and lightness of tone
relieve the masses of any sense of ponderousness, so that the crowding of the composition is not
oppressive (as it is, by contrast, in Yao Yen-ch'ing's landscape of Plate 35 or, through the artist's
intention, in the Wang Meng of Plate 51).

If a genuine work by Chao Meng-fu does indeed underlie this one, it must have belonged to a
poetic mode into which he was venturing in his late period. That, like the Southern Sung mas-
ters, he was sometimes concerned with the problem of investing his pictures with mood and feel-
ing through sensitively stated relationships between figures and settings—the very theme of the
"Hsieh Yu-yii" painting—is evident also in a few other works that appear to preserve his compo-
sitions, notably in "A Ch'in Meeting," in which one scholar plays this zither-like instrument
for another on the shore of a river beneath twisted cypress trees.29 It is this side of Chao Meng-
fu's varied output that appealed to Wen Cheng-ming and his followers in the Ming period. But
it evidently did not appeal much to Chao's own followers, with the possible exception of Sheng
Mou, and little that is closely comparable is to be seen in painting during the next two centuries.

The works that most impressed later Yuan artists seem to have been those in which human
figures play only a minimal role and even the cool echoes of nature romanticism felt in "Gazing at
the Stream" have no place. That direction, seen already in "Autumn Colors" and "East Moun-
tain," is best exemplified by Chao's last reliable work, the scroll titled "Village by the Water"
(PI. 13, 15-16). The artist has again written the title at the far right; his signature is at the other
end of the scroll, along with the date, 1302, and a dedication to a friend named Ch'ien Te-chun.
A month after painting the picture,^hao added this note (translated by Chu-tsing Li): "A month
later, Te-chiin has brought this painting to show me, already mounted in scroll form. Tarn very
much embarrassed that something that was only a free play of my brush should now be so much
cherished and valued by my friend."

With so little evidence for tracing the full course of Chao's artistic development, we must be
cautious about seeing any kind of progression from the "Autumn Colors" of 1296 to this work
of 1302. The differences, however, are important. Chao's style seems to have somewhat tamed
by the time he did this quieter, less assertive work. The scenery he depicts is as ordinary as one
could imagine. Details are more subordinated to the whole effect; one must look harder to find
the few tiny figures that inhabit the scene (detail, Pi. 16). The tripartite division is retained, but
the parts are unified into a more convincingly continuous recession, moving diagonally from the
foreground tree group that opens the composition at the right, across an expanse broken only by
a few low hillocks and clumps of trees or bushes, to the unimposing hills that close off the dis-
tance. Ground lines are less schematically drawn and can be read more naturally, as can the
scale of all the parts. These features, along with a greater attention to tonal variations and con-
trasts, result in a better integrated picture. The brushwork is still dry and crumbly, suggesting
earthiness, but is less insistently linear than before; dotting (tien) has been added in the farther
areas to enrich and soften the drawing there (detail, Pi. 15).

In order to see the painting as an advance over "Autumn Colors," one must regard these
features either as indicating a refinement of Chao Meng-fu's technique—a view that may have
some truth but seems irrelevant to the nature of both paintings—or else as representing an
important move into a fundamentally new mode of landscape painting, one that offers less of
novelty in its components (less of interest happens in the picture) but that may in the end prove
more satisfying. The style has been stripped bare of all that is dramatic or powerfully moving,
or even (as in "Autumn Colors") disturbing and bizarre: not only the grand visions of Sung
but also the stylistic upheavals of the earliest decades of Yuan have been left behind. References
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to Tung Yuan or other archaic models have been absorbed into the style to the point of being
imperceptible until one seeks them out; Chao does not seem intent here on making any art-
historical points. Nevertheless, the painting is by no means to be understood as a simple rep-
resentation of natural scenery. What matters in it is a personal style and, as conveyed through
limited manipulations of that style, an expression of a particular state of mind. Behind the deter-
mined preference for plainness in both scenery and style is the same mood of cool withdrawal,
the same remoteness from direct sensory experience, that can be seen in the works of Ch'ien
Hsiian and that had, for that matter, been present to some degree from the beginnings of the
literati-painting movement. But now it is embodied in a fully realized style. "Village by the
Water" is the earliest datable document of this style and points the way to the works of Huang
Kung-wang and Ni Tsan later in the dynasty. It indicates the direction, in fact, that was to be taken
by much of the rest of Chinese landscape painting.

We can characterize that direction as both antidecorative and antirealistic. In the centuries
before Sung, painting had drawn on a pre-pictorial and ornamental tradition for many of its mo-
tives and had made unabashed use of decorative effects. Under the Sung, decorative values, while
still present, were subordinated to profoundly realistic aims; paintings were objectifications of
penetrating perceptions of the natural world. But such painting now seemed no longer possible;
attempts by minor masters such as Meng Yii-chien and Sun Chiin-tse (to be treated later) to
continue conservative Sung traditions failed to add much that was new, and in most cases failed
as well to rise much above the level of mechanical performances in what had become an essen-
tially decorative idiom. Meanwhile, the more progressive artists moved in the direction of what
Max Loehr has termed a "supra-representational art." Turning away from these earlier concerns,
they concentrated on the creation of styles that were personal, expressive, recognizably but unob-
trusively involved with the past, intellectually conditioned. Painting became, for the Yuan intel-
lectual, a means of self-cultivation and communication; it became, in Loehr's famous phrase, a
humanistic discipline.



CHAPTER TWO

Conservative Trends in Landscape Painting

1. C O N T E M P O R A R I E S A N D F O L L O W E R S O F C H A O M E N G - F U

In the decades following the death of Khubilai Khan in 1294, Mongol rule in China deteriorated
rapidly. Khubilai's grandson Temur, who succeeded Khubilai and ruled until 1307, managed to
preserve a fairly strong central administration, but effective rule over the whole area of China
slipped quickly from the grasp of the Mongol emperors who followed him. Seven occupied the
throne between 1307 and 1333; none lived beyond his mid-thirties. They and the ministers
under them seemed scarcely to be concerned by the constantly worsening conditions of the em-
pire: corruption was open, and famines, plague, and drought devastated the country year after
year.

The Chiang-nan region, still economically the richest and agriculturally the most productive
part of China, continued to be the principal focus of Chinese culture as well. The new movement
in painting remained centered there, especially in the area around Chao Meng-fu's home town,
Wu-hsing, and nearby Chia-hsing, both in the northern part of modern Chekiang Province.
Painting remained heavily under Chao's influence; his friends and followers make up the majority
of the interesting artists of the age. As before, some were truly amateur painters who served as
government officials and painted only as an avocation, while others made their living, or some
significant part of it, by painting. As the styles associated with the amateur artists grew in popu-
larity, inevitably they began to be practiced by professionals or semiprofessionals. Unemployed
scholars found that they could supplement their meager incomes from other sources by "giving"
their works to rich patrons, either in gratitude for or expectation of gifts and favors received,
without forfeiting altogether their amateur status;1 amateurs and professionals imitated and in-
fluenced each other's styles. The line that separated them had in fact already begun to blur. In-
sofar as the distinction continued to have meaning, it was based not so much on whether the
artist earned money by painting as on his degree of artistic independence from the demands of
patronage, and on whether he was an educated and cultivated man with the proficiency in poetry
and calligraphy that was considered to impart a depth of feeling, and a strength and sensitivity of
touch, to his paintings.

KAO K'O-KUNG One of the true amateurs, and the master whom the later Yuan literati
artists seem to have respected most among their early Yuan predecessors (next to Chao Meng-fu
himself), was Kao K'o-kung. He was not one of the alienated Chinese of the Chiang-nan area, nor
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was he a recluse of any kind. His family had come from East Turkestan, modern Sinkiang, in the
early Yuan period as part of the great influx of Moslems from Central Asia brought by the Mon-
gols to China, where they made up a substantial part of the civil service. Kao was born in the
northern city of Ta-t'ung in present-day Shansi Province, west of Peking, in 1248; he was thus
Chao Meng-fu's elder by six years. Educated in the traditional Chinese way through study of the
classics, he was given his first post, in the Board of Works, in 127S. Like Chao Meng-fu, he later
served as governor of two provinces and lived for a time in Hangchow. In 1305 he became pres-
ident of the Board of Justice. Written sources give 1310 as the date of his death; several record-
ed or extant paintings are dated after that year, but presumably they must be dismissed as forger-
ies. The reliable dated works are from the very end of the thirteenth and the first decade of the
fourteenth centuries, suggesting that Kao's period of activity as an artist was quite short.

Evaluations of Kao K'o-kung by Chinese critics, who portray him as an inspired artist working
with a divine spontaneity—sometimes while inebriated—excite expectations that his surviving
works fail to fulfill. Judged by these, Kao appears to have been a cautious, conservative partici-
pant in the revival of old styles, eclectic almost to the point of stylistic colorlessness. His "Clouds
Encircling Luxuriant Peaks" (Pi. 19) bears an inscription by Li K'an (who will himself be con-
sidered as a painter of bamboo in a later chapter) dated 1309; the painting is probably from that
year or slightly earlier.

Li's inscription reads: "I have sometimes said that Yen-ching's [Kao K'o-kung's] landscapes
have an abundance of rich luxuriance but are a bit deficient in strong brushwork. I wanted to
tell him this myself, but I have been moving around from one official post to another, from south
to north, and haven't had a chance to meet him for ten years. This picture, with its old trees and
weathered rocks, has a bright beauty and air of profusion about it; this is what the ancients called
'having brush and having ink.' It makes one, gazing at it, yield to it in his mind and relax any criti-
cal intention; there is nothing one can say against it. It is a work to treasure."

Ten years before, in 1299, Li K'an had inscribed another work by Kao, which, like this one,
is still preserved in the Palace Museum, Taipei.2 In the interim, Li suggests in his 1309 inscrip-
tion, Kao had progressed enough in painting technique to silence the criticism he had earlier
expressed. Chao Meng-fu, in a recorded inscription written on one of Kao's paintings, relates
that he and Kao had been close friends in Peking since 1290, when Kao had succeeded to Chao's
position in the Ministry of War. At that time, Chao says, Kao had only begun to paint; it was
only later that he became famous. "His high character and unclouded mind may be seen in his
brush-and-ink, which thus differs completely from the work of the common crowd."3 Kao's
eminence as an administrator figures excessively, one feels, in the praise he receives; Chao and
Li, themselves high officials in the Mongol government, were probably predisposed to admire
the artistic efforts of a colleague. The danger inherent in the whole concept of gentlemen-
scholars' painting was that the works could be, and sometimes were, judged on criteria properly
irrelevant to their artistic value. Wu Chen, for instance, an artist altogether more original and
interesting than Kao—and recognized as such in later centuries—but a man of no official or social
status, seems to have been scarcely noticed by his contemporaries.

Another inscription on Kao's "Clouds Encircling Luxuriant Peaks," by Teng Wen-yuan
(1258-1328), mentions its resemblance to works by the tenth-century master Tung Yuan, and
something of the earthy substantiality of the Tung Yuan manner can indeed be seen in it. Chao
Meng-fu and other writers, on the other hand, speak of Kao's stylistic dependence on Mi Fu, die
leading landscapist among the late Northern Sung literati painters. Mi Fu, if we can accept the
evidence of paintings ascribed to him, depicted rounded hills encircled by mists, using heavy
concentrations of horizontal tien, or dots, for an appearance of dense vegetation and to soften con-
tours. Some trace of that manner appears in Kao K'o-kung's clouds and mountains. The grove of
conical pine or fir trees partially hidden in fog in the middle distance in Kao's painting is a motif
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borrowed directly from another late Northern Sung landscapist, Chao Ling-jang (active ca.
1070-1100). The composition as a whole follows Northern Sung models in the central location
of its dominant mountain and the rational arrangement of the other parts around it.

All these borrowings from older styles are capably integrated by Kao in this impressive but es-
sentially eclectic and conservative work and do not stand out as archaistic allusions; nor is one
conscious of experimental manipulations of form, or of anything else very striking or daring, for
that matter. New and particular to the Yuan period in Kao K'o-kung's style is the oppressive
heaviness and plasticity of the forms, an effect accomplished with dry-brush texture strokes that
emphasize the curled-back edges of the masses and also, serving simultaneously as shading, dis-
tinguish sunlit faces from shadowy recesses. Like the plainness of Chao Meng-fu's landscapes,
this quality of heaviness in Kao's can be seen as a deliberate turning away from late Sung landscape
styles, in which mountains and trees had been so dissolved in mist as to seem evanescent. Kao
K'o-kung, along with other Yuan artists caught up in the reaction against the romantic mode, in-
sists on the palpable presence of his materials, refusing to relieve in any way their unidealized
earthiness. In this way, and in his reinstatement of Northern Sung monumental compositions, he
restores to landscape painting an antique majesty and sternness.

In addition to landscapes executed on silk in this heavy manner—the type to which most of
his surviving works seem to belong—Kao K'o-kung is said to have done others in a freer, wetter
manner that depended more on the tradition of Mi Fu and his son Mi Yu-jen. A number of paint-
ings of this kind exist that bear his inscriptions, but sorting out the genuine examples from the
imitations is a task still to be done. Instead of choosing one of these dubious examples to repre-
sent the style, we offer a fine, hitherto unpublished anonymous handscroll, "Hills in Fog" (Pi.
20). It is unsigned but appears to be an early Yuan work; a seal at the end, so far unidentified, is
probably the artist's and may in time reveal his identity. Although affinities with Kao K'o-kung's
painting are apparent—such features as the shape and configuration of the central mountain,
the treetops-above-mist passage around its base, and the handling of nearer tree groups as overlap-
ping, repeated silhouettes, receding from dark to light—in other respects the anonymous pic-
ture reveals the hand of an artist working with simpler, less intellectualized, more properly pic-
torial aims, one for whom style is more means than end. Unconcerned with "expunging the bad
habits of Sung" from his work, he allows his picture to retreat mistily into the distance at the end
as late Sung masters of ink monochrome had done; and while the mountain is placed in the cen-
ter, the dark mass of trees in the right-hand section weights the composition sideward into a
Southern Sung asymmetry. All elements of the picture function visually: the mist occupies space
free of confining boundaries (in contrast to, for instance, Kao K'o-kung's flat clouds with their
archaistic arabesques as contours); the beautifully handled scaling down of ink values into dis-
tance reads convincingly as the effect of atmospheric dimming; and the hilltops, simplified though
they are into mere crescents of graded wash, loom as domed masses above the fog. A Yuan-
period connoisseur would have seen this as a performance "in the Mi manner," but in fact it
owes more to Hsia Kuei and to late Sung landscapes in the styles associated with Ch'an Buddhism
than to the Mi tradition. It represents a survival of a style that had reached the end of its natural
development and was afterwards to be so concerned with brush techniques (the "Mi dotting")
and so divorced from nature that even such an achievement as this was to prove virtually unre-
peatable.

Although an occasional Yuan master might thus do landscapes in the Mi manner, or in the man-
ner of Ma Yuan (as did Sun Chiin-tse, who will be considered later), or in the blue-and-green or
some other old landscape mode, the authoritative example of Chao Meng-fu had in effect reduced
the possibilities to two for artists who wanted to be, so to speak, old-fashioned in an up-to-date
way. These two were the Tung-Chii tradition of Tung Yuan and his follower Chii-jan, and the
Li-Kuo tradition of Li Ch'eng and Kuo Hsi. In his "Secrets of Landscape Painting," a short
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text composed around the middle of the century, Huang Kung-wang wrote: "Most painters of
recent times have followed the styles of the two schools of Tung Yuan and Li Ch'eng. The trees
and rocks of these two are different in appearance, and students should give exhaustive attention
to the distinction." Most painters seem indeed to have followed one or the other tradition, and
only a few, such as Sheng Mou, attempted to combine them. Over the centuries the two tradi-
tions had preserved their associations with the respective locales of their founders: the Tung-
Chii, originating in Nanking and well adapted to portrayal of the lush, marshy scenery of the
Chiang-nan region with its low hills, had been practiced chiefly by artists of that region, while
the Li-Kuo, depicting the eroded loess terrain of the Yellow River area in the north (where both
Li Ch'eng and Kuo Hsi had been active), an arid country where vegetation was sparser and less
heavily foliated, had continued to be a specialty mainly of northern artists. By the Yuan dynasty,
these two traditions were less discretely localized. Significantly, however, artists who remained
in the Chiang-nan region and were active there primarily as painters—Ch'en Lin, Sheng Mou,
Wu Chen—were mainly Tung-Chii adherents, while those who either were from the north or
traveled there as officials—T'ang Ti, Chu Te-jun, Ts'ao Chih-po—tended to work in the Li-
Kuo mode. Chao Meng-fu himself had of course painted landscapes of both kinds, as we saw in
the preceding chapter.

C H ' E N LIN One of Chao Meng-fu's direct pupils was his friend Ch'en Lin from Hangchow,
who painted bird-and-flower subjects as well as landscapes. He was probably born around 1260
and died in about 1320. A river scene by Ch'en (PI. 22) reveals how quickly the stylistic inven-
tions of a master can become common property, to be put to use in the production of derivative
pieces. Ch'en is praised in T'u-hui pao-chien (Precious Mirror of Painting), a book published in
1365 that is our principal source of information on Yuan artists, for his ability to copy old pic-
tures faithfully. His few surviving works bear out the assessment that these words would suggest,
revealing him as a capable master deficient in originality. The "River Landscape" offers, neatly
arranged, a selection from the principal motifs of Chao's "Autumn Colors"—the conical moun-
tain, the wavering ground-lines, the clump of trees varied decoratively in posture and foliage
patterns—and is painted in the same thick, dry brushstrokes. The curious interplay between the
rightward-grasping bare tree and a rock below that repeats, in its upper contour, the bumpy
movement of the tree provides the only touch of inventiveness.

One of the three quatrains inscribed by Yuan writers at the top of the leaf, the one by Ku
Ying (1310-69), accords Ch'en some conventional words of praise but stresses what were doubt-
less felt to be his real merits: he did not paint in a "vulgar" (i.e., academic, Southern Sung)
style—as he might have been expected to do, being a native of Hangchow, where the output of
such painting was still centered—and he was a disciple of the great Chao Meng-fu. The quatrain
is worth quoting as fairly typical of the kind of doggerel encouraged by the now widespread
practice of inscribing poems on paintings:

When Mr. Ch'en wields his brush, he transcends the common and vulgar.
His artistic lineage and origins are from the Duke of Wei [Chao Meng-fu].
His old trees and grassy banks here are most marvelous:
They make one gaze up in reverence, remembering [Chao's] noble bearing.

SHENG M O U Ch'en Lin was the teacher of a much better painter named Sheng Mou. Sheng
had begun his painting studies in Hangchow under his father Sheng Hung, a professional artist
praised for his skill in T'u-hui pao-chien and other books. No landscapes by Sheng Hung are known,
but we can guess from his place of activity and his professional status that they may have been
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somehow derived from the Sung Academy styles. If so, Ch'en Lin's contribution to young Sheng
Mou's development might have consisted in helping him to break free of this family tradition,
which was perhaps both stultifying and unfashionable, and to master the "new" manner of paint-
ing introduced by Chao Meng-fu through his reshaping of the Tung-Chii tradition.

A fan-shaped album leaf by Sheng Mou (Pi. 21), an extraordinarily faithful re-creation of the
Tung-Chii manner, reveals how successfully Sheng mastered that style. Like early Sung landscape
paintings, this one invites imaginary wanderings through its logically worked out space; the view-
er is supplied with all he needs to know as he makes his way unfalteringly from the foreground
group of houses across a bridge, along a path, up a valley to a Buddhist temple, and thence up a
curving ridge, or back into depth along the river. The "painterly" softening of outlines and the
textural richness of the execution nowhere detract from clarity, nor does Sheng slip into sche-
matic, style-conscious renderings of trees or rocks. The painting thus differs from those by Chao
Meng-fu and Kao K'o-kung and agrees better with the anonymous Mi-style work reproduced in
Plate 20 in being a straightforward utilization of a landscape style rather than a sophisticated
manipulation of it—more a continuation than an evocation of a tradition. It is not, however, a
"pure" Tung-Chii landscape; Sheng Mou was never to be quite content with the unexciting,
bland quality of typical works of that tradition. Even here, in a work that shows him at his most
conservative, he injects elements that induce visual restlessness: the eye is kept constantly mov-
ing by the curling of the texture strokes, the S-curve winding of the mountain ridge, the broken
light-dark patterning.

Other works by Sheng Mou depart much further from the Tung-Chti models, and from the
styles and taste of the scholar-painters altogether. Perhaps because of early family training in the
more popular styles of the professional painters, but more likely because something in his own

- temperament would not submit to the admonitions of theorists and critics, Sheng Mou cultivat-
ed lively and entertaining effects where the amateurs avoided them scrupulously, used color in
ways that they found "vulgar," and made the figures in his paintings more conspicuous and ex-
pressive than was probably considered, in Chiang-nan scholarly circles of the time, quite in good
taste. Since his few reliable dated works fall within a short period that must have been late in his
career, between 1344 and 1351, we can only speculate on the nature of his stylistic development;
but if we assume it was in the direction here suggested, this album leaf must be relatively early,
showing few distinctive traits of his hand, while the well-known "Pleasant Summer in a Moun-
tain Retreat" (Color Pi. 3) would be a work of his full maturity. It is painted in ink and fairly
rich colors, blues and greens and a warm red-orange, on silk. The composition, like that of the
album leaf, is compactly organized. Its basic plan, with a strong vertical movement up one side
balanced by several horizontal elements on the other, anticipates typical compositions of the Che

• school in the Ming Dynasty.
In his album-leaf landscape, Sheng Mou had followed antique models in removing all the scenery

some distance from the viewer, who seems to gaze on it from an elevated and remote vantage
point. In "Pleasant Summer" Sheng involves the viewer more immediately in the scene, provid-
ing an easy entrance at the bottom and drawing the eye insistently back to the middle distance,
where Sheng locates the focus of his picture, a scholar and his servant in the open porch of a
stream-side retreat. The theme of the cultivated and sensitive man enjoying some seasonal aspect
of nature, which the painter conveys so skillfully as to excite in the viewer some corresponding,
recollected response, was a favorite of the Sung Academy masters and their later imitators. It
was also used by Chao Meng-fu in a few of his works, as we saw, although he never makes his
figures so large and expressive as Sheng sometimes does. As one traverses the rocky bank in the
foreground to reach this middle area, a theme of agitation is introduced in the nervous contour
drawing—the restlessly wavering texture strokes that move over the surfaces, the staccato clus-
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ters of black tien, the rocky ground itself—a theme that is continued above the house and car-
ried upward and back along the winding ridge nearly to the top of the painting. Sources for this
distinctively animated mountain form and the dynamic quality of the whole are to be found in
the Li-Kuo tradition (cf. Kuo Hsi's "Early Spring" of 1072, Pi. 92); Sheng Mou thus violates
Huang Kung-wang's injunction against mixing traditions. But he is an artist who works oblivious
of injunctions, of doctrinaire or purist considerations. He ignores the critical disapproval of
romantic themes, mixtures of traditions, unsubtle appeals to the senses and the emotions, when-
ever these will serve to enhance the attractiveness of his painting, as indeed they do.

Our emphasis on the professional and Sung-derived character of Sheng Mou's style should not
be misunderstood as disparagement; we are under no more compulsion to accept the special
preferences and prejudices of the Yuan literati than was Sheng himself. Like other professionals,
he may have painted too much, and so a}lowed his standards to slip; but at his best he is the equal
of all but a few of the scholar-artists in originality and sensitivity, and superior to most of them
in technique and versatility. We see him at his best in "Wintry Trees by a Lake" (Pi. 23), which
is unsigned and usually catalogued as "Anonymous Yuan" but can be confidently credited to
Sheng on the basis of style. The theme had for centuries been associated with the tradition of Li
Ch'eng, who had painted many "Wintry Grove" pictures. The motif became a favorite of Yuan
artists, for whom the severity of mood and the astringent monochrome linearity that this en-
couraged had a special attraction. It was also an ideal vehicle for exercises in the lucid arrange-
ment of objects in space; like chamber music for the composer, it was a form that, by imposing
strict limitations on materials and means and subduing colorism and variety, opened possibilities
of creating orderly structures within which each line could be clearly perceived.

Sheng Mou begins his composition with an anchoring rock at the lower right (Chinese viewers,
accustomed to reading book pages from right to left, tend to read paintings in the same way) and
moves methodically back from this point across a small stream and diagonally along a rising bank
into middle distance, with stages in this progress marked by dark outcroppings and by trees. The
mastery of such smooth recessions into depth was among the major achievements of Yuan land-
scapists. Above, the branches and twigs on nearer and farther trees merge so as to negate partial-
ly the separation in depth below; they also make crisp patterns in silhouette against the gray ex-
panse that represents, without demarcating a horizon, the lake merging into a wintry sky. Where
other artists had given to such scenes an expression of desolate stillness, Sheng Mou's is full of
movement. Suggestions of a play of sunlight and shadow and an interweaving of texture strokes,
bent and matted for greater visual stimulation, prevent even the earth from serving as a complete-
ly stable base, and the trees are charged with a force of vigorous growth, even nervous energy.
The painting is unified by repetitions of visually related patterns: texture strokes on the ground,
waves on the water, fine twigs on the trees. Everywhere the artist's hand moves with the same
easy command of technique and sureness of purpose.

2. Wu CHEN

Living near Sheng Mou in the town of Wei-t'ang near Chia-hsing was another painter who,
though less well known during his lifetime, was eventually to eclipse Sheng Mou in fame. This
was Wu Chen (1280-13S4), later to be numbered as one of the "Four Great Masters of the Late
Yuan." The two artists figure in an often repeated anecdote that may be told once more, even
though it is probably apocryphal, since it does not appear in any written source until nearly three
centuries later.

One version of this anecdote: "Wu Chung-kuei [Chen] originally lived near Sheng Tzu-chao
[Mou]. From all directions came crowds of people bringing gold and silk to ask for Tzu-chao's
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paintings; but Chung-kuei's gate remained empty. His wife and children made fun of him about
this. Chung-kuei, however, said: 'In twenty years it will be otherwise.' And so it proved, just
as he had said. Although Sheng was skillful, the truth was that he had found [only] the short cuts
[the easy devices] of brush and ink, which are not to be compared with the richness and luxuri-
ance of Chung-kuei's paintings."4

In a later telling, the story is expanded and the point made clearer: Wu Chen's wife advises
him to paint pictures that are more fashionable and appealing, using bright colors, so as to earn
more money. Wu of course refuses.

The anecdote tells us more about critical evaluations of Sheng and Wu than about the painters
themselves. Sheng is judged to have compromised his art by producing meretricious works, with
an eye to the market. Wu Chen, an artist of more reserved temperament who aimed at subtler
effects, is seen as conforming better to the literati ideal. How far these characterizations are sup-
ported in surviving paintings is a question to consider after we have looked at a few of Wu Chen's
works.

Wu Chen was born in Wei-t'ang and lived all his life there. Although he received a good educa-
tion, he never attempted the examination for official service; instead, he put his studies of phi-
losophy, and especially of the Book of Changes (/ Ching), to use by becoming a professional diviner,
spreading out his diagrams in the marketplace at nearby Chia-hsing and telling people's fortunes.
This commercialization of his scholarship, as he considered it, was practiced reluctantly and only
enough to make the barest living. Later he withdrew entirely to Wei-t'ang and lived—no less
meagerly, that much at least of the anecdote is true—by painting. He was impoverished through-
out most of his life. Crotchety and unsociable, he was too aloof to make friends easily; unlike
other "hermits" of the time who were in fact quite gregarious and spent their time visiting one
another and holding banquets and drinking parties, Wu Chen was a true recluse. He planted flow-
ering plum trees around his house and called himself the Plum Blossom Taoist (Mei-hua Tao-
jen), the name by which he is commonly referred to in Chinese books. There he lived out his
late years inconspicuously; in those years the Chiang-nan region was beset by revolts and pillag-
ing, and it was a good time to draw in one's horns.

He had begun painting while still young but did not arrive at artistic maturity until he was over
fifty: his earliest dated work, from 1328, still betrays some awkwardness. In his old age the de-
mand for his paintings grew, but even then his scruples prevented him from selling them to any-
one who was willing to pay the price—rich men who brought him presents with the expectation
of a painting in exchange, we are told, were turned away rudely. He wrote inscriptions on his
own paintings, but, contrary to the current practice, would allow no one else to inscribe them.
He died in 1354, after composing an epitaph for his own tombstone.

One of his last works, painted in 1350, bears this wry inscription: "I would like to have com-
posed another 'Homecoming' ode [like T'ao Yuan-ming's], but am ashamed to have no such love-
ly verse as 'The three paths are almost obliterated.' I would like to have wandered around the
Yangtze and Hsiang rivers, but unfortunately hadn't the proper bearing to go about in a coat and
hat of green leaves. I might have studied agriculture, but hadn't the strength needed for plowing;
I might have taken up vegetable gardening, but taxes are oppressive and the foreigners [the Mon-
gols] would only have confiscated my land. Advancing [into public life], I could not have fulfilled
any useful function; retiring, I could not have concealed myself happily in idleness. So I have
lived by the Changes, practicing frugality, and done what I pleased. Through a harmonious life I
have drifted into old age. What more could I have wanted?"

Wu Chen's next dated work after the above-mentioned 1328 painting is a short handscroll
dated 1336 and titled "Central Mountain" (PI. 27). The Chinese title, Chung-shan t'u, is supplied
by the artist in his incription. (Most titles now attached to Chinese paintings are the inventions
of later owners.) In this unassuming picture we are confronted with the quintessential, one might
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say the irreducible, Wu Chen and must come to terms with it. Most of what we have been led
to expect of Chinese landscape painting is missing. The picture seems only a matter-of-fact pre-
sentation of the most ordinary scenery. Arranged in a roughly symmetrical plan, seven peaks, or
hills, surround an eighth, the tallest, the central mountain of the title. The larger peaks all have
a distinctive truncated conical shape, with sides slightly convex, that belongs to Wu's limited
repertory of favorite forms. Smaller mountains and hills, rising and falling like ocean waves,
are seen between and beyond these; they repeat, larger or smaller, darker or lighter, a few simple
shapes; there is no real distance, only peaks beyond peaks. Groves of trees, drawn large so as to
reduce the mountains to a modest scale, are in the valleys, and bushes on the summits.

Having said this much, we have described the entire matter of the painting: it is unenlivened
by any streams, waterfalls, figures, buildings, even paths. There is no indication of season or
weather, no mists—which, as the drifting "breath" of the landscape, would provide some hint
of motion and change. A total stillness and timelessness pervade the scene. One would be hard put
to find, even in Yiian painting, a more determinedly unexciting work than this one. In its broad
and relaxed brushwork and tranquilizing repetition of simple forms, it exemplifies perfectly the
"plainness and blandness" (p'ing-tan) which, paradoxically as it may seem to us, was among the
qualities most pursued and praised in literati painting. Chao Meng-fu's "Village by the Water"
(Pi. 13) must have been exemplary in spreading the taste for p'ing-tan, but even its plain scenery
offers more of variety in objects and forms than Wu Chen offers here.

The nature of the brushwork contributes more to the expressive effect of the painting than we
may at first realize; with less emphasis on this aspect of style in our own tradition (except when,
as in the paintings of Hals or van Gogh, it is so obtrusive that we cannot ignore it), we are likely to
wonder why Chinese connoisseurs concentrate so much on it as they do. However, one can be
affected by brushwork without being conscious of how important a part it plays in one's experi-
ence of the picture. Wu Chen's brushstrokes are limited to a few types^ all with a characteristic
thickness and bluntness. The Chinese call this "round" brushwork; it is done by keeping a
relatively even pressure on the brush, which is held vertically, its tip remaining always within the
stroke ("centering the tip") so that no sharply pointed or hooked ends protrude. By drawing in
such broad strokes, keeping the ink fairly pale (except in the dark accents, trees and bushes), and
avoiding extensive washes, Wu Chen softens, nearly erases, the distinction between line and
wash, and so, like other Yiian artists, breaks with the centuries-old orthodox tradition of sepa-
rating them clearly. The whole effect of relaxation and of controlled, deliberate movement, along
with the nearly hypnotic repetitions of forms, lulls the viewer's mind pleasantly. Sheng Mou's
characteristic brushwork, by contrast, as seen brilliantly displayed in "Wintry Trees" (Pi. 23),
is of the "pointed" kind, done with varying pressure applied to a brush held mostly in a slanting
position; the effect is more nervous and energizing.

The virtues of Wu Chen's small painting are, as in the case of Chao Meng-fu's, difficult to con-
vey; like some chamber music, to use that analogy once more, the picture appeals to a taste for
the unassertive and subdued that may not please everyone. It offers more than it mav at first seem
to, however, and not the same things to all. Chinese connoisseurs would find in it the attractive
monotony that they found pleasing in the landscapes of Chii-jan, Tung Yiian's follower, whom
Wu Chen is said to have imitated. We may, if we wish, see it as an admirable exercise in ab-
stract form, composed by variation of a few simple shapes and relationships. We will be most in
harmony with literati-painting ideals and the artist's intent, perhaps, if we take it as a small rev-
elation of the state of mind fostered by the unhurried life of an individual recluse. It is, of course,
all of these, besides being a picture of a landscape. The special values of Yiian painting are to be
glimpsed here: the interest of the painting does not depend on its presentation of any beautiful
or extraordinary scenery, nor does the artist subject nature to any striking distortions. He only
makes it conform to a special vocabulary of motifs and shapes and brush movements that is his
own. We may say, with the Chinese, that the painting reveals the man, or arrive at the same
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point by a roundabout route: the painting functions less as an image of nature than as an object
embodying style, and that style is a revelation of the man in whose mind and hand it inhered. The

> values are in any case abstract ones, somewhat divorced from the value of the painting as a picture;
and as an abstract structure it is in as precise, as controlled, as personal a language as a sonata by

-Mozart.

Besides being exposed to the Tung-Chii landscape manner through the paintings of Chao
Meng-fu and his followers, Wu Chen must have seen some original works of these early masters,
although probably not many, since the circle of his acquaintance was small and cannot have in-
cluded many collectors. (There were, of course, no museums at that time in China.) An important
part of an artist's training was the copying of whatever old models he had access to. One of Wu
Chen's most impressive large-scale works, "Autumn Mountains" (PI. 24), is probably such a
copy after a landscape by Chii-jan or some other early master of that school; in the Palace Mu-
seum, Taipei, it is still catalogued as a work by Chii-jan, although it bears Wu Chen's seal and
reveals his distinctive hand in all the details of drawing. We have already mentioned it in the pre-
vious chapter as preserving the early compositional type that underlies Chao Meng-fu's "East
Mountain" (PI. 17). It presents a panorama over a river valley with earthy hills beyond. The
largest of these, the centrally situated "host mountain," is supported by numerous foothills that
are in turn composed lumpily of smaller units; originating in the "alum stones" depicted on the
eroded tops of mountains in paintings of the Tung-Chii school, these now have been released
from their old function of geological description and expanded into a formal subtheme. Such
disintegration of the terrain as the picture displays is common in Yiian painting and would suffice
in itself to rule out the possibility of the work being by Chii-jan or any other tenth-century
master. This breaking up of terrain forms is partly counteracted, in a way also typical of Yiian,
by the unifying power of brushwork, especially of the insistently applied ts'un and tien, which
bind together the masses into cohesive aggregates.

The landscape is old-fashioned in being easily traversable (unlike, for instance, the landscapes
of the Southern Sung): disembarking with the passengers from a ferry in the foreground, one
follows a path that leads past a small pavilion to a villa, from which a covered walkway leads out
to a verandah overlooking the water. The path continues beyond the house, crosses a bridge (on
which stands a grossly out-of-scale figure), winds over the hills, and disappears through a pass.
The progress of the path into depth and that of the meandering river curving around the moun-
tain and receding unhurriedly to a high horizon give the composition spatial clarity and help to
establish the consistent, continuous ground plane on which the Yiian masters could, when they
chose to do so, dispose their scenery. The hand of Wu Chen is seen in all parts of the picture but
is most unmistakable, perhaps, in the whimsically neat drawing of buildings, where he play-
fully imitates the rigidly rectilinear architecture of early Sung painting.

The river landscape in hanging-scroll form, based on old models such as the one Wu Chen has
copied here and on Chao Meng-fu's reworking of the formula, became so popular among the
painters of the Chiang-nan region and their audiences that variations on it make up a large part
of their surviving output. That "Autumn Mountains" is indeed copied after a composition by
Chii-jan or some other pre-Sung artist is indicated by features in which it differs from original
Yiian works of this type. The land masses, seen from an elevated vantage point, do not overlap but
are separately silhouetted against water and sky. However, they are still situated close to each
other and are diagonally disposed, where in the fully developed Yuan type they are more likely
to be shown frontally and drawn apart, with the intervening stretch of water broadened. Typical-
ly, then, the composition in Yuan becomes tripartite: a foreground bank or shore, usually with
tall trees growing on it; an expanse of water; and a farther shore with hills or mountains beyond.

Landscape paintings that exemplify this tripartite formula had been done by Chao Meng-fu,
who may have originated it, and by his son Chao Yung.5 The attractions of this simple scheme
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were several. One was the ease with which the artist, and especially the amateur, could handle
it—there were no difficult overlappings or interlockings of parts, patterns of tree branches and
foliage could be elaborated freely against the empty ground of water, and compositional clarity

x could be achieved with less difficulty than in landscapes of other types. Another attraction, no
" doubt, was the sense of familiarity with which it was received by residents of the Chiang-nan re-
gion, where the terrain was everywhere interrupted by lakes and rivers. A third was its expres-
sive potential, exactly right for the time: the wide spacing of its parts, in the hands of a sensitive
and skillful master, could be made to evoke feelings of remoteness, loneliness, disengagement.

Both Sheng Mou and Wu Chen painted many pictures that follow this plan; we reproduce one
by each of them—Sheng's "Singing While Boating on an Autumn River" (Pi. 25) and Wu's
"Fisherman" (Pi. 26)—the discussion of the former having been postponed to this section so
that the two can be considered together. The Sheng work is unsigned, but the old attribution to
him seems acceptable; Wu has inscribed his with a poem, a dedication, and a date corresponding
to 1342. Sheng's painting has some color, while Wu's is in ink only.

Both compositions are divided horizontally into the standard three segments, with near and
far shores confronting across broad rivers. But Sheng Mou's preference for closer, tighter organi-
zation and more dynamic relationships prevents him from accepting the usual implications of
this plan. He pulls the foreground nearer to the picture plane and increases the height of his
trees until their curving movement can be carried unbroken into the fluidly drawn hills; he places
one of his bowed, gesturing trees (a motif all but ubiquitous in his works) below so as to repeat
this movement and frame dramatically the figure that is the focus of the scene. This figure, drawn
large so as to capture and hold our attention, is of a loosely robed man who sits in the prow of the
boat, leaning back, supporting himself on both arms, his face raised, his eyes narrowed, his mouth
open in song. Every detail—his facial expression, his posture, his attributes (a lutelike musical
instrument, an inkstone for writing poetry, a wine pot and cup)—tells us that he is a cultivated
gentleman of unfettered spirit, deeply sensitive to the stimuli of natural scenery. But by telling
us this, the man in the painting and the artist place themselves in different company. Painters of
the Southern Sung Academy had similarly characterized the elegant scholars who stroll through
their landscapes, and with the same result: to spell out such a message is in effect to negate it.
The more fastidious Chinese connoisseurs responded to such portrayals as we might to blatant
displays of wealth—those who have achieved it are not supposed to flaunt it; those who flaunt it
are revealed thereby to be still short of it, only aspiring to it. We speak here, of course, of an
ideal or an ethic, from which reality will always depart. Being learned and cultivated then was
no more likely to insure reticence and self-effacement than being rich does now.

Reticence as an artistic ideal, however, is beautifully embodied in Wu Chen's "Fisherman,"
and the contrast between it and Sheng Mou's "Singing While Boating" reveals for us the basis of
the Chinese critics' preference for Wu, whether we share that preference or not. Wu's is a night
scene; the surface of the water, reflecting moonlight, is left paler than the sky, to which a thin
gray wash has been applied. Despite the title and the artist's inscription stating that the paint-
ing was done "in a fisherman spirit,'' no fishing gear is in evidence; the scholar sits at ease in the
boat, gazing at the scenery, while the boy in the stern sculls placidly along the marshy shore. The
mood is of calm and quiet, only the rustle of a light wind in the reeds and the occasional splash
of the scull reaching the ears of the musing scholar. The boat and figures are drawn small, encour-
aging no emotional projection. The vertical trees and horizontal shorelines serve to stabilize; the
drawing is again broad and relaxed, nowhere conveying or inducing tension. Wu's touches of mild
individuality are to be found in this mode of drawing, in the blunt, vertical tien (dots), and in the
repetition of certain favored shapes, particularly the conical hills in the distance. The poem reads:

The west wind blows, with soughing sound, across the leaves of trees;
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Blue hills press on the river shore, ten thousandfold in depth.
Against the sorrow of old age, the pleasure of rod and line—
How often, in plaited-grass coat and hat, have I waited through wind and rain!
The fisher lad claps his oar, heedless of west or east;
His song goes forth to ripple of waves, wind in the tassels of reeds.
The night is deep; behind the boat, fish break the surface, plash.
Clouds disperse, the sky is clear, the misty waters stretch on.

Two years later, in 1344, Wu Chen painted one of his most famous works, "Eight Views of
Chia-ho," from which we reproduce a section (Pi. 28). Chia-ho is an old name for Chia-hsing,
and the scroll in fact depicts notable sights in the vicinity of Wu's home town. The subject is a
playful imitation of the "Eight Views of the Hsiao and Hsiang Rivers," a series of poetic themes
set in that scenic region that had often been illustrated by Sung artists. In an inscription at the
beginning of his scroll, Wu asks facetiously: Since the Eight Views of the Hsiao and Hsiang
have become renowned, why not Eight Views of Chia-ho? As the scroll unrolls he takes the view-
er on an unsystematic guided tour, depicting the local landmarks and monuments—a pond that
had once harbored a dragon, a hall visited long ago by the great Sung poet Su Tung-p'o, and the
like—adding written commentary above the scenes in the form of notes, poems, and identify-
ing labels. For a Chinese, viewing the scroll is as much a literary as a pictorial experience. In
the final passage of the scroll, reproduced here, Wu depicts a temple among the trees, which
he identifies as the Ching-te-chiao Temple, and next to it a well, the Yu-lan Spring, the water
of which was ideal for brewing tea. Next to the well is a small pavilion. Further on is another
temple, dedicated to Chi-hsiang Ta-sheng, Goddess of Wealth and Beauty; only its pagoda is
seen above the treetops. Still further on, as the scroll ends, Wu writes the name "Wei-t'ang,"
this time without showing so much as the roofs of the town; it is a simple indication that he has
arrived home.

In plan, the scroll follows earlier map-pictures in which the principal features of the terrain
had been presented more or less as conventional signs, with distances between them greatly com-
pressed and the names of mountains, temples, and the like written above. A famous work of this
kind (now in the Freer Gallery of Art), once ascribed to Li Kung-lin but probably dating to the
late Sung, represents the headwaters of the Yangtze River in Szechwan and may have served as
Wu Chen's model.6 In neither painting is the presentation entirely schematic; each preserves
some semblance of a picture. The scenes that make up Wu's scroll are separated by blank stretch-
es of paper. While one might see here some influence of Ch'an landscapes of the late Sung, in
which concealing mists fill most of the picture space, parting occasionally to allow glimpses of
the land below, Wu Chen's empty areas are not especially suggestive either of atmosphere or of
deep space and serve only to isolate the individual passages.

An abbreviated manner of rendering is used throughout. Trees are drawn simply, or indicated
by stippling, while buildings, bridges, and the like are done in Wu's freehand, cartoon-like draw-
ing and often seem slightly off balance, their sides not quite parallel. In the case of the pavilion
next to the Yu-lan Spring, both railings lean precariously, and the whole structure seems rickety.
This time, the effect is deliberate. Wu writes at the end: "The Yu-lan [Deep and Overflowing]
Spring is one of the Eight Views of Chia-ho. The pavilion there is on the point of collapse. The
Buddhist monks who live in the mountains nearby would like to rebuild it but have not the time
or funds to do so. If anyone who unrolls this scroll thinks he has the means to help them, this
would be a very pure act. Mei Tao-jen [Wu] Chen exhorts your participation."

Besides being an entertaining footnote to the painting, the inscription gives some insight into
Wu Chen's attitude toward artistic creation. An artist who adds to his picture an appeal for con-
tributions is not—or chooses to seem not to be—painting for posterity. Wu Chen does not set
out to create masterpieces for the ages. He often inscribes his pictures as having been "playfully
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done" ; if other people decide to regard them as treasures, the decision is theirs. Nothing is fur-
ther from his purpose than the production of treasurable objects, pictures in which beautiful forms
are carefully arranged into pleasing compositions, such as artists in the Academy tradition were
still painting (cf. Sun Chiin-tse's landscape, Color PI. 4). While we cannot know how far to
credit Wu Chen's assertions that his compositions were quite unplanned and spontaneous, it is
undeniable that they achieve the effect he wanted: they seem modest expressions of a particular
man in a particular time and place, externalizing, as if purposelessly, some passage of his inner life.

3. F O L L O W E R S O F T H E M A - H S I A T R A D I T I O N

In speaking of artists who consciously revived old styles, or referred to them, or played upon
them, we have so far ignored those who (as had been usual until the Yuan period) continued some
tradition in a straightforward, art-historically unconscious way. No tradition had survived the
Sung dynasty in a really healthy state, and those that did survive, lacking the authority to extend
their influence more broadly, had taken on the character of local schools. Thus, the artists who
inherited them were minor masters who ordinarily lived and worked in the place where the
school had once flourished and still persisted. For instance, there were still landscape painters in
Hangchow who followed the styles of their great predecessors in that city, the masters of the
Southern Sung Academy, especially Ma Yuan and Hsia Kuei. They are given scant attention by
writers on painting, either in the Yuan period or later. The Academy painters had had their day
and it was over; their epigones offered little that was new. However, they could still paint ac-
complished and handsome pictures.

SUN CHUN-TSE The only one of these artists who seems to be still represented by signed
works is Sun Chun-tse. His period of activity is not known but was probably in the first half of
the fourteenth century. T'u-hui pao-chien supplies all the information we have on him, and it is
minimal: "Sun Chun-tse, a native of Hangchow, was skilled in painting landscapes and figures
in which he imitated Ma Yuan and Hsia Kuei."

Four signed works of Sun Chun-tse are preserved in Japan; the two best known, forming a
pair, are in the Seikado, Tokyo. To this small group another, larger and finer, has recently been
added through the discovery of Sun's signature on a painting that had formerly carried an un-
convincing attribution to Ma Yuan himself; it is reproduced here as Color Plate 4. (Good works
by little-known followers of a famous master were frequently "reattributed" by unscrupulous
collectors or dealers with the aim of increasing their value. Usually the real signature was re-
moved or, as here, effaced. Fortunately, Sun's signature remains clearly legible under a partially
concealing stroke of ink in the lower left corner.)

The subject is a villa on a river shore, surrounded by tall bamboo and pine trees, to which
some aristocratic recluse has retreated from the city to escape the dust and heat of summer (the
season is indicated in the painting by blossoming water lilies). A friend has come to visit, entering
the picture with his servant across a bridge at the lower right. A servant of the master of the villa
waits for them on a terrace. The buildings are neatly and precisely rendered; architectural
drawing was evidently one of Sun's strengths, as it was of the Sung masters he imitates. Other
motifs have been taken over more or less directly from Ma Yuan. The distinctive pines, here
greatly attenuated, their downswept branches arranged with mannered regularity; the rocks,
with dramatic separation of highlight and shadow, and Ma Yiian's "large axe-cut'' texture strokes
on their surfaces; even such minor elements as the railing along the path, and the bamboo—all
can be paralleled closely in Sung works of this school. The slight hardening and conventionaliza-
tion that they have undergone in the two centuries since their inception is apparent when, but
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only when, they are compared with their counterparts in the Sung prototypes (cf. Pi. 87, 89).
Sun Chxin-tse works with no less assurance and conviction, presenting his scene as though there
were nothing secondhand about it at all.

The composition follows the Ma Yuan formula in concentrating the darkest and weightiest
elements—boulders, pine trees, buildings—in one lower corner. (Ma Yuan's own constant
adherence to this formula earned him the sobriquet "One-Corner Ma.'') A diagonal line bisecting
the picture from lower right to upper left would contain all this. But where Ma Yuan or any other
Sung master of his school would have left the opposite segment empty, except perhaps for a few
dimly drawn mountain peaks, allowing the space of the picture to open back into limitless depth,
Sun treats the farther shore as a subsidiary but substantial land mass, dimmer in tone in accord-
ance with the atmospheric perspective method of Southern Sung landscape but still carefully
and volumetrically defined. This has the effect of closing off the space at the back. In this feature
of his composition Sun has surely been affected by the new Yuan river-landscape type, with its
more equally weighted near and far land masses; the painting might be seen as an adaptation of
the Ma Yuan formula to that new type. A comparison with Wu Chen's "Fisherman" painting
of 1342 (Pi. 26) reveals how far Sun is an artist of his age. The two paintings are separated by,
at most, only a few decades in time, as the artists were by only about fifty miles in space, even
though they belong, for Chinese connoisseurs, in different worlds. Among the many similarities
(proportioning of compositional parts, systematic grading of ink tone, etc.) we may note in
particular the skill with which each artist establishes a flat, continuous ground plane on which
all the objects of his picture are stably set. Both of them further this end with transitional passages
between land and water, which help the eye to move across the river and read its surface as a
horizontal plane: Wu Chen by shoals with reeds along the nearer shore and small rocks as one
approaches the farther, Sun Chiin-tse with water lilies in the foreground and spits of land across
the river.

In other, equally important aspects of style, however, Sun Chun-tse's landscape does belong
to another world, one that had come to be confined chiefly to the works of the local school at
Hangchow. The elegantly angular forms of the foreground, delineated in continuous, unhesitat-
ing outlines, and their arrangement into a lucid spatial scheme, exhibit a crystalline clarity and
technical perfection which were just the features that the scholar-painters and their imitators
were in full flight from. The same is true of the dramatic silhouetting of the pine trees against
the middle-ground mist, out of which, across the river, the mountainside rises to disappear
again into mist above. Such a painting must have affected the Yuan connoisseur much as a roman-
tic landscape in the manner of Corot, painted at the end of the nineteenth century, would have
affected admirers of Cezanne and the Post-impressionists: it was still beautiful but had been seen
too often before and seemed irrelevant to the artistic concerns of the age.

CHANG YUAN The other leading master of landscape in the Southern Sung Academy, along
with Ma Yuan, was Hsia Kuei. His style was less often imitated by later artists, one simple reason
being that it was not so easy to imitate—one cannot make "Hsia Kueis" as one can make at
least low level "Ma Yiians" by assembling stock components. Written records of Yuan artists,
however, tell of a few who worked in Hsia's style. One was Chang Yuan, who was not from the
Hangchow area, as we might expect, but from Hua-t'ing, a city in Sung-chiang District southeast
of Soochow. "Travelers in Early Winter" (Pi. 29), in the collection of the Shokoku-ji, a great
Zen temple in Kyoto, bears an old attribution to him. An inscription on it by the Japanese monk
Zekkai Chushin (1336-1405) proves that it was in Japan by his time. A Japanese scholar named
Wakimoto published it in 1937 in a collection of reproductions of Korean paintings, calling it
a work of the Koryo period (A.D. 918—1392),7 and Japanese scholars ever since have been re-
peating this attribution and discounting the one to Chang Yuan. However, none of those who
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make the Koryo attribution have ever offered proof or even evidence of any kind but only loose
statements that "the style of the painting leads to that conclusion." No Korean work that re-
sembles it significantly, from the Koryo period or later, has been cited, and the Korean hy-
pothesis may as well be abandoned until some basis for it is brought forth.

In fact, whoever ascribed the picture to Chang Yuan centuries ago probably understood it
better than the modern scholars. The suggestion that it is by a Yuan-dynasty Chinese follower of
Hsia Kuei, whether Chang Yuan or someone else, is as good an attribution as we are likely to
make. A stylistic line of development drawn from Li T'ang through Hsia Kuei, and thence
through the famous pair of landscapes in the K5tO-in, Kyoto,8 one of which bears an interpolated
"Li T'ang" signature but which are the works of some late Sung master building loosely on Hsia
Kuei's achievement—such a line, continued into the Yuan, would pass directly through the Sho-
koku-ji picture. Its similarities to the KotO-in landscapes are so striking that it is surprising they
have not been noted already. At issue, among other aspects of style, is the rendering of highlight
and shadow on rocks and large rock masses such as the one to the right of the waterfall in the
section we reproduce. Li T'ang had carefully separated flat faces of rock by defining, through
light and shade, their angles to a light source. Hsia Kuei (Pi. 87), following this method, had
attained roughly the same end with broader brushwork and without separating the faces so clear-
ly. Both gave to their rock masses, by this means, an easily readable three-dimensional shape. By
the time of the Koto-in pair, this representational technique was being used more lightly, and
the artist aimed only at creating an effect of bulk, an effect of highlight and shade in forms that are
not conceived three-dimensionally at all; his brushwork was looser and wetter than Hsia Kuei's.
A step beyond this point brings us to the Shokoku-ji picture, in which strokes of ink wash are
laid on as if freely, leaving patches of reserve between them that function visually as strong high-
lights. Still looser, more impressionistic versions of the same technique can be seen if we con-
tinue our line of development into the Ming period, to artists such as Shih Chung who were ac-
tive in Nanking in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries.

At the right of our plate, which includes most of the picture, a river flows out of the distance
across a flat plain; low hills close off the background. Snow-covered mountains appear in the far
distance as we move to the left; a ridge zigzags back toward them, paralleled by a road below
with travelers on it. Both these features are among the insistent means employed by the artist
to pull the viewer's gaze back into depth. Snow lies also on the nearer slopes and boulders. An-
other road leads from the right foreground and still another winds steeply up the mountain. All
three converge at a point to the right of the waterfall, from where the traveler passes over a
bridge and continues his journey. These roads aid the viewer in finding his way over a complex
terrain full of turnings and hollows.

Besides the influences of Li T'ang and Hsia Kuei, the painting draws on the tradition of Kuo
Hsi for some of its forms and effects; the figures of travelers, for instance, resemble those in
paintings by the Yuan-period followers of Kuo Hsi whom we shall consider next. The wet ren-
dering of some passages, such as the middle-ground hillock at the right of our plate, recalls Ch'aip
paintings of the late Sung. The artist takes what suits his purpose from all these sources, but turns
it all into a distinct style that seems too fresh and firsthand to carry any sense of eclecticism. The
impression of sunlight on melting snow, of trees newly fused with life in early spring, of travelers
hurrying toward lodgings before the sun sets, is incisively captured.

4. F O L L O W E R S O F T H E L I - K U O T R A D I T I O N

Other traditions surviving from the Sung were similarly continued as local schools in other parts
of China. We know very little about these, because their works, which ordinarily served deco-
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rative functions as hangings in the entrance halls of large houses or other exposed places, were
more subject to damage and destruction, while those that happened to survive commonly suf-
fered the fate of Sun Chiin-tse's painting—the removal or effacement of the original signatures
so that they could be ascribed to the more illustrious early masters.

The dominant school of landscape painting in the north had for centuries been that of Li
Ch'eng and Kuo Hsi. Chao Meng-fu and some of his followers are commonly credited, and not

- incorrectly, with having revived that tradition; but in fact it had never quite died out. Artists
working in the Yellow River region had transmitted it through the twelfth and thirteenth cen-
turies, from master to pupil, patiently reproducing inherited forms and designs—which, as is
likely to happen when dependence on earlier models overbalances reference to nature, became
ever harder and more schematized. Many of the spurious "Li Ch'eng" and "Kuo Hsi" works
to be seen today are products of this late stage in a simple linear devolution. They were not made,
that is, as forgeries but as honest imitations by artists who could do no better.

A Yuan-period work of the Li-Kuo school that rises well above this routine level is the anon-
ymous "Pines and Houses by a River" (PI. 30). The curators of the Nanking Museum, which
owns the painting, catalogue it as the work of a follower of T'ang Ti; but a glance at T'ang's own
works (Pi. 31—32) should convince anyone that T'ang would, on the contrary, have profited from
taking lessons under this unknown master. The anonymous artist, at the same time as he pre-
serves admirably many of the Li-Kuo school's characteristic motifs and traits of style, interweaves
newer and fresher ideas through these and executes the whole with superlative technique. From
the Li-Kuo repertory come the tall pines with "crab-claw" endings to their branches and twigs,
the gnarled smaller trees below them, and the small, bent figures seen on paths and in boats,
which set the massive scale and enliven slightly the otherwise austere scene. (At the center left,
for instance, a man on the shore is trying to pull a recalcitrant mule out of a boat.) More fun-
damental to the Li-Kuo heritage is the bleakness of the terrain and the contorted geological
forms, the residue of severe erosion, sculptured with harsh highlights and heavy shadows. The
fragmentation these forms have undergone, however, is a late feature, as reference to a great
early work of the school (Pi. 92) will reveal; Yuan practitioners of the style were unable or un-
willing to treat their large landscape components as organic wholes, with all parts interpene-
trating, as Kuo Hsi had done. The composition follows the Yuan river-landscape formula we
have described, apart from being, like Sun Chiin-tse's painting, more diagonally disposed than
was usual for the time. The linearity of the style and the distinctness with which the forms are
set apart and arranged in a three-dimensional space also agree with Sun Chun-tse's work and show
both artists to be direct descendants of the late Sung adherents of their respective traditions.
Linear reductions of Northern Sung styles were characteristic of Chin-dynasty landscape, which
is probably the main source of our unknown master's style.9 What is most remarkable is his
success in turning all these legacies, good and bad, to his use in the creation of this imposing work.

One may wonder what such a master thought, supposing he was able to see them, of the paint-
ings done by amateur artists then practicing the same Li-Kuo style. Since the professional paint-
ers, with very few exceptions, were mute to history—the ability to write books, and the pres-
tige needed to get them published, were normally the attributes of the literati—we can seldom
answer questions of this kind. The artist might well have admired the works of Ts'ao Chih-po
(Pi. 34, 37) for reasons to be suggested later. On the other hand, he would probably have held
T'ang Ti's paintings in lower esteem, for they would have struck him as clumsier performances
of compositions that he could do better. T'ang might have replied that the seeming awkward-
nesses of his pictures were deliberate expressive distortions and assertions of the amateur's
distaste for technical displays, but that, needless to say, a mere professional could not be expected
to understand this.
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T ' A N G TI Tang Ti (ca. 1286 to 1354)10 was a native of Wu-hsing who studied painting with
his fellow townsman Chao Meng-fu and no doubt learned also by studying old paintings in
Chao's and other collections of that area. He was an educated man who held several official
posts, including, in the 1340s, that of magistrate of Hsiu-ning in Chekiang Province. Before
that, during the period from 1310 to 1320, he had spent some years in Peking, where he was
a tai-chao, or painter-in-waiting, at the court, and among other works had painted, for one of the
palaces, a screen that was much admired by the emperor. He was thus, like his mentor Chao
Meng-fu, a man who chose the option of political involvement over high-minded retirement,
and also a painter whose status in the amateur-professional distinction was ambiguous. Liter-
ary sources say that he worked in the style of Kuo Hsi, and his extant works bear out that
statement.

One of them, "Traveling in the Autumn Mountains" (Pi. 31), is in fact clearly based on Kuo
Hsi's "Early Spring" of 1072 (Pi. 92), which must have been known to T'ang Ti either in the
original or in a copy. Here T'ang has reversed the composition, putting the Buddhist-temple-in-
a-valley passage at the left and the "deep recession" (which here is not deep at all) to the right.
But the basic plan, with the foreground hillock topped by a group of pines and other bare trees,
the middle-ground bluff behind that, and the central massif above, all forming the vertical axis
from which the other parts extend sideward, has been taken over intact, and details such as the
fishermen and their houses and boats in the lower section, and travelers ascending the path
toward the temple, can be matched closely.

But it is difficult to continue the comparison without seeing the later picture simply as a
debasement of the earlier; T'ang Ti catches little that matters of the Kuo Hsi work beyond these
easily imitated features, and what he understands he exaggerates to the point of caricature. Kuo's
powerful but subtle modeling of masses with light and shadow has turned to a harsh and schematic
shading in which the dark shadows are pushed to the edges of forms, and transitions from light
to dark are sudden. The scalloped contours have been reduced to successions of jerky arc-shaped
movements; the foreground trees are subjected to empty elaboration. The most severe loss is in
the interrelating of parts. Where Kuo Hsi continues his compositional forces in long winding
movements, T'ang Ti has broken them into separate, ineffectual thrusts, which cancel each other
and leave the whole static. His large forms are made up of arbitrarily, even perversely deformed
masses. The main peak, in particular, looks like the casual creation of some willful child squeez-
ing together lumps of modeling clay. This breaking up of large units into aggregates of smaller
ones and the exaggerated shading were common features in Chin and Yuan landscapes in the Kuo
Hsi manner; but other artists could turn them to expressive ends, while it is difficult to imagine
what effect T'ang Ti can have been striving for.

More successful are his essays in the river-landscape type, of which one of the best is another
undated work shown in Plate 32. This too is full of mannerisms, such as the arbitrary pairing of
darker and lighter shapes, for schematic separation in depth, at various points in the composi-
tion. But the powerful penetration into distance is worked out systematically and effectively,
with trees diminishing gradually in size and detail and successive rises of ground carrying the eye
back to the farthermost mountains. In such vistas over eroded river valleys, which were common
in works of the Kuo Hsi school portraying the Yellow River area, a frequent failing of the later
artists was their inability to demarcate clearly land and water or to keep the ground and water
planes flat. T'ang Ti seems here to have introduced deliberate ambiguities, consciously avoiding
distinct horizontal shorelines, inducing swelling and undulating motions that make both ground
and water seem to rock and slip sideward, frustrating any imaginary traversals of the terrain.
He supplies the standard human-interest details—scholars enjoying music in a pavilion beneath
pines, others boating on the river, a servant sweeping a path before a house on the opposite
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shore—but they do not convince us that the place is congenial to human habitation, for it
seems too eery, queasy, inhospitable.

YAO Y E N - C H ' I N G Another artist of Wu-hsing who followed the Kuo Hsi tradition, perhaps
under the influence of Chao Meng-fu, was Yao Yen-ch'ing, whose signed "Winter Landscape"
is reproduced as Plate 35. Yao was a professional painter active in the second quarter of the
fourteenth century. His tall, narrow composition looks as if it might have been based on the
right half of Kuo Hsi's "Early Spring'' (Pi. 92). In any case, the symmetry of the Northern Sung
work has been abandoned, and where the huge central mountain mass had served as the trunk
of the composition from which the rest was suspended like branches, the center is now occupied
by mist-filled hollows, into which the rotund masses intrude from the sides. The resulting in-
stability is purely formal, scarcely partaking of that grand cosmic flux of which Kuo Hsi's landscape
is the ultimate revelation in Chinese painting. Yao Yen-ch'ing seems no more able than T'ang
Ti to mold his forms so that the momentum implied in their leaning and twisting is carried from
one to the next, organizing the composition dynamically. He creates, instead, a loose-piled struc-
ture that impresses by sheer ponderousness and by the way its oppressively lumpy masses
crowd the frame and press forward evenly upon the picture plane. Like T'ang Ti, Yao replaces
tonal nuance with harsh dark-light contrasts, and sensitivity of drawing with bizarre defor-
mation of natural materials. Both artists inherit, along with the persisting strengths of their tra-
dition, the detritus of three centuries of stylistic erosion, in which schemata had come to replace
naturalistically meaningful images, and mannerisms had compounded with successive copyings.
The most positive view of their achievements would see them as recapturing something of the
bleak power of the Northern Sung mode, but through essentially expressionist means rather than
by embodying in their pictures any real insights into the more somber aspects of the phenomena
of growth and decay, creation and dissolution.

C H U T E - J U N Chu Te-jun (1294—1365) is usually said to have been a northerner, but in
fact, although his family was originally from Sui-yang in the eastern corner of Honan Province,
they had moved to K'un-shan, near Soochow, several generations earlier, at the beginning of the
Southern Sung, and Chu Te-jun was born there. His father was at one time a professor of Confu-
cian studies in Soochow, and Chu received a sound Confucian education and lived there in his
youth. In 1319 he traveled to Peking, where, on the recommendation of Chao Meng-fu, he was
given a post in the Han-lin Academy and took part in editing the Yuan historical records. Later,
under the reign of Emperor Ying-tsung (1321-23), he served as a professor of Confucian studies
in Chen-tung Province in Manchuria, under the governor, the Duke of Shen-yang, who was a
son-in-law of the emperor. It was in this service that he also spent some time in Korea. On the
death of Ying-tsung he withdrew to Soochow and lived there in retirement for nearly thirty years,
studying, composing poems, and painting. But he could not sit idle through the disturbances of
the last two decades of the dynasty, and he returned to the civil service in 1352, serving as a
military staff member under the governor of Chiang-che Province. He was a noted calligrapher
and poet, whose literary works are preserved under the title Tsun-fu-chai chi.11

Nothing is recorded about how he learned to paint, but in this also he may well have been a
protege of Chao Meng-fu. Chinese writers assign him to the Li-Kuo tradition, and his few extant
paintings are mostly in that manner. The latest dated work among them, however, a handscroll
titled "Pavilion of Flowering Fields" in the Palace Museum, Peking, which is dated 1364, gives
little more than a passing nod to the Li-Kuo landscape mode (in the cluster of coniferous and
leafy trees with which it opens). Beyond this, a broad panorama over a river valley backed by low
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hills is portrayed in thicker, blunter brushwork and softer forms that pertain rather to the Tung-
Chii manner. The composition seems to have been heavily influenced by Chao Meng-fu's "Vil-
lage by the Water" (Pi. 13). The Li-Kuo tradition would appear by that time to have been out
of fashion, at least in Soochow artistic circles.12

Chu's earlier period is presumably represented by several undated pictures in the Kuo Hsi
style, of which the best known are a hanging scroll in the Palace Museum, Taipei, and a large
album leaf in the Palace Museum, Peking.13 Finer than either in the sensitivity of its drawing
and in its successful evocation of deep space through tonal gradations is a fan painting on silk,
also in the Palace Museum, Taipei, which, like the hanging scroll in the same collection, repre-
sents three men seated on the ground beneath pine trees, one of them playing a ch'in (Pi. 33).
The three paintings are closely linked by shared motifs—the figure groups in the two Taipei
pictures exhibit only minor differences in posture and arrangement, and the left figure of the fan
painting, together with the leaning pine above it, is virtually duplicated in the Peking leaf.
These correspondences suggest that Chu Te-jun, at least in one period of his life, worked with a
small repertory of "ready-made" motifs; they confirm the impression made by his whole oeuvre
—that he was an artist of limited creativity.

The harmonization of man-made music and natural sounds, a long-established metaphor for
the larger harmony of man and nature, is the theme of the quatrain that Chu inscribed on the fan
painting. The opening couplet has the ch'in as its understood subject:

[Made from] a tung tree [that grew] on the mountain's sunny slope,
It sends its voice across the cold stream.
An [answering] music from nature,
The pines in wind by day are like sounding strings.

In its composition, the painting follows a scheme that had also been used somewhat earlier by
Ts'ao Chih-po (cf. Pi. 34): the foreground plane is marked clearly by sharply silhouetted trees;
other trees, drawn in dimmer ink tone, occupy a plane that is slightly more distant; the foggy
region beyond is indicated only by a stream that flows out of it, dropping through a succession of
shallow-stepped pools. Chu Te-jun's line drawing is smooth and continuous, with a tendency to
slight undulation; his broader strokes and washes are used sparingly. The three figures, in spite
of the contemplative theme of the painting, are depicted in lively poses, as was usually the case
with figures in landscapes of the Kuo Hsi style. One plucks the ch'in, another points toward the
stream (figures pointing at nothing in particular are a frequent feature in Yuan and early Ming
painting, a conventional means of diverting the eye and enlivening the scene), while the third
sits quiet but alert. Cups of wine are on the ground before them, and a plate of things to eat,
perhaps pastries, is in the center. In many ways, the painting represents an adaptation, or reduc-
tion, of Northern Sung landscape mode to a Southern Sung scale and mood—in the proportions
and relationship of figures to setting, in the concealment of the farther area by mist, even in the
use of the fan shape, which was especially popular in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

TS'AO C H I H - P O It is obvious from the group of paintings we have just discussed, which are
fair representatives of Yuan-period landscapes of the Li-Kuo school, that nothing equivalent to
Chao Meng-fu's creative transformation of the Tung-Chii traditions took place within this north-
ern mode. The only significant exceptions to that statement are in the works of Ts'ao Chih-po
(1271-1355).

Ts'ao, unlike so many other Yuan artists and intellectuals who led frustrated and impoverished
lives, was a successful man of great practical ability. A native of Sung-chiang, a short distance to
the southwest of present-day Shanghai, he was orphaned in his youth by the death of both parents.
He nevertheless received a good classical education and became an accomplished writer. His
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talents extended also to engineering. He devised plans for a public-works project to dike and fill
inundated or marshy ground so that it could be used in agriculture. Chu-tsing Li, who has pub-
lished a thorough study of Ts'ao and his works,14 speculates that he may well have made his
fortune (he was one of the richest men of his time) by carrying out similar projects on his own
estate and, with the added income from this reclaimed land, gradually increasing his land hold-
ings. On this estate he built pavilions, halls, studios, libraries, towers, and terraces, along with
elaborate gardens. After a brief period of service as a district teacher, around 1300, and a visit
to Peking during which he was offered but refused positions in the government, he retired from
active life and spent his remaining years on his estate, studying the Book of Changes, composing
poetry, entertaining friends, and painting. His friends included the artists Ni Tsan and Huang
Kung-wang, both of whom wrote admiring inscriptions on his works.

The T'u-hui pao-chien states that Ts'ao Chih-po's landscape style was modeled after that of
Feng Ch'in, an early-twelfth-century follower of Li Ch'eng and Kuo Hsi;15 later writers make
him a follower of Li and Kuo themselves. All of his extant works (a mere half-dozen paintings)
belong firmly within that tradition. The earliest dated one is the "Two Pine Trees" of 1329
(PI. 34), done when Ts'ao was already fifty-seven years of age. It follows a compositional type
associated, as we have noted before, with Li Ch'eng, of which numerous examples ascribed to
him, Kuo Hsi, and others of the school still exist. The type was popular in the Yuan, and many
artists tried their hands at it—Sheng Mou's rendering we have seen already (PI. 23). Sung ver-
sions tend to use the tall trees as repoussoir, opening space behind them for a long vista, typically
over a river plain, sometimes with hills in the distance. While this formula is not unknown in
Yiian—Wu Chen followed it in a painting dated to 1328, the year before Ts'ao's16 —it was more
common to concentrate attention on the trees, abbreviating or eliminating the farther area.
Ts'ao Chih-po continues his ground plane only a short distance back beyond his foreground, with
horizontal strokes of dilute ink that serve chiefly to establish the low and level line of view.

Stiffly vertical pines arranged in twos or threes are common in Yiian and earlier paintings of this
school (cf. Color Pi. 2; PI. 30, 32, 92). Often, as here, they lean slightly away from each other,
one set slightly behind and painted in lighter ink. Beyond and beneath these in Ts'ao's painting
are lesser trees and desiccated, leafless bushes, arranged clearly in the shallow space by complex
overlappings and tonal separations. They make a spidery pattern against which the heavier, rec-
tilinear forms of the pines stand forth in strong contrast. The meaning of the pines as visual
metaphor is unmistakable, at least to Chinese viewers; they stand dominant, like men of resolute
character, above the smaller and lesser beings, those who are vacillatingly deciduous. The ethical
implications of the theme are stated once more by Sung Lien (1310—81) in an inscription on the
painting (translated by Chu-tsing Li): "This painting is exquisite in its delicate beauty. The
brushwork is simple, the conception tranquil. The flavor is subtle and elegant. One has a sense
of pride triumphant over wintry chill, and of moral integrity."

The same symbolism was, of course, common to all paintings of the theme; but in many of
them the meaning is vitiated by intrusions of the artist's fancy, or too-plain evidences of artifice
or showiness. Ts'ao's work is free from all these; the unassuming integrity given to the subject
is also a quality of the style. The brushwork has little pronounced character of any kind; supple
and sensitive, it remains always responsive to its descriptive function. Repetitions of branch pat-
terns, while they aid one in reading the whole as an orderly structure, are never obvious enough
to work against the effect of natural tangle. Unlike other latter-day Li Ch'eng imitators, who,
if we are to "see the man in his painting," must be charged with self-dramatization, Ts'ao Chih-
po remains faithful to the original significance of the style in evincing a profoundly serious
approach to his subject and a sympathetic involvement with it, even a kind of compassion. What
moves us in the picture is not any virtuoso brush performance by the painter but the mossy
plainness of the trees.
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Before considering one more painting by Ts'ao, let us examine a lesser, anonymous work
titled "Spring Mountains" (Pi. 36), partly for the light it sheds on the problems confronting a
serious amateur artist working in the Li-Kuo tradition at this time and partly for its intrinsic
merit as an odd but entertaining work. The inscription written at the top in bold, bravura script,
a poem, is by Yang Wei-chen (1296-1370), a scholar-official, poet, calligrapher, and bon vivant
who was friend to some of the late Yuan painters and occasionally painted himself. His inscription
does not identify the artist; it is quite possible that this amateurish work is from Yang's own
hand.17

Trying to understand how such a strange landscape could come into being takes us into com-
plex and fascinating questions of the relationship of old and new, professional and amateur, tra-
ditional and experimental forces in Yuan painting. "Spring Mountains" would probably be de-
scribed by a Chinese connoisseur as "in the style of Kuo Hsi,'' but even though that may have been
the artist's intent as well, the description does not indicate the true art-historical situation of the
picture. The style of "Spring Mountains" does not reflect any revival of truly archaic styles, nor
any firsthand contact with antique originals. (Whether the artist actually saw such originals is,
of course, an entirely separate question.) It clearly seems, on the contrary, to derive directly
from the debased Yuan-period descendants of Kuo Hsi's masterworks, as represented by, for
instance, the "Winter Landscape" of Yao Yen-ch'ing (Pi. 35), which was probably painted some
decades earlier. (Again, the comparison is not meant to suggest that this or any other work
by Yao was necessarily known to the "Spring Mountains" master; we are dealing with relation-
ships of styles, not of specific works.)

The later history of Chinese painting offers numerous examples of the phenomenon of a so-
phisticated scholar-artist recognizing possibilities for fresh stylistic explorations in materials
that were not fresh at all, in the mannered styles of low-level commercial artists who followed
old traditions. Such possibilities were opened up by curious convergences of interest in which
the highly conventionalized forms of the professional's style, the outcome of continual uncon-
scious deviations from a distant original, came into unexpected accord with the taste for abstract
form and the antirealistic bias of the amateur. Ch'ien Hsiian's "Dwelling in the Floating Jade
Mountains" (Pi. 7) appears to be such a case, and others in later periods, such as works by Wang
Meng and Ch'en Hung-shou, will be considered at appropriate points.

What the artist of "Spring Mountains" has found congenial to his expressive purpose in the
style represented by Yao Yen-ch'ing is its sense of extravagant caprice. In pursuing this quality,
however, he follows quite faithfully and uncapriciously both general and specific features of his
model. (The paradox of individualistic or even eccentric effects achieved through the large-scale
adoption of old materials runs through much Yuan and later painting.) His foreground is arranged
like Yao'sbutin reverse. The waterfall is present, although much smaller, and also the misty
valley beyond; the temple occupies its usual ravine, and the ridge above it is strikingly similar
in its formation. The seemingly arbitrary shapes, which conform more to the critics' description
of Kuo Hsi's "rocks like clouds" than to any shapes in nature, fascinate the later artist, as also
do the rococo patterns of the trees.

It is instructive to trace the fate of a single, minor motif in Kuo Hsi's painting. Kuo Hsi had put
irregularly shaped patches of dark ink near the edges of large earth masses to suggest deep pitting,
doubtless rendering in this way some geological peculiarity of loess erosion. By the time of Yao
Yen-ch'ing, this element of the style had degenerated into a regular placing of dark dots in protru-
sions from contour lines, thus producing what might be called the "dot in the bump" motif. The
"Spring Mountains" master plays with this motif exuberantly. No one would guess what it once
meant; now it means nothing at all. His whole approach is playful, his brushwork free and cal-
ligraphic ; any aspect of the style that is difficult to handle he abbreviates or eliminates. Where
Yao avoids difficult transitions from one part of his composition to another, for instance, by
obscuring them in fog, the amateur artist simply allows his separate components to float and find
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their places in space as best they may. As a performance of brush and ink on paper, the painting
is fairly strong and admirable; as an image of nature, it is offhand, perhaps even irresponsible; as
a work of the Li-Kuo school, it is in every way inadequate to the wild grandeur of the great early
originals; as an essay in adapting that tradition to the amateur artist's needs, it solves no major
problems but only evades them.

For successful essays in this same direction, we must look to the works of Chao Meng-fu and
Ts'ao Chih-po. We have already considered Chao's small "River Village" (Color Pi. 2), and
none of his other landscapes in the Li-Kuo manner have survived in originals, though two other
paintings are known that are probable copies. Turning, then, to Ts'ao Chih-po, we note that
his "Clearing After Snow on Mountain Peaks" (Pi. 37), like the anonymous "Spring Moun-
tains," owes more to late derivatives of the Li-Kuo school than to early originals, as is apparent
when Yao Yen-ch'ing's "Winter Landscape" (PI. 35) is again brought in for comparison. The
deep-furrowed mountains, built up by the overlapping of similarly shaped units, with little
attempt to establish transitions between them in depth, belong to that stage of the style and have
no counterparts in Kuo Hsi or other Sung painting. Ts'ao Chih-po, however, limits his borrow-
ings to what will serve his well-defined purposes; he takes up nothing for bizarre effect, or
archaistic reference, or sheer whimsy, none of which have any place in his painting. The drawing
throughout is in firm line. The mountains are modeled with limited strokes of wash over which
dry, dark ink is brushed. Flat washes of dilute ink on water and sky emphasize the whiteness of
the snow-covered land areas and enhance the feeling of cold. The whole manner of execution is
at an opposite pole from the calligraphic playfulness of "Spring Mountains" ; it bespeaks the
slow, controlled movements of the painter's hand and his mood of calm.

The composition is constructed on a rational plan, similar to that of Kao K'o-kung's landscape
(PI. 19): a flat recession from foreground to middle distance, out of which the mountains rise
vertically. The foreground in Ts'ao's painting is marked by a sloping bank on which grows the
canonical group of pines and lesser trees. Across the river, which is easily readable as a horizon-
tal plane, a villa built partly over the water marks the next stage in a systematic progression into
depth. A smaller group of pines nearby establishes, by its size relative to the foreground group,

- the distance one has traversed. From this point one moves back to a simple kiosk located on a
slight rise, surrounded by still smaller trees, beyond which a ridge ascends toward a valley within
which a temple is situated, only its roofs visible. An oddly cleft mass to the right of this is repeat-
ed in larger size at the left, with a waterfall dropping down its deeper cleft. Behind and above,
several more looming, heavily contoured shapes complete the elaborate development of the mid-
dle ground. The far distance is again simple, like the foreground, and shifts the weight once
more leftward to balance the rightward weighting of the middle ground. The principal, or ' 'host,''
mountain repeats once more, greatly enlarged, the distinctive shape seen twice below, a dip in
its upper contour, a deep cleft bisecting its forward face. Below and to the right a smaller peak
in simple silhouette blocks any further movement into depth. Although none of these forms
exhibit the perversity of shape to be seen in other late works of the Li-Kuo school, neither are
they, nor is the whole, naturalistic in intent or effect. Geological plausibility is not to the point;
what matters is an abstract order, as formal as a musical composition.

The inscription at the upper left was written by Ts'ao's friend Huang Kung-wang and reads
(translated by Chu-tsing Li): "Old Gentleman Yiin [Ts'ao Chih-po] did this for Hsi-ying. Though
he is in his seventy-ninth year, his eyesight is still very clear and his brushwork and ideas have an
antique blandness, inheriting the/iin [harmony, resonance] of Wang Wei. This is what I cannot
hope to equal in my own painting. . . . " These words of Huang's, however sincere the admira-
tion expressed in them, must strike us as excessively modest: in the same year that he wrote this
inscription, 13S0, Huang finally completed his great "Dwelling in the Fu-ch'un Mountains,"
which was to eclipse by far any of Ts'ao Chih-po's works and affect profoundly the future course
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of all Chinese landscape painting. The Li-Kuo mode, by contrast, lost favor with the literati
painters, who seldom attempted it after the Yuan.

The failure of T'ang Ti and the "Spring Mountains" master and the success of Ts'ao Chih-
po suggest in different ways why this landscape mode proved in the end unsuited to the amateur.
When used with less than total seriousness and control, it was likely to produce absurdities; to
bend it to one's purpose, on the other hand, entailed the sacrifice of the expressive intensity and
wild grandeur that had once been its glory. It could not, that is, be effectively tamed, and so
failed to survive as a viable alternative to the Tung-Chii mode, the very essence of which was
tameness.



CHAPTER THREE

Landscape Painting of the Late Yuan

1. T H R E E O F T H E " F O U R < J R E A T M A S T E R S "

The painters discussed in the previous chapter—even Sheng Mou, Wu Chen, and Ts'ao Chih-
po, who worked in distinctive personal styles—were on the whole content with creating mildly
individual variations on existing modes; they belong to that stage in the history of Yuan art in
which Chao Meng-fu's new ideas were assimilated into the main current of landscape painting.
The next decisively innovative work after Chao's "Village by the Water" of 1302, at least among
preserved paintings, is "Dwelling in the Fu-ch'un Mountains" by Huang Kung-wang, finished
around 13S0. The period of less than two decades between this and the end of Yuan, in sharp
contrast with the preceding half-century, was one of individualism and brillant innovation, in
which the three major figures—to whom this chapter is mainly devoted—were Huang Kung-
wang, Ni Tsan, and Wang Meng. These three and Wu Chen, whom we have already discussed,
are known to later ages as the "Four Great Masters of the Late Yuan" ; they were to supplant
all earlier artists, even Chao Meng-fu himself, as the favored models for later landscapists.

The epoch-making developments in painting during this period did not take place in condi-
tions of peace and stability. China in the final decades of the Yuan was divided and disordered by
rebellions small and large led by bandits who were encouraged by the gradual collapse of Mongol
rule to adopt the pose of petty princes or by popular religious leaders who promised salvation
from oppression and hardship. The region of the Huai River, to the north of the Yangtze River
area, which remains the focus of our interest, was controlled by a sect called the Red Turbans;
they worshiped Maitreya, the Buddha-to-Come, and were committed ostensibly to the res-
toration of the Sung dynasty. The spread of their revolt effectively cut the Mongol empire in two
and separated the prosperous and densely populated southeast, the Chiang-nan region, from the
north, where- factional fighting among the Mongols and their supporters prevented them from
taking any effective action to regain this lost territory. We will see as we proceed how artists
were affected by these events and how they reacted to them.

HUANG KUNG-WANG Unlike his friends Ts'ao Chih-po and Ni Tsan, Huang Kung-wang
was not the son of a landholding family nor heir to any fortune. He was born in 1269 to a family
named Lu in Ch'ang-shu, about thirty miles northeast of Soochow, and spent his childhood there.
At the age of seven or eight he was adopted by a Mr. Huang of Wen-chow in Chekiang Province,
who raised and educated him. He was a child prodigy, mastering abstruse subjects easily. After
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working for some time as a private secretary, he passed his examinations and embarked on a
career in the civil service. It was not to be successful. His first post was as a legal clerk in the Che-
hsi Surveillance Office in Soochow. In 1314 one Chang Lu was put in charge of administering
land taxes in the Chiang-nan region and began investigating irregularites in tax collection.
Huang was somehow implicated and imprisoned, but later released. He may have traveled to the
capital around this time; the sequence of events is uncertain.

Upon his release he retired to his home province, giving up official service forever. He lived
for a time in Sung-chiang as a professional diviner, like Wu Chen, wearing Taoist clothes to
emphasize this change of role and his renunciation of any further participation in practical affairs.
In 1334 he established a San-chiao-t'ang, or "Hall of Three Doctrines," in Soochow. The San-
chiao sect, founded in the eleventh century but reaching its greatest strength in the Yuan, in-
corporated elements of Confucianism, Taoism (in its original philosophical form), and Ch'an
Buddhism into a syncretic doctrine; it was concerned especially with the study of hsing-ming,
man's inborn qualities and his destiny.

Still later Huang retired to the Hsiao-chi Spring on the West Lake near Hangchow, where a
number of disciples studied philosophy under him. Finally, in his last years, he withdrew to the
Fu-ch'un Mountains, west of Hangchow. Although contemporary sources speak of him as a rec-
luse, he had as friends many artists, poets, and scholars of the time. He may have known Chao
Meng-fu in his youth; in one of his inscriptions he mentions having once seen at Chao's home a
painting by Tung Yuan, which had, by the time of his writing, passed into the collection of Chao's
nephew Wang Meng.1 He painted a scroll for Ni Tsan in 1348; T'ang Ti inscribed one of his
paintings in 13S0, the same year in which he himself inscribed Ts'ao Chih-po's "Clearing After
Snow." Yang Wei-chen, another friend, describes him as "solitary and lofty by temperament."
He was renowned and admired as a scholar of old texts, as a poet in the late T'ang style, as a phi-
losopher, and most of all as a painter; he was also proficient in music. His face, when he grew
old, remained smooth and unlined like a boy's, his eyes a bright jade-green, his cheeks rosy. He
died in 1354. Those who knew him in his late years seem to have regarded him as already well on
the way to becoming a Taoist Immortal. Many anecdotes are told of his unworldly behavior, and
after his death the story circulated that he had been seen again wandering in the mountains play-
ing a flute.

An essay titled "Secrets of Landscape Painting" by Huang Kuang-wang is preserved in the mis-
cellany Cho-keng lu, by T'ao Tsung-i, published in 1366. It is actually a collection of thirty-two
short notes that may have been transcribed by a disciple from Huang's teaching. We offer here,
in a selection of slightly over half of the essay, those notes that seem especially worth quoting
for their relevance not only to Huang's painting but to the theory and practice of painting in the
Yuan period more generally :2

1. Most painters of recent times have followed the two schools of Tung Yuan and Li Ch'eng.
The brushwork, the trees and rocks, of these two are not alike, and students should give
exhaustive attention to the distinction.

5. The method of painting stones: start with dilute ink so that you can make changes and cor-
rect mistakes. Gradually use darker ink over this.

7. At the feet of Tung Yiian's mountain slopes are many fragmented stones; these depict a spe-
cial feature of the Chien-k'ang [Nanking] mountain scenery. Tung's stones are covered
with what are called hemp-fiber ts'un [texture strokes]. In painting the slopes and feet of
mountains, begin by painting the ts'un at the edges with a slanting brush; then use dilute
ink in graded washes for the deeply recessed places. Applying color is no different from
this; but for rocks, the color should be applied more heavily.

8. Tung Yuan's small mountain boulders are called "alum rocks." Among the mountains he
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placed mists. These are both aspects of the Chin-ling [Nanking] mountain scenery. The
texture strokes must be done with dilute ink by sweeping the brush in wavering strokes.
Over these one adds more dilute ink to break [the flatness].

9. In discussing the painting of mountains, one speaks of three distances. When it continues
uninterrupted from the bottom, it is called "level distance" ; when it is seen from nearby
through divisions and openings in alignment, it is called "removed distance" ; a distant
view beyond [i.e., over the top of?] the mountain is called "high distance."

10. The method of using the brush in landscape painting is called the "continuity of sinew and
bone." It is the distinction between "having ink" and "having brush." To blur over the
brushwork in places where there is drawing is called ' 'having ink''; when the water-brush
[used for applying washes] doesn't intrude on the drawing, this is called "having brush."
These are matters of utmost importance to the painter; they apply to mountains, rocks,
and trees.

11. Generally speaking, trees must be used to fill empty places: small trees and big, bending
down and reaching up, facing forward or back, deep in tone or light, all without encroach-
ing on each other. Dense places alternate with sparse places; you must achieve a balance.
When you reach a point of perfect proficiency in all this, the brushwork will be accom-
plished effortlessly.

13. Carry around a sketching brush in a leather bag. Then, when you see in some scenic place
a tree that is strange and unique, you can copy its appearance then and there as a record.
It will have an extraordinary sense of growing life. Climb a tall building and gaze at the
"spirit resonance" of the vast firmament. Look at the clouds—they have the appearance
of mountaintops! Li Ch'eng and Kuo Hsi both practiced this method; Kuo Hsi painted
"rocks like clouds." When the ancients speak of "Heaven opening forth pictures," this
is what they mean.

16. Water comes from springs high up and moves ever downward; you absolutely must not
stop off its arteries, but must convey the source of its lively flowing.

17. The tops of mountains must bend and droop, twist and interchange; the ridges leading to
them must all follow [the same movements]. This is the way of animating them. The multi-
tudinous peaks seem to bow respectfully to one another; the myriad trees follow one
another like troops led by a great general, majestically, as if irresistible. To capture this
is to depict the true forms of mountains.

18. On the slopes of mountains you can put buildings, and in the water, small boats; from these
the picture takes on an air of life. Around the waists of the mountains one uses mists to bring
out the [upward-thrusting] force of the mountains, their look of immeasurable height.

19. The method of painting rocks: most important is that their shape not be perverse [wrong-
looking]. Rocks have three surfaces; the top, the [right and the] left sides can all count as sur-
faces. At the point of taking up the brush, you must decide on [the surfaces you will depict].

21. In painting each tree, each stone, you should give rein to the ink and strip away [the unes-
sential]. You will then have the scholarly style. If there is too much [detail], it will put your
work into the class of artisan painting.

22. In doing a landscape composition, first establish the theme, and only after that start painting.
If you have no theme, your painting will never seem complete. You must convey the special
appearances of spring, summer, autumn, and winter scenery. In spring the myriad things of
nature are bursting with life. In summer the trees are luxuriant and variegated. In autumn
the myriad forms are awesome in their decline. In winter the mists and fogs are somber and
thin, the sky looks blurred and dim. Anyone who can paint these is a superior artist.

27. The method of painting landscape lies in adapting one's technique to fit the occasion. First,
decide on the texture-stroke method you will use and don't make the composition disorder-
ly. Background and foreground should reflect one another. For the most part, it is the same
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as writing characters: excellence is attained with mastery. Painting on paper is most diffi-
cult. If you size the surface of silk with alum, it takes the brushstrokes better. It is also
better for applying color, which pleases the eye. If you determine the theme of your picture
at the beginning, this will make it a superior work. The old masters did paintings out of
the fullness of their hearts and spread forth the scenery spontaneously. Accord with the
conceptions and flavor of these old masters is the ultimate aim in painting.

30. In doing paintings it is only the one word li [principle, natural order] that is the most urgent
necessity. A poem by Wu Yang says: "The skillful artisan is good at capturing the li of
cinnabar-and-blue [painting]."

31. The most difficult thing in painting is using the ink. One begins by using dilute ink and builds
it up to the point where it begins to look right; then one uses roasted ink [dense black ink,
applied fairly dry] and washes of deeper-toned ink. Thus one distinguishes the fields from
the paths, the far from the near. If one paints on unsized paper, there are likely to be many
places where the ink is [too] thick and rich. Li Ch'eng is said to have spared his ink as
though it were gold; this is what is meant.

32. In doing paintings there are four words [i.e., qualities] that must absolutely be expelled:
"heterodoxy" [perversity, arbitrariness], "sweetness" [prettiness], "vulgarity" [banality,
bad taste], and "dependency" [derivativeness].

Huang Kung-wang cannot have considered this text, at least as it exists today, as a coherent
expression of his ideas on painting. Even so, the absence of abstract theorizing, the concentra-
tion on practical advice about how to paint a good picture, is remarkable. The eleventh-century
essay on landscape painting by Kuo Hsi3 asks and answers questions about the basic nature and
purpose of landscape painting and discusses at length the artist's necessary attainment of a pro-
found conceptual grasp of natural phenomena and visual understanding of the aspects of nature
in different seasons or times of day and under different weather conditions. Huang, by contrast,
while he advises that the painter make sketches from nature (advice that he is reported to have
followed himself, as did virtually all painters of landscape, although the finished picture was
always done in the studio) and observe seasonal themes in his paintings, concentrates more on
technical and formal problems and on the special features of style belonging to particular land-
scape traditions, especially the one he followed himself, that of Tung Yuan.

The surviving works of Huang Kung-wang number a mere four or five, scarcely enough to
allow any firm and full account of his artistic development. They suggest that he was one of
those whose debt to Chao Meng-fu, and particularly to Chao's "Village by the Water" (Pi. 13)
or to similar works no longer extant, was very great. A handscroll in the Peking Palace Museum,
here published for the first time in adequate reproduction (Pi. 38-39), may be the earliest among
them;4 Huang's inscription, written in 1344, says that it was painted "some years ago," probably
some time in the 1330s. It is titled CW'i-shanyii-i t'u or "River and Hills Before Rain."

Huang's inscription reads: "This is a picture I did some years ago when I was staying at Kuang-
hsiao in P'ing-chiang. Lu Ming-pen brought me two sheets of good-quality paper, and, using a
Ta-t'o inkstone to grind ink made by Kuo Chung-hou, I did it in a moment, 'trusting my hand'
[spontaneously]. Before I had come to the end of the paper, it had already been carried off by an
art lover. Now it has been acquired by Shih-ch'ang. In the tenth month of [1344] he brought
it to me here in my riverside [dwelling] and I satisfied his wish [by inscribing it]. Written at the
age of seventy-six, on the third day of the eleventh month of the year."

Huang's statement that the painting was "carried off by an art lover," who presumably saw it
in the artist's studio and persuaded him to part with it, probably in return for a gift or payment
of some kind, is interestingly similar to what he writes on the "Fu-ch'un Mountains" scroll (to
be discussed shortly), although in the latter case it was the intended recipient who grew afraid
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that someone else would "get it away" from the artist "by craft or force." Both scrolls end,
after richly complex formal developments, with passages that seem by contrast almost per-
functory ; Huang may mean to account for these hasty conclusions by suggesting that he was not
allowed time to finish them properly.

Other inscriptions following the painting in the scroll are by Wang Kuo-ch'i, son-in-law of
Chao Meng-fu and father of the painter Wang Meng, and Ni Tsan, who contributes a brief state-
ment of oddly lukewarm praise, dated 1374: "Old Huang Kung-wang, although he couldn't even
in his dreams approach Kao K'o-kung or Chao Meng-fu, was still beyond what any painters of
more recent times can attain. This scroll is one of his best-realized works."

Huang Kung-wang is the next master after Chao Meng-fu to accomplish truly decisive, far-
reaching, innovations in landscape painting, and this scroll, although a lesser work than the "Fu-
ch'un Mountains" of his late years, already displays some of them. The subject and composi-
tion are ordinary enough—once again we are given the near and far banks of a river, with trees
and shrubs growing on them, and several groups of houses nestled inconspicuously in valleys
among hills on the farther shore. Huang's style, at this point as later, is largely devoid of con-
scious quirks (such as are to be found, for instance, in Ch'en Lin's similar scene of Plate 22);
he is concerned with setting down his commonplace materials so that they possess stability and
substance, a spatial and tactile existence. Within this outwardly simple achievement, however,
he engages in formal plays of considerable subtlety. We are treated to the first of these immediate-
ly as we begin unrolling the scroll (PI. 38, which represents a section about half the length of
the whole): the trees growing on the rocky foreground bank are spaced evenly in groups of
twos and threes and offer a fascinating theme-and-variations development of repetitions and
permutations. Reading sequentially from the right, we encounter a pair of tall pines not unlike
those in paintings by Huang's friend Ts'ao Chih-po; a smaller pine with a leafy tree in front of it;
two shorter, stiffer, bare trees, crossed; a more modest duo, bare and leafy; and a final group
of three, one stiffly upright with foliage adhering closely to the trunk, the other two bare and

• crossed, one of them a stunted-looking willow. The bending trees all lean leftward, impelling
the eye gently onward and across the river.

This much is active and linear, structuring space more than filling it; the hills, by contrast,
are soft and swelling, disposed laterally where the trees are vertical, developing slowly and sys-
tematically where the trees thrust upward brusquely. Starting at the river bank with flat shoals
(laid out in broad strokes of dilute ink, as the artist advises in his essay), the hills build upward
and back into distance, one merging into the next, connected by ridges in an unbroken move-
ment to the summits of the two highest hills, which conclude the movement by leaning slightly
toward each other. ("The tops of mountains must bend and droop, twist and interchange; the
ridges leading to them must all follow [the same movements]. This is the way of animating
them.") Fog in the valleys, besides echoing the outlines of the hilltops and contributing to the
damp "before-rain" feeling of the picture, registers the volumes of space that are enclosed by
the hills as they curve into depth. To appreciate the achievements of Huang Kung-wang in im-
parting an organic structure to his system of landscape forms, we may look back at the hills de-
picted in paintings by Chao Meng-fu, Wu Chen, or Ts'ao Chih-po, which seem by comparison,
in spite of whatever texture and shading the artist may have applied to them, flat and simple,
offering far less to engage the visual imagination.

A corresponding richness in brushwork (seen best in the detail, Pi. 39) is also dependent in
part on Chao Meng-fu's new style but has developed independently away from it. It may seem at
first unimpressive and even familiar (from countless later imitations) but was in fact epoch-
making. The seventeenth-century masters of the "Orthodox school," for instance, who revered
Huang Kung-wang above all other artists, based their styles so closely on it that the painting
might, at least in reproduction, be mistaken for a work of that period and school. This brushwork
is, like Huang's constructions of forms, systematic and consciously repetitive. One system over-
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lies another: washes are laid on for the larger definitions of form, over these hemp-fiber texture
strokes in the Tung Yuan manner, and over these the patiently reiterated rows of strokes, hori-
zontal and upright, that represent trees and other vegetation but also soften edges and set up a
quiet vibration against the masses, a kind of visual buzzing that is soothing and satisfying. This
manner of building forms and giving them tactile presence by accumulations of soft, dry strokes
that cohere into dense surfaces derives from Chao Meng-fu's landscapes but goes far beyond them
both in textural richness and in the successful re-creation, in ink-on-paper terms, of one's op-
tic experience of nature.

Looking at the picture and rereading Huang's essay, one realizes not only that the one follows
closely the admonitions of the other but also that the two reveal the same basic set of concerns.
While he endows his work with an earthy naturalism that can be taken, if one wishes to see it
that way, as an expression of contentment with the everyday world, Huang seems to regard the
painting less as an image of nature, or as an expression of some special human orientation toward
it, than as a formal structure, with an inherent logic somewhat independent of natural phenom-
ena. "River and Hills Before Rain," which is a relatively conservative picture, seems so as-
sured that one has no sense of technical inventiveness or departures from existing norms. Huang's
later works are more clearly innovative, although never obtrusively so; in them the painter seems
to be taking more chances and trying for grander effects.

One of Huang's best-known compositions, which exists in a number of versions, is "The Stone
Cliff at the Pond of Heaven." It represents a real place, located on Mount Hua near Soochow.
Huang painted it in 1341, when he was seventy-two. Since the best version extant (Pi. 40) is
known outside China only in reproduction, the question of whether it is Huang's original work
cannot be answered until it is accessible for study; at least, it must be a very close copy.

Whatever reference the painting may contain to the true topography of the Pond of Heaven
and its environs, it is essentially an intricate construction of simple forms within the boundaries
of its frame, more abstract in character than anything seen before in Chinese painting. A precise-
ly arranged foreground, made up again of trees on a rocky bank, occupies a triangular space in
the lower left. A valley opens in the right corner and proceeds upward, dividing soon into two
valleys that extend diagonally toward the upper corners. The left-hand gorge, hung with mists,
moves back along a relatively flat course, widening finally until its sides are lost in fog. That on
the right, by contrast, climbs steeply to a high pass and is tightly set with trees, boulders, build-
ings, and waterfalls, which provide a formally episodic exercise to the ascending eye.

Embraced by these diverging valleys is a mountain ridge, which occupies the central, dominat-
ing position that in older landscapes of this type was given to the ' 'host mountain.'' But—and
here is a key to one important feature of Huang's new style—the ridge is not (as in Northern
Sung landscapes) a single coherent mass but a composite of dynamically interacting parts. Its unity,
and the unity of the painting as a whole, is thus one of development rather than stasis. What had
seemed a failing in the works of, for instance, T'ang Ti, the tendency to fragment the large forms
into clusters of smaller, is here raised to the status of a new, modular principle of composition,
based on the clear organization of units consisting of simple, repeated shapes into a complex
whole. Huang's orderly construction can be analyzed to reveal the rules it follows: rounded,
swelling forms alternate with dark bands of trees as one ascends; squared outcroppings break the
progression at carefully spaced intervals, and at several points flat-topped ledges extend sideward.
As one nears the top the momentum subsides, the staccato interruptions become fewer, the
enclosing upper contours longer and more gently curved, until the peak puts an end to the
whole movement in a quiet silhouette that makes a final leftward thrust and drops off into mist.

Also entirely new is the way in which all elements of the picture are made to serve clear com-
positional functions, which, more than representational considerations, determine their appear-
ance. Trees are depicted with trunks and branches bared so that their direction of leaning can be
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incorporated into larger movements; plateaus slant, boulders are regimented into rows, with the
same purposefulness. By means of this relentless subordination of variety, detail, individual char-
acterization in the parts of his picture—a process in which he relinquishes the last vestige of the
Southern Sung romantic attachment to natural beauty—Huang Kung-wang is able to achieve,
within an essential simplicity and clarity of design, a formal complexity that had been unknown in
Chinese painting since the Northern Sung period. As is the case with the Cubists centuries later,
his is a solution more intellectual and rational than pictorial or emotional; like them, he seems
to have disassembled the visible world and rebuilt it on new, more dynamic, more intelligible
patterns. That the picture can still (in contrast to most Cubist works) be read easily as a repre-
sentational image is not merely because of the degree of naturalistic reference that its materials
retain, but also—perhaps more—because the order it exhibits is recognized, or felt, as analo-
gous to the natural order, that quality of "rightness'' which nature never lacks and paintings usual-
ly do, which the Chinese call /i, that quality which Huang Kung-wang, toward the end of his
essay, designates as the prime desideratum in painting.

Huang Kung-wang's magnum opus, the "Dwelling in the Fu-ch'un Mountains" scroll (Pi.
41-44 and Color Pi. 5), was painted over a three-year period, between 1347, when he retired
to the Fu-ch'un Mountains, and 13S0, when he inscribed it and presumably shortly thereafter
stopped work on it.

His inscription, written at the end of the scroll, reads: "In the seventh year of the Chih-
cheng era [1347] I returned to my Fu-ch'un Mountains residence in the company of Master Wu-
yung. On a leisure day in the South Tower I took up my brush and drew this whole scroll. Such
was my exhilaration that I was not conscious [of the passage of time] but untiringly laid out the
entire composition. Moreover, whenever I needed to eradicate anything, I would fill in [with
new sections of paper?] what I had cut out. I've gone over it now for three or four years but still
haven't quite finished it. This is because I always left it behind in the mountains during my trips
into the outer world. Now I have taken it again from my luggage, so that whenever I have a spare
moment, morning or night, I can add some more brushwork. Wu-yung is over-anxious that
someone else will get it away from me by craft or force and has made me inscribe it in advance
[i.e., before finishing it] at the end of the scroll, in order to let everyone know the difficulties I
had in completing it. Tenth year [1350], the Green Dragon [cyclical signs] being at keng-yin, one
day before the Ch'u-chieh [Day of the Excited Insects], written by the Great Fool Scholar [Huang
Kung-wang] at the Chih-chih Hall belonging to Mr. Hsia of Yiin-chien.''

The recipient of the scroll, Wu-yung (literally "Worthless," one of the facetiously self-
deprecating sobriquets that Chinese scholars liked to assume—Huang's own "Great Fool" is an-
other), has not been identified but must have been a friend of Huang's. He was evidently afraid
that someone else might get the promised scroll by pressure or persuasion, and asked the artist
to inscribe it with a dedication to him. Huang, who had been working on it for three years, seems
to have finished it off rather hurriedly—the ending of the scroll suggests some impatience—
inscribed it, and given it to Wu-yung, probably in repayment for, or expectation of, some
favors or gifts.

The later history of the scroll is an absorbing story in itself; we can mention here only a few
incidents in it. It was owned by two of the greatest Ming painters, Shen Chou and Tung Ch'i-
ch'ang; both made copies of it, as did numerous other artists. It passed through the hands of a
number of important collectors and came to be more famous and esteemed than any other single
Chinese painting. One seventeenth-century owner, a certain Wu Hung-yii, was so deeply at-
tached to it that when, in 1650, he was about to die, he decided to take it with him into the
afterworld, ordering that it be thrown into a stove. Fortunately, his nephew arrived in time to
snatch it from the fire; an opening section was badly burned and cut off, but the rest was saved.
(A portion of the fire-damaged section, much restored, has been separately preserved under the
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name "Cut-off Mountain Picture"; it is reproduced here at the beginning of Plate 41 and
in Plate 44.) By the 1730s the main portion of the scroll was owned by the Korean salt merchant
An Ch'i, one of the great collectors of Chinese painting. The Ch'ien-lung emperor (reigned
1736-96), a voracious collector apparently driven more by sheer possessiveness than by purer
aesthetic sentiments, desired it obsessively, and finally acquired it—or so he thought; what he
acquired was in fact a copy. He began at once to write appreciatory inscriptions in every availa-
ble space on the painting; they eventually amounted to fifty-five, defacing it completely. When
the real Fu-ch'un scroll entered his collection in 1746, he paid little attention to it—as the em-
peror of China he could scarcely have admitted having been taken in by a copy of this greatest of
masterworks, even if he realized that he had been—and the real scroll escaped disaster a second
time. It is now in the Palace Museum in Taipei, along with the copy that was so admired, and
inscribed to death, by Ch'ien-lung.

In its present state, the scroll opens with a quiet passage depicting (once more) a riverbank,
some foreground trees, and distant hills—Chiang-nan scenery at its plainest. A bit farther on
appears the first of the three ridges that rise to summits at the upper boundary of the scroll, divid-
ing it into long segments. This first one curves rightward for a moment as it recedes toward the
left, enclosing a valley in which is set a cluster of multistory buildings, the villa of some rich rec-
luse. Stages in the en face ascent of the ridge are marked, as in "The Stone Cliff," by dark clumps
of trees and projecting boulders. The drawing seems here both looser and more volumetric, as
should be the case if this were an original and the other a copy, but the underlying constructions
are quite similar. The ways in which this painting, like the "Before Rain" scroll, exhibits the
very motifs and techniques that Huang describes in his essay are numerous: the darker-over-
lighter drawing, the "alum rocks" on slopes and summits of the hills and the shoals at their
feet, the sense of animation given to the whole by a seemingly inner-directed turning of the
terrain forms, the enlivenment of the scene by the addition of buildings, bridges, boats, paths,
and figures (for example, one figure in Plate 42a, one in 42b, and three in 43a—we will leave
it for the reader to find them).

Beyond this ridge is another, more steeply enclosed valley surrounded by leaning peaks; a
stream pours out of it, in a passage that the artist evidently left only partly finished, as also are the
dry-brushed rocks on the slope above and to the right of the stream and pathway. A foreground
group of trees, sharply drawn, is varied in posture and type as Huang advises; another group,
across the stream to the left, is by contrast executed in wet, dark strokes of ink. The two tree-
groups could serve as a demonstration of the distinction between "having brush" and "having
ink." Farther back in the valley, the same juxtaposition of dry and wet brushwork functions to
separate closer from more distant areas; located here is the only patch of mist in the whole com-
position, which is otherwise seen everywhere through clear air.

The sketchiness, sometimes hesitancy, of the drawing, and the occasional passages left unfin-
ished, far from being faults, are aspects of one of the painting's chief virtues, one that is a source
of its inexhaustible freshness: the air of improvisation that Huang manages to keep throughout his
execution, even in portions that must in fact have demanded careful working out. At an opposite
pole from Southern Sung Academy painting, which typically gives the impression of having been
conceived and executed in a single unfaltering act, Huang's painting seems to have come into
being (and indeed did, as his inscription attests) as the product of a succession of creative im-
pulses, involving momentary decisions, changes of plan, even caprice, along with the patient build-
ing up of hills and rocks, bushes and trees. The point at which he decided to stop was somewhat
arbitrarily arrived at; no doubt he could have gone on for several years more, texturally enriching
some areas, strengthening contours—without, however, reaching anything like the effect of
finish that Sung painting typically has. The painting is thus a record of its own creation; so, in
a sense, is any painting, but here the record is unusually legible. The viewer feels, in his tactile
reading of the painting, an intimate, intuitive bond with the artist: one knows, or senses, how
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each stroke was applied, what kind of movement made it, what kind of sensibility controlled
that movement.

In the following passage (Color Pi. 5) more houses are seen in a valley, and, in the foreground, a
simple rest shelter among pines, willows, and other trees. The scenery is no less ordinary than
before and no commentary on it is offered. In a sense, nothing much happens in the picture;
Huang's approach is outwardly matter-of-fact. It is only when one moves into the painting and
allows his attention to be absorbed into the actual fabric of it that its quality emerges—and since
a handscroll is intended to be seen in this way, close up, we are not falsifying it by emphasizing
this aspect of the style.

The drawing is done in generally dry, sometimes wavering strokes that are charged with an
unostentatious but always perceptible nervous energy. They also possess, through their slight
roughness, a tactile quality that allows them not merely to delineate but also to constitute the
substance of the forms; this new mode of rendering mass, noted already in the landscapes of Chao
Meng-fu, is brought to perfection in those of Huang Kung-wang. It permits the artist to reduce
washes to very sparse applications, limited in extent. Ink washes had been used to suggest shad-
owed, opaque surfaces. By eliminating them the artist can make his forms light and transparent
without reducing their substantiality. In certain remarkable passages in the scroll—for instance,
the area around the rest shelter—we seem to be presented less with a rendering of mass in terms
of continuous surface than with a structure of movement which, serving as far more than mere
two-dimensional calligraphy, has its own volume and depth, of a kind created by the interweav-
ings and overlappings of the strokes—something distantly similar to the performances of Pollock
or Tobey but done with nuances of touch that their more viscous media would not permit.

The composition of the whole scroll develops in a dynamic but systematic way, with areas
of focus shifting from foreground to middle ground and back, the eye carried sometimes into dis-
tance, then pulled insistently forward again, the directional impulsion of the hills and dark tree
masses providing what later theorists were to call "opening" and "closing" movements. The
second major ridge continues back diagonally, falling to the water in a calm succession of plain
slopes, fading only slightly in tone at first but eventually disappearing into haze; here once more
is the pleasing monotony that is so persistent a feature of Yuan painting. Against this background
Huang places the busiest area of his entire composition, as stimulating (in context) as the farther
area is lulling: two fishermen in boats, seen to the right of and then through the grove of large
pine trees, and under the pines a waterside pavilion in which a man sits gazing at geese on the river.

Moving leftward from the base of the pine trees, a new theme is announced: flat-topped river
banks, first with trees growing from them, then bare, continuing back to middle distance as
eroded plateaus. Here as elsewhere in the scroll the drawing is strong and descriptive but lacks
any sense of vigorous movement—the vitality of Huang's brush is never dissipated in showy
gestures of any kind—and again the plastic rendering of the forms is accomplished without washes
or extensive texturing.

A landscape passage from the "Ode on the Red Cliff" scroll by the early-twelfth-century
Ch'iao Chung-ch'ang (PI. 93) may be introduced here once more as an indication that certain fea-
tures of the "Fu-ch'un Mountains" scroll are anticipated in works of the late Northern Sung
literati masters. Some parallel to Huang's dry-brush drawing of flat-topped, eroded banks may
be seen in the foreground of this passage; and the distant hills, treated as simple repeated shapes,
reveal the same preference for plainness (which the Chinese call p'ing-tan, or "ordinary and
bland"), as does Huang's receding range. But no convincing predecessors can be found for more
fundamental features of Huang's style—the mode of composing masses in space, or the variety-
in-sameness of his drawing. Chinese artists for centuries afterward were to try to recapture his
blend of informality and Tightness, his effect of controlled disorder, without ever quite getting
them. "Fu-ch'un Mountains" may seem, on first acquaintance, a rather unimpressive work for
one so often praised as revolutionary. It marks, nevertheless, the full maturity of Yuan painting.
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Ni TSAN The third of the Four Great Masters was Ni Tsan (1301-74). We introduce him
with a painting that is not by him but of him, an anonymous portrait of the artist (Pi. 45) in-
scribed with an encomium by his friend Chang Yu (1275-1348). Ni Tsan is portrayed seated on a
k'ang, dressed informally, leaning on an armrest and holding a brush and roll of paper, as if about
to compose a poem. Beside him are an inkstone and a bundle of scrolls; on a nearby table are an
archaic three-legged bronze chia vessel, a cylindrical hill-topped vessel of the lien type, a wine
flagon, what appears to be a seal-pigment jar, and a brush-rest in the form of a three-peaked
mountain. A male servant stands at the right holding a fly whisk; a female servant (or, according
to one account, a Taoist nun) at the left holds a jug of water and dipper and has a towel draped
over her arm. On the screen behind is an ink-monochrome painting of a river landscape, seen in
detail in Plate 46 and discussed below.

All these objects in the painting are in fact characterizing attributes of the artist, whose ec-
centric ways were well known to his contemporaries. When this portrait was done, perhaps in
the 1330s, Ni Tsan was a rich landowner who collected antiquities, paintings, and calligraphy.
He was obsessively cleanly, insisting that everything with which he came into contact be immac-
ulate and washing his hands constantly; he avoided people whom he suspected of any unclean-
liness, or of "vulgarity," and even had the wu-t'ung trees in his garden washed daily by servants.
He figures in numerous anecdotes, some of them scurrilous, some merely amusing. One, for
instance, tells of how at a party Yang Wei-chen drank wine from a dancing girl's slipper and in-
vited the other guests to do the same; Ni Tsan, disgusted, poured the wine on the floor and
stalked out. Yang would not speak to him afterwards. In another story, Ni spends the night with a
famous courtesan, Chao Mai-erh; but because he passes the whole time in making her bathe over
and over, never quite satisfied, the sun rises without (in the Chinese literary euphemism) any
"dreams of Mount Wu" having occurred, and Ni pays her for nothing. "Whenever she told the
story afterwards she would fall into convulsions of laughter." Ni's contemporaries laughed also
at his eccentricities and inadequacies but regarded them as amiable aspects of an otherwise ad-
mirable personality; today they would no doubt be subject to psychoanalytic interpretations,
less amusing and no less cruel.

The circumstances of Ni Tsan's life are relatively well recorded and worth recounting as a
background to his paintings. He was born in 1301 into a wealthy family in Wu-hsi, near the
northern tip of the T'ai-hu, or Great Lake. On the death of an older brother in 1328 he became
heir to the family fortune. He built a great library, the Ch'ing-pi-ko, on the estate and filled it
with rare books, old bronzes, ch'in (zithers), paintings, and calligraphy. Famous scholars and rich
men from all over China sought him out there; he would drink wine and compose poems with
those who pleased him. He was aloof and arrogant, associating only with people whom he felt
to be refined enough to merit his friendship.

This elegant and elitist manner of existence was brought to an end when he was about forty.
We have outlined at the beginning of this chapter the disorders that upset the normally prosper-
ous and comfortable Chiang-nan region in the last decades of the Yuan. Ni Tsan fell victim to
them. The Mongol government, its tax revenues seriously reduced by droughts, floods, and
mismanagement, began around 1340 to impose exorbitant land taxes, especially on the Chiang-
nan area, which was made responsible for about ninety percent of the tax revenue of the whole
country. Many rich landowners of the area had to divest themselves of their land holdings. Ni
Tsan was apparently one of these, although standard Chinese accounts of his life state rather that
he foresaw the troubles that were to occur and acted prudently to escape them. For whatever
reason, he dispersed his property among relatives and friends (or, according to a different ver-
sion, sold it), disposing of it gradually from the late 1340s until around 1354, and thereafter took
to a wandering life. One story relates that he was thrown into jail for failure to pay taxes on the
land he had relinquished, and there fussed at the jailer for breathing on his food before serving it.

The last decades of his life he spent traveling in a houseboat around the T'ai-hu region and the
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San-mao Lakes district to the southwest, staying with friends or in Buddhist monasteries, living
for a time in a humble dwelling that he called the "Snail Hut." His fears had been well founded,
for many large estates were overrun and pillaged during those years. The first outbreak of vio-
lence in the region was the Red Turban revolt of 1352. During the following years a former salt-
smuggler named Chang Shih-ch'eng rose to power, overthrowing local officials and seizing the
principal towns. In 1356 he took Soochow, which he made his capital, and in 1358 Hangchow,
thus controlling the entire southeast area, the richest in China. He seemed for a time the strong-
est contender for the imperial throne, but settling back too complacently to enjoy his wealth
and power, he failed to control equally avaricious subordinates and in 1367 was defeated by the
most unlikely of his rivals, Chu Yuan-chang, who had begun as a poor peasant, became a barely
literate Buddhist monk and then a Red Turban leader, and ended as the first emperor of the Ming
dynasty.

Early in his reign Chang Shih-ch'eng had invited many of the prominent men of the region to
serve as ministers and officials in his new "dynasty," called first the Great Chou and later the
Wu. Some of them, including artists whom we will consider later in this chapter, joined his
cause, but Ni Tsan declined. Chang's younger brother Chang Shih-hsin, hearing Ni spoken of as
a good painter, sent him presents of silk and money, expecting a painting in return. Ni tore up
the silk and returned the money, saying he wouldn't serve as "painter-in-waiting to the court."
Chang Shih-hsin was furious and later, finding Ni alone in a boat on the T'ai-hu, had him severe-
ly beaten. Ni didn't utter a word; asked why afterwards, he replied: "To have said anything
would have been vulgar." Ni Tsan continued, however, to visit Soochow, where he had many
friends. In 1366, he fled to the Sung-chiang region, "as the goose flies through the dark void to
escape being taken by the net," presumably to get away from Chang Shih-ch'eng. In the follow-
ing year, with Chang's defeat, he came out of hiding and in 1374 returned to his native town,
Wu-hsi. He no longer had a home of his own there and stayed with a relative by marriage, prob-
ably a son-in-law, a Mr. Tsou. In the early autumn of that year he fell ill after a banquet and died.

Before turning to Ni Tsan's paintings, we will supplement this outline of his life with three
revealing excerpts from his literary works. In the Chinese view, an artistic personality such as
Ni Tsan's is made up, so far as later ages can know him, of his surviving paintings and writings,
together with what has been written about him by others. All these are components of an entity
known as Ni Tsan, and all of them, in whatever form, partake somehow of the collective quali-
ties of the whole.

In 1362 he composed this prose introduction to a poem dedicated to his friend Ch'en Wei-
yin, or Ch'en Ju-chih, brother of the painter Ch'en Ju-yen, whom we will treat later: "On the
ninth day of the last month of the year, Wei-yin and I sat talking by lamplight. Outside, the north
wind wailed with cold, and frosty moonlight overlay all the earth. The shadows of trees formed
fragmentary patterns on the windows. The two of us, sometimes talking, sometimes silent,
dozing and waking again—a thousand years of the great world, with its moments of glory and of
shame, were only dimly recalled stories and did not defile our teeth and tongue. People call
me a simpleton and an eccentric, and since that's my nature, and I'm satisfied with myself that
way, why should I alter my principles because of what people say?"

A poem composed on parting from another friend, Chang I-chung, reveals with particular
poignancy his feeling of rootlessness:

When these troubled times have passed and I return,
It will not be to the world of affairs I knew—
My sons have reached their prime, have traveled;
Their minds have grown hardened and d i sobedien t . . . .
You, my lord, still possess your own land:
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You can go home to it and cultivate it.
But what of me? From where shall I return,
And to what place?

Finally, a poem composed shortly before his death:

For ten days I've lain ill, the door to the mountains closed,
Shut up in this oppressive cave, like a tortoise buried in mud.
My mortal flesh is but mist drifting across flowing water.
My only occupation is boiling beans, a dried-up basket my fuel.
The red calabash and curled green leaves are hard to separate;
White-haired, wrapped in autumnal sadness, I can no longer sustain myself.
No one could turn away from the wine bottle on such a moonlit night as this!
I chant a long poem, as the shadows of the cassia tree form eyebrows expressive

of grief.

Nothing is recorded about how Ni Tsan learned to paint, but we can safely assume that it was
by copying and imitating works in his own collection and by watching, perhaps receiving some
instruction from, older artists he knew, such as Huang Kung-wang. His extant dated works in-
dicate that he began by doing river landscapes in a fairly orthodox Chiang-nan style and later,
profoundly influenced by Huang Kung-wang, moved gradually into that transcendental thinness
and purity of style that assured him his place among the most revered masters. Most of his works
were occasional creations, done for hosts with whom he stayed on his wanderings or produced
spontaneously at parties and other gatherings and given to friends. The long inscriptions he wrote
on his paintings usually include a dedication and often tell us the circumstances under which they
were done.

"When exhilarated [inspired], he would seize a brush and sketch a misty grove of trees or a
branch of bamboo as a small painting," writes a contemporary. "But if by chance one of these
came up for sale in the market place, collectors would pay a thousand pieces of gold to get i t ."
Shortly after his death, we are told, the ownership of his paintings carried so much prestige that
the status of Chiang-nan families was determined by whether or not they had one. These are no
doubt exaggerations of the kind Ni Tsan accumulated around him—his very aloofness and reti-
cence invited extravagant stories. But the demand for his paintings was indeed huge and was
supplied, as the limited quantity of genuine works scarcely could do, by a correspondingly huge
production of forgeries, which continued through the centuries. Separating "the jade from the
stones,'' the true works of his hand from among the thousands of paintings ascribed to him,
is a difficult and unfinished task ;5 the choice made here may not be quite stoneless, and the
outline of Ni Tsan's stylistic development proposed will surely need refinement or correction as
studies advance.

Representing Ni's early style is a painting titled "Rustic Thoughts in an Autumn Grove" (Pi.
47), dated 1339, in the Crawford Collection, New York. No painting is known that can positive-
ly be dated earlier; but some striking similarities between it and the landscape in the screen in
the anonymous portrait (Pi. 46)—the formation of the river banks out of repeated mound-
shaped masses heavily shaded at their bases, the bare or thinly foliated trees and the stunted-
looking willows below, the placing of the figure in the building and the building beneath the
trees—suggest that the screen painting may itself be a work by Ni Tsan, a miniature rendering
of an actual screen that stood behind his Wang. The portrait is undated but seems to portray Ni
as a fairly young man; it presents him as the wealthy master of the Ch'ing-pi-ko Library and was
inscribed by Chang Yii, who died in 1348. If this does indeed reproduce a work by Ni from the
time of the Crawford painting, or even earlier, it corroborates the evidence of that painting in
suggesting conservative, tradition-rooted beginnings for Ni's landscape style, which, except in
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the dryness of its execution, does not depart markedly from the Chiang-nan river-landscape mode
treated in the previous chapter.

The Crawford painting has been badly damaged and is heavily retouched; it was found in a near-
ruined state and restored by Wu K'uan, a fifteenth-century scholar whom we will encounter in
a later volume as a friend of the painter Shen Chou. The subject is a fairly conventional river
scene. A contemplative scholar sits in a thatched shelter beneath trees on the shore with his boy
servant standing behind. These two are the only human figures that appear in surviving works of
Ni Tsan (unless the screen painting is indeed by him) and, if we accept the reports of early Chi-
nese writers, among the very few he ever painted. The group of trees, some with fairly dense
leafage and others sparsely foliated or bare, belongs to that large family of tree groups of which
the protogenitor appeared in the central section of Chao Meng-fu's "Autumn Colors" (PI. 12);
closely similar groups are to be seen in some works by Sheng Mou. The rotund earth masses
strongly modeled with "hemp fiber" texture strokes and the "alum stones" that appear in a
cleft or on a crest agree with Huang Kung-wang's "River and Hills Before Rain" (Pi. 38-39),
which must be contemporaneous or older by a few years. Both features are fairly conservative
renditions of the Tung Yuan manner. Both artists later move away from this relatively heavy and
tactilely rich style into others that render more elaborate and dynamic structures in lighter brush-
work. What distinguishes Ni Tsan's painting immediately from others of the type, and estab-
lishes his individual expressive mode at once, is the determined plainness of the scene—there
is no vegetation apart from the trees, no attempt at variety in the hills and rocks, nothing at all
that breaks the quiet—and the sense of loneliness and seclusion achieved by placing the figure in
middle ground, dwarfing him against the scale of the trees and turning him away from the view-
er, who is moreover forced to move past rocks and trees and under the roof to reach the human
figure.

In this early work, near and far shores are closely situated, and the level of view is fairly flat,
with the crowns of the trees silhouetted against the sky. This plan has not altered markedly in
a landscape dated 1354 in the Palace Museum, Taiwan,6 but there the figure has disappeared,
leaving an empty shelter, and the composition is sparser, looser.

By 1363, when Ni Tsan painted for Ch'en Ju-yen his "Mountains Seen from a River Bank"
(Pi. 48), he had left behind this early landscape plan to arrive at his ultimate formula: a fore-
ground bank with a few trees and a four-posted shelter; a broad expanse of water separating the
two land masses; hills marking a high horizon. Landscapes of this type had of course been painted
earlier by other artists (cf. Wu Chen's "Fisherman," PI. 26) and by Ni Tsan himself. The sty-
listic change of direction to be marked between the 1339 and 1363 paintings reflects most of all
an acceptance of the new landscape mode created by Huang Kung-wang, who now plainly re-
places Chao Meng-fu and his followers as Ni Tsan's principal model. While the subject is essen-
tially unchanged—and was virtually never to change in Ni Tsan's landscapes—the composition
here follows Huang's lead in being made up of more discrete units, blocklike masses separated
by expanses of water. The steep, round-topped hills, and their juxtaposition with horizontal
shoals topped with rows of dark, simply-rendered trees; the long, dry-brush ground contours;
and the distinctively sparse tree group all seem to have been taken fairly directly from the final
section of Huang's "Fu-ch'un Mountains" (PI. 41 d), merely rearranged into a vertical format.
The gradual building up of the forms with dry-over-wet, darker-over-lighter brushwork and the
earthy, crumbly textures thus created are similarly derived from Huang's style. !

The strong vertical and horizontal emphases, and particularly the flat bases on which all the
earth forms rest, make the composition extremely stable. They are responsible also for one of
its weaknesses (the picture is by no means Ni Tsan's best)—the awkward transitions from land
to water to land, especially at the base of the cliff, which seems cut off by, instead of resting se-
curely upon, the horizontal beach. A principal problem posed by this compositional type was
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that of providing a smooth passage across the water and onto the farther shore. The shoals that
Huang Kung-wang describes as a feature of the Tung Yuan repertory of motifs and of the moun-
tain scenery of the Nanking area probably owed their popularity in the Yuan period more to their
efficacy in this compositional function than to any descriptive one: they helped to carry the eye
across junctures of land and water. Here they fail to do so; the break is too abrupt. The problem
is compounded by the nature of the masses, which preserve the rounded convexity of Ni's ear-
lier style.

The above formulation of the development in Ni Tsan's style between the paintings of 1339
and 1363 may seem too neat, and doubtless it is. The most immediately striking characteristics
of his later works—for instance, their extreme sparseness and thinness and the great stretching
of the interval between foreground and distance—can be seen already in at least two that date
before 1363. One is the famous Liu-chiin-tzu ("Six Gentlemen"), a picture of six undernourished-
looking trees on a foreground promontory and a horizon with low hills high above, which is
dated 1345.7 The other is the similar but much finer "Autumn Clearing over a Fishing Lodge"
(PI. 49), painted in 13SS. On this, the artist's inscription is so ideally placed and weighted as to
improve the compositional balance, as if he had planned it there from the beginning, but in fact
he could not have had this in mind, since the inscription was written seventeen years later, in
1372. It consists of a poem, from which we learn (as the picture itself does not tell us) that the
painting shows a scene of an autumn evening, and a dedication in which the artist relates that he
"drew it playfully" in the fishing lodge of one Wang Yiin-pu and now re-encounters it after the
long interval.

The painting is of the utmost plainness, without even a rest shelter or imposing hills to relieve
it; the trees are more spindly, the shorelines less adorned than is usual even in Ni Tsan's works.
The composition is extremely simple. Its widely separated upper and lower limits, the base of
the foreground bank and the horizon, are strictly horizontal; the knoll on which the trees grow
slants upward to the left in a diagonal paralleled by the graded heights of the trees and echoed
less distinctly in the distant shore, setting up an easily perceptible relationship that helps the eye
bridge the gap between them. The very high horizon, which in some other landscapes indicates
an elevated vantage point, here suggests instead a lowered gaze, with the river nearly filling one's
entire field of vision. The effect is of having one's consciousness somehow absorbed in scenery
which holds little that is absorbing, as may happen when one is in an abstracted mood. That is
exactly the experience that Ni Tsan conveys: the artist and viewer regard the minimal landscape
in a detached, contemplative frame of mind. A poem written by a contemporary on another of
Ni's paintings catches this mood perfectly:

Autumn clouds make no shadows, trees make no sound.
Deep, deep the long river, its mirror-surface flat.
Distant hills are sunk in mist; the moon rises bright.
Sitting in a shelter on the bank, watching the tide rise.

When asked by someone why there were no figures in his landscapes, Ni Tsan reportedly an-
swered: "I don't know that there is anyone around in the world." The remark is illuminating,
but in fact the absence of any humans is crucial to his artistic purpose. The painting itself repre-
sents so completely a subjective experience that it is unnecessary, would in fact be inimical to
the expression, to represent someone having that experience. Ni Tsan's vision and feeling are
private, and yet are shared with anyone who looks seriously and sympathetically at his paintings.

Ni Tsan's masterpiece among his surviving works is "The Jung-hsi Studio" (Pi. SO), painted in
1372. As in the case of "Fishing Lodge," the title refers to the place where the painting was
done, the riverside retreat of the man to whom it is dedicated; no "lodge" or "studio" appears
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in either picture. In fact, the Jung-hsi Studio was not even the original subject—once more,
the dedication was added later.

Ni only signed and dated the picture at first, and two years later he added the poem and this
prose note: "On the fourth day of the third month of the chia-yin year [1374], old Pi-hsien
[presumably the original recipient of the painting] brought this picture to me again, asking me
to write a false poem on it [i.e., a poem dedicating it to someone else], so that he can present it
to the medical doctor Jen-chung. Now, Hsi-shan [Wu-hsi] is my own home town, and the Jung-
hsi Studio is where Jen-chung lives peacefully there. Some day soon I'll return to my home town
and come to his studio; we'll hold cups of wine and hang up this picture. May Jen-chung live
long, so that we can carry out this intention of mine."

Ni Tsan returned to Wu-hsi shortly afterwards; perhaps he did indeed visit Dr. Jen-chung
and view his painting once more before he died in the eighth month of the same year.

The subject is the same as before—that it could so easily be given a new title and dedicatee
testifies in itself to the nonspecific nature of Ni Tsan's "all-purpose river view." The elements
of the scenery are just as plain. But the visual binding-together of the parts is more skillfully
accomplished than previously: from the spreading treetops to their formal counterpart in the
expanding shore above is such an easy leap that one is not conscious of the actual distance spanned.
Moreover, by avoiding the standard means of separating near and far, such as reducing detail and
dimming ink tone in the distant passage, Ni Tsan makes near and far so alike in their substance and
structure that they "reflect one another" (as Huang Kung-wang advised they should do) and thus
effect an ideal unification. The fabric of the forms, now entirely without washes, reaches the
point of thinness, transparence, weightlessness, that is the quality Ni Tsan was forever working
toward. It is as though, like some Taoist Transcendent, he has refined away all that is mundane
and material, all the grossness that he found so repellent in the real world around him. But, as
countless pallid imitations testify, thinness is in itself no virtue. Ni's achievement here, which
his imitators were never to equal, is in reconciling that transparence and weightlessness with a
satisfying substantiality given to the masses through drawing which, however lax it may at first
appear, functions volumetrically in describing three-dimensional structure. Bent strokes, re-
peated and interlocking, build angular formations that in Huang Kung-wang's sense "have three
sides"; gently undulating lines model irregularly shaped hillocks that swell convincingly. This
too is a real world, a more acceptable alternative to the one in which the artist was forced to live.

We have dwelt at such length on Ni Tsan the man, his life, his writings, and his paintings
because he is for the Chinese the very type of the scholar-painter whose works convey with
utmost immediacy his individual nature. They are as much revelations of his inner self as his
poems or his eccentric behavior.

A typical appreciation of one of his landscapes by a later connoisseur, Juan Yuan (1764-1849),
is this: "In landscapes painted by other men, which make use of real, existing scenery, one can
roam over their terrain and enjoy it. With Ni Tsan, one is given a withered tree or two, a squat
building, 'remnants of mountains and residual waters,' drawn onto a sheet of paper—decidedly
the ultimate in loneliness and remoteness, the most dilute and withdrawn. If one were to enter
bodily into this world, he would find it without flavor and would be emptied of all thought."

This characterization of one of Ni Tsan's paintings could apply to nearly all of them, and we
may pause to consider the implications of an artist's having depicted essentially the same scene,
over and over, throughout his life. It argues, as we have suggested above, not for any obsessive
attachment to that scene, but rather for a detachment from it and from all the rest. The essence
of Ni Tsan's paintings, as the Chinese critics recognized, is their "plainness and blandness"
(p'ing-tan), which is what Juan Yuan means by "without flavor" ; they are "pure" or "chaste"
in that they have been purged of all that is stimulating, all that invites sensory participation.
"The Jung-hsi Studio" is the supreme exemplification of this aspect of Ni's style.

The drawing, done with a slanting brush lightly loaded with dilute ink, carries no sense of
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nervous energy or impulsion; the strokes, soft and sensitive, are not individually distinct but
merge into the forms. The tonal range is kept narrow, generally pale, with only the sparsely
placed, sidewise tien, the mosslike foliage of the trees, and a few of the shoal lines serving as
darker accents. The forms are self-contained, placid; nothing intrudes forcibly on the conscious-
ness of the viewer; Ni Tsan affords him, that is, an aesthetic experience analogous to the actual
experiences he himself desired. The painting, above all an expression of a state of consciousness,
bespeaks the same fastidiousness, the same attitude of withdrawal from human involvement, the
same longing for peace that we know were the motivating forces in Ni Tsan's character and be-
havior. It is a moving statement of alienation from a corrupt and contaminated world.

W A N G MENG The youngest of the Four Great Masters was Wang Meng, who was bom at
Wu-hsing around 1308. He was the grandson, on his mother's side, of Chao Meng-fu and may
have received some early instruction in painting from his grandfather, although, since he was
only about fourteen when Chao died, it cannot have been for long. In any case, he must have
become familiar with Chao's works and with old paintings as well; his own early paintings are
based more closely than was usual for the time on the manner of Tung Yuan, Chii-jan, and other
old masters. Educated in the normal way for the son of a socially prominent and intellectually
oriented family, he showed some talent for poetry—while still a boy he composed a poem in the
difficult palace-ode form which a leading scholar of the time mistook for the work of some great
T'ang poet. His poems are said to have been spontaneous and exuberant, his prose style "ver-
bose and scornful of the rules," judgments that suggest some affinity in method and effect be-
tween his writings and his paintings. His poetical works have not been preserved, however, apart
from inscriptions on paintings. In his calligraphy, likewise preserved only by such inscriptions,
he favored the archaistic seal-script manner.

Wang held a low office under the Yuan as a li-wen, a provincial prosecutor, probably during the
1340s. The collapse of Mongol control in the Chiang-nan area and the uprisings of the Red
Turbans and other groups brought a temporary halt to his official career. He withdrew to a
"hermitage," probably like one of the comfortable mountain villas to be seen in his paintings,
at Huang-hao-shan, or Yellow Crane Mountain, north of Hangchow, to.wait out the unsettled
years, and there he took the name Huang-hao Shan-ch'iao, "Firewood Gatherer of the Yellow
Crane Mountain." He seems, however, to have been very gregarious for a hermit and firewood
gatherer. He visited Soochow during the 1360s, probably living for some time there, and was
active in Soochow literary and artistic circles. In 136S, on the occasion of a great gathering of
notable literati of the city, he painted for his host a handscroll representing the T'ing-yii-lou,
"Rain-listening Pavilion," where the gathering took place. Inscriptions for the scroll were
written by those present, including Ni Tsan as well as famous poets such as Chang Yu and Kao
Ch'i.

After the defeat of Chang Shih-ch'eng and the founding of the Ming dynasty in 1368, he ac-
cepted the position of prefect of T'ai-an-chou in Shantung Province. He was a good administrator
but fell victim, like so many others, to the bloody purge of scholars and officials that darkened the
reign of the first Ming emperor, who adopted the reign-name Hung-wu. The restoration of
Chinese rule after nearly a century of alien domination encouraged the Chinese scholars to
return to public life in the belief that normal conditions would once more prevail. Their disil-
lusionment was swift and terrible. The Hung-wu emperor, Chu Yuan-chang, a former Red
Turban bandit, having reached the throne by destroying his rivals, began by proclaiming a return
to the old ways of the Han and T'ang dynasties and invited men of learning to serve in his new
regime. But he soon began to reveal his distrust of educated men and had many of them put to
death on suspicion of treason, or even of implication in potentially treasonous activities. He
was especially suspicious of members of the literary and artistic circles of Soochow, many of
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whom had been in the service of Chang Shih-ch'eng, his last and most serious rival, whose capital
had been in that city. Wang Meng had associated closely with some of them—Chao Yuan, Ch'en
Ju-yen and his brother Ju-chih, Hsu Pen, and others—and so was already somewhat suspect.
In 1379 he met with a group of people at the home of Hu Wei-yung, the prime minister, to look
at paintings. In the following year Hu was accused of treason and executed. Wang, on the basis
of this apparently innocent visit, was imprisoned (as were thousands of others related to Hu or
associated with him) and died in prison in 1385.

Wang's paintings received high praise from his contemporaries; Huang Kung-wang pro-
nounced him worthy of carrying on his grandfather's achievements, and Ni Tsan, whose friend he
was, wrote in an often-quoted quatrain on one of his pictures that the strength of Wang's brush
"was sufficient to lift a bronze tripod" and that there had been none to equal him for a hundred
years. An inscription written in 1407 by a certain Wang Ta on the above-mentioned "Rain-
listening Pavilion" scroll of 1365 says this of him: "He took to painting naturally and learned
the style of his grandfather. He didn't pursue [a reputation for] elegant accomplishment among
his contemporaries but only aimed at using his brush conceptions to embody his understanding
of the wonders of natural phenomena."

Although some paintings ascribed to Wang are dated to the 1340s, the most reliable of his
extant dated works are from the period 1354—68, the time of his retirement to the Yellow Crane
Mountain and his activity in Soochow. The small painting on silk titled "Secluded Dwellings in
Summer Mountains" (Pi. 51), dated 1354, is a quiet, conservative work in the Tung-Chu
manner; the central mountain, for instance, follows the classical shape for mountains of this
school. At the same time, the picture reveals Wang's dependence on Chao Meng-fu in some
motifs—the stringy willows in the lower left corner and the naively drawn house with a woman
standing in the doorway, the decoratively patterned reeds, all matching closely with Chao's
"Autumn Colors" (Pi. 12)—and in the textural evenness produced by a thoroughly schematic
use of ts'un and tien.

The combined weight of the whole Tung-Chii tradition and an illustrious grandfather does not,
however, prevent Wang from exhibiting already a distinct individuality of style. Where Huang
Kung-wang and (even more) Ni Tsan tend toward sparsity and separation of compositional ele-
ments, with a resulting sense of articulation and order, Wang prefers to allow his masses to run
together, packing them densely and blurring their junctures with vegetation. Inspired by North-
em Sung and earlier landscapes, he builds up his hills and mountains in repeated parallel folds,
with interior drawing echoing contours and larger forms echoing smaller ones, and mountains
succeeding mountains back to a far-removed horizon. The whole effect is of profusion and, due
to the uniformity with which the ts'un are applied, a strange homogeneity. This aspect of Wang's
style was to prove especially attractive to others of the Soochow painting circle, such as Ch'en
Ju-yen and Hsu Pen (PI. 60, 64).

Monotony as an aesthetic desideratum: the artist is on dangerous ground, for the picture may
slip into real dullness. This one is on the verge of it. One wishes for some kind of animation. The
people and buildings that Wang places here and there within it are (as in Chao Meng-fu's
paintings) so obviously ready-made—in a later age they would be taken from the Mustard Seed
Garden Manual of Painting—that they seem scarcely to participate in the life of the picture and
cannot hold one's interest for long. These details were not to change noticeably throughout
Wang's paintings. The same women were to stand in doorways, the same men to sit in fishing
boats or at the open windows of the same houses, reading, presumably, the same books, while
the landscape around them underwent the most startling transformations. The animation, when
it came, did not take place in such embellishments of the landscape but within the landscape
itself.
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Wang Meng's "Fisherman-Recluse at Hua-ch'i" exists in three versions, all in the Palace
Museum, Taipei. Wang Chi-ch'ien and Li Lin-ts'an have made a convincing case for the version
reproduced here (Pi. 52) as the original, the other two being close copies.8 Wang Meng's
inscription is not dated, but the painting is surely later than the 1354 "Secluded Dwellings" and
exemplifies the remarkable richness that characterizes Wang Meng's mature style: richness of
brush textures, of interplay of forms, of color, of detail. One might see the composition as
having developed from that of the 1354 picture, but in the way a symphony might develop from
a chamber work, through growth in complexity and variety, proliferation of dynamically inter-
acting parts, and an allover increase in substantiality.

The "fisherman-recluse" of the title, the man for whom the painting was done, sits in the
prow of his boat at the bottom of the painting, presiding over the opening of the composition
without dominating it. His villa is seen above, at the head of an inlet, behind a row of willows;
his wife, obeying the laws of Wang Meng's world, stands in the doorway. Thus far all is stable,
with parts closely interlocked. To the right of the houses, however, a ridge begins to rise, taking
up the diagonal direction of the foreground trees, and curves upward, humping and dipping,
shifting sideward along the way. It culminates in a slanting-topped mass, a variant of the familiar
Tung-Chii mountain-peak shape which was a favorite motif in Wang's formal repertory. From
this point the rising line of force divides; one can follow up the steep slope at the left to the
summit or continue smoothly across the valley to the right, where another curving hill catches
the movement and turns it leftward and up to the same summit. Between these two lines of
ascent is enfolded a village; at the right is a man on a path, and above, in still another bay, is an-
other fisherman, who provides a distant echo of the foreground, and a quiet close.

The texture strokes are no longer the straight, stringy "hemp-fiber ts'un" of the earlier and
more traditional style, but curl and interweave restlessly. The dotting is heavier, in some places
turning into a kind of stippling. These systems of repeated strokes give Wang's earth surfaces
their distinctively furry appearance and produce, along with the diversified and tight-packed
foliage patterns, an overall denseness at an opposite extreme from Ni Tsan's thinness of fabric.
From this denseness the blank areas of water serve as relief.

In his basic means of composition, setting separate, activated, richly textured forms against
water areas of distinct shape, Wang follows the new mode created by Huang Kung-wang. Like
Huang, he works to reconcile strength and clarity of structure with textural variety and profu-
sion of detail; he is organizing, that is, a wealth of sensory and emotional experience for orderly,
intelligible presentation. But as his material becomes more profuse, more diverse, his problem
is compounded. Here the reconciliation is effected with a success that amounts to tour de
force; in other, presumably later works, the balance is broken, and Wang gives up the insistence
on orderly structure, makes a virtue of unclarity, and eventually, as seen in Plate 58, allows no
relief at all. It is in such a work as the "Fisherman-Recluse," which probably dates from his
middle period, that Wang best merits the judgment of Siren: "One may indeed be impressed
by the moral quality of some of his great landscapes, which bear witness to a tremendous concen-
tration of the creative will as well as a consummate mastery of the means of expression"9

Wang Meng's "Dwelling in the Ch'ing-pien Mountains (PI. 53-55) was painted in 1366. It
is one of the most astonishing, overwhelmingly original works in Chinese painting. It is also,
unhappily, an isolated achievement: neither in the other works of Wang Meng nor elsewhere
is there any painting that quite follows up the new ideas it presents. It stands as the product of
some extraordinary burst of creative genius that evidently proved unrepeatable, even for Wang
himself.

The stylistic sources of some features of the picture can be disposed of first, with no implica-
tion that they really account for its qualities or detract in any way from its originality. Some of
the materials of the painting—foreground trees, houses, rocks—are so close to those in the
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"Summer Mountains" of 1354 that we need have no doubt that the two are from the same hand;
and the basic compositional principle of beginning with a stable foreground and building upward
in a winding movement, with nearer forms merging into farther ones, is the same as in the two
Wang Meng paintings we have already treated. The Tung-Chu references are still present, in
the richly textured slopes, the lumpy crests, the shape of the uppermost peak; for a Chinese
connoisseur, this is still a work "in the Tung-Chii manner." Going beyond that unenlightening
observation, we may recall the T'u-hui pao-chien's statement that Wang combined elements of
the Tung-Chu tradition with others from Kuo Hsi. Turning back, for instance, to the landscape
by Yao Yen-ch'ing (Pi. 35), we can imagine that Wang Meng, seeing paintings of that kind, was
impressed by certain expressive possibilities implicit in them: the crowded composition, tall
and narrow in shape; the dramatic light-dark contrasts; the contorted masses enfolding hollows
of space; ambiguities in the spatial relationships of forms which, in Yao's painting, were not de-
liberate but the fault of technical inadequacies. Wang's achievement is far more, of course, than
a synthesis of these two landscape traditions, for it transcends all that is present or implied in
them. Whatever motifs or stylistic ideas he may adopt from the past he turns to new purpose;
none are used, as lesser artists use them, to disguise or compensate for a failure of invention.

Yao Yen-ch'ing and Wang Meng, to put the matter another way, stand on opposite sides of a
hypothetical norm, a painting that successfully re-creates the Kuo Hsi mode for the Yuan dynasty:
Yao strives toward it and falls far short; Wang transcends the failure, making out of it—out of
the inability of any Yiian artist to recapture the Sung—the basis of a new style. The major ad-
vances in landscape painting, as we have noted in discussing works of Ch'ien Hstian, Chao Meng-
fu, and Huang Kung-wang, can happen only when the artist takes the risky step of relinquishing,
or denying, assumptions that had previously ruled about what is and what is not possible in land-
scape painting and attempts the impossible, or at least the unwise. What Wang relinquishes here
is the assumption (which he had still held in doing the two earlier works) that a landscape,
however it may depart from all that went before, must preserve some degree of stability and not
become spatially and formally unintelligible or implausible; and that, if it uses effects of light and
shadow at all, while they need not be (and indeed never are in early Chinese painting) properly
naturalistic, neither should they be disturbingly unnatural.

Against these understood strictures, "Ch'ing-pien Mountains" is decidedly unintelligible in
its presentation of space and form, disturbingly unnatural in its lighting. The grove of trees at
the bottom, set back across water, already announces in its disarray that the ordinary conventions
are not to obtain here. At the right, a man is seen walking down a path (detail. Pi. 54), while
above the trees a sharp-edged ridge curves upward, pausing at several points to support smaller
groups of trees. To the left, the landscape drops precipitously into a valley, the sides of which
are mysteriously lit, and out of which rises ablocky, slanting-topped mass that is, just as unac-
countably, dark. Around the base of this mass is one of the spatially perplexing passages of the
painting; above it, where a waterfall is flanked by two sinister protrusions that repeat the blocky
shape (as does another, in reduced size, to the right'), the incoherence is compounded, and space
and solid, convex and concave, change places before one's eyes. Ended here, the composition
might have seemed chaotic; but Wang closes it masterfully with a peak that, although itself a
conglomerate of bizarre forms (compare the similar but, in context, formally ineffectual peak
in T'ang Ti's landscape, Plate 31), manages to contain the dynamic energies of the convolutions
below.

On a path at the right near the bottom of the picture a man is walking with a staff and, set
far back in the valley at the mid-left so that one must pass over and through the tortuous terrain
to reach it and sees it as if through the wrong end of a telescope, a cluster of simple open-fronted
houses, in one of which two men sit. These are the only fixed points in a landscape that is other-
wise in a state of violent agitation. The curling texture strokes, by directing the movement of the
eye over the forms, enhance the effect of animation given them by their twisting, thrusting
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shapes. The tien, or dotting, unlike Ni Tsan's sparsely placed horizontal tien which serve to secure
the earth masses, seems to vibrate apart from the masses and involve them in the vibrancy. Even
the lighting adds to the instability, since it does not appear to come from a natural source, the
sun, but rather to illuminate the scene from below, in a fitful, unexplained luminosity that leaves
the crests and some other parts mysteriously shadowed.

In addition to all this, the manner in which the painting is executed—an aspect that can be
experienced only in the original or in faithful close-up details such as those of Plates 54 and 55
—cannot easily be paralleled in any other work, by Wang or anyone else. The brush work modu-
lates continually, within each area of the picture, from soft to sharp, pale to dark, dry to wet;
spidery configurations of thin, nervous line are set against velvety surfaces of gray, and broken
scumbling produced by jabbing the tousled tip of the brush against the paper blurs edges and bound-
aries. The effect is a push-pull illusion of forms rising from the surface or sinking into it and a
constant shifting of angles with respect to the picture plane; no other painting so consistently
refuses to lie flat as this one. Simply as a performance in the application of ink to paper it is un-
surpassed, perhaps unequaled, in sheer sustained intensity and variety and in the unremitting flow
of energy that it records. The powerfully metamorphic character of the painting is thus carried
through in unbroken continuity from the smallest detail to the entire composition.

When we see the painting, from our twentieth-century vantage point, as an amazing perform-
ance, for its early date, in an expressionist mode, we should realize also that another part of
its impact on Chinese viewers depended on its violation of expectations to which they had been
conditioned. As Juan Yuan suggests in his comment (quoted above) on a Ni Tsan landscape, they
came to a landscape painting expecting a pictorial counterpart to real scenery, into which they
could enter in imagination and through which they could find their way. No one could find his
way through the ' ' Ch'ing-pien Mountains" ; the experience of trying to do so and being constant-
ly frustrated is part of what makes the picture so unsettling to look at. The other part, of course,
is that it seems to portray some mysterious upheaval in nature. Max Loehr described that aspect
of it well in his early study of Wang Meng: "The picture seems not so much to describe a passage
of mountain scenery as to express a terrible occurrence, an eruptive vision. Now we have before
us nothing less than an illustration of the life of the earth."10

A smaller, undated painting by Wang Meng in handscroll form, "Retreat at the Foot of Mount
Hui" (PI. 56-57), is infused with some of the same excitement seen in "Ch'ing-pien Moun-
tains," but it is a much slighter, more improvisatory work. The suggestion has been made that
it was a sketch, not a finished picture; but its sketchiness is more likely attributable to some im-
petuosity of mood in the artist, perhaps from drunkenness (Wang's inscription refers to "awak-
ening [literally, 'sobering up'] after a spring dream"), and to a simple disinclination to spend
more time on it. This is the kind of painting that an artist might do almost casually for a friend,
possibly to repay a minor obligation: one can imagine Wang's staying overnight with the ded-
icatee, his "respected family friend Shu-ching," painting the picture as the two sat drinking
and talking, and inscribing it the next morning before he continued on his trip. In doing such a
painting, Wang could fall back on what was by then his standard repertory of motifs, arranging
them into a scene that had some semblance to his friend's lakeside retreat and its setting. Shu-
ching is seen on the veranda of his house, seated at his study desk. The house with its figures and
the grove of bamboo behind it are drawn in light line, quietly, even reticently, even though these
are the ostensible subjects and proper focus of the picture. Framing them are trees and rocks,
which obviously interested Wang Meng more. They are painted, by contrast, in wavering and
curling strokes with a fervor of semicontrolled movement that anticipates drawings by van Gogh.

"The Forest Grotto at ChU-ch'u" (PI. 58) is undated but probably one of Wang's late
works. The man named Jih-chang to whom it is dedicated has not been positively identified.
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Mr. Chang Kuang-pin of the Palace Museum in Taipei has recently proposed (see the addendum
to the Bibliography) that he was a Buddhist priest who knew Wang around 137S. The painting,
however, seems to be one of those "portraits" that Yuan artists often made of a friend's or
patron's retirement home and thus suggests instead a secular recipient. It is presumably Jih-
chang himself who sits reading a book on his balcony above the stream, with his wife and
servants in the other buildings. An old man, barely visible against the water, sits beneath trees
in the right foreground, perhaps awaiting a ferry. Other faintly seen figures include a boatman
and the white-robed man who strolls out of a cavern at the right.

The Forest Grotto, according to Chang Kuang-pin, is one of a group of caves hollowed out
by water at the foot of West Mountain, one of the two islands in the T'ai-hu, or Great Lake,
sometimes called Chu-ch'ti. The unusual scenery accounts for some, but by no means all, of
the painting's character. The composition goes beyond the incoherent passages of the "Ch'ing-
pien Mountains" in dispensing with continuous, clarifying lines of movement, with real ar-
ticulation, with any relief from the tactile oppressiveness of the forms (the water areas are not
only cramped but covered with an archaistic fish-net wave pattern), or even with space. Trees
and rocks fill the frame, leaving only a small gap at the upper right with a glimpse of the T'ai-
hu, but over this, as if to close even this opening, the artist has written his title. The only other
breaks in the dense wall of matter are shallow pockets for the houses and narrow clefts out of
which the streams flow. The technique of applying the texture strokes aslant rather than parallel
to the edges of forms, thus creating constantly curling surfaces, is used so insistently that nothing
seems to rest, nor is anything in nature allow a self-sufficient existence: trees press upon one
another, rocks twist and interpenetrate tortuously. Bright red, orange, and green colors add to
the intensity of effect.

Amid this turbulence, the human figures appear as calm and unconcerned as ever. If we could
somehow disregard Wang's settings and look only at figures and architecture, they would seem
scarcely to change from the beginning of his career to the end. They are constants, but around
them the world undergoes a profound transformation, dissolution, one could even say de-
struction. How can Jih-chang have understood this disturbing portrayal of his house by the lake ?
Did he and the artist share some interpretation of it as a visual metaphor for the situation of
the Confucian intellectual in a disordered age? Or did he display it to relatives and friends as
something done for him by "that very odd Mr. Wang, who can't seem to paint things as they
look?" However that may be, Wang's engagement with the agonizing circumstances of the late
Yuan and early Ming seems to be as clearly reflected in his paintings as is Ni Tsan's disengagement
in his. The very visual excess and textural surfeit of Wang's works, by involving the viewer in-
tensely but making the experience so uncomfortable, seems to present at once the urgency and
the danger of such engagement.

Another of Wang Meng's famous and often-recorded works, which has somehow escaped
publication until now, is "The Iris and Orchid Chamber" (Color Pi. 6). It was painted for a
Buddhist monk named Ku-lin ("Old Forest") who had retired to a cottage near Hangchow, to
which he gave this name. Although the painting is undated, it cannot be far removed in time from
the compositionally similar "Forest Grotto at Chu-ch'ii." The title was written, on a separate
sheet that precedes the painting in the handscroll, by Wang Meng's cousin T'ao Tsung-i. At the
beginning of the painting Wang has inscribed, in his favorite archaic seal script, a subtitle:
"Precious Stones, a Stream in a Ravine." His signature, in the same script, is at the end. Mounted
after the painting is a long dedicatory essay addressed to Ku-lin, composed by Wang Meng but
inscribed by his contemporary Yii Ho, perhaps because Yii's was the more elegant hand: Wang
Meng's own inscriptions suggest that he was only an indifferent calligrapher.

Wang Meng's essay, since it is one of his very few literary productions to have survived, merits
some attention. We may recall the description of his prose style as "verbose and scornful of the
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rules" ; the essay, while it may not deserve so harsh a judgment as that, can fairly be said to be
as richly convoluted as one of his paintings. It begins with a bit of playful pseudo-philology.
The Chinese characters pi-ch'u, meaning "fragrant hay," are used phonetically to render the
Sanskrit bhikshu, "a mendicant monk" ; Wang maintains that in the "western regions" (where,
of course, the Chinese characters and their meaning were in fact quite unknown) monks were
called by that name because they could, through their sweet odor of sanctity, change evil into
good. Further on, he alludes to an old saying (contained in the K'ung-tzu chia-yii, or "Household
Maxims of Confucius"), "Living with a good friend is like being in a room with iris and orchids:
after a time you don't notice the fragrance, because it becomes a part of you, and you a part of
it." Extravagant descriptions follow of the iris (chih) and orchid (/an)11 —those who eat the latter
live for a thousand years without aging—and the two are extolled as the most auspicious among
plants.

After all this flowery preface, Wang arrives at his subject: "There is a great bhikshu in Ch'ien-
t'ang [near Hangchow] called the Luminous Master Ku-lin, who in his youth took the tonsure on
Precious Stone Mountain. . . . In his late years he built a chamber [cottage] east of the city wall,
where he made a painted clay figure of the golden body of the Great Enlightened One [Buddha]
and [?] a plain image of the Universally Penetrating [Kuan-yin], before which he would chant
hymns of praise day and night. He set up strange stones and planted purple vines and trees, with
orchids and iris along the fence. Thus he cleansed his mind and washed his eyes. . . . At times
Ku-lin would sit quietly in his room and summon his disciples, who would stand below the
porch. . . . " Ku-lin would then deliver a lecture likening the scent of the iris and orchid to the
penetrating power of the Buddhist law: " 'When their fragrance arises into one's perception, the
true meaning fills one's mind. Expanding a single meaning, we exhaust a myriad meanings;
exhausting the myriad laws, we return to a single law. . .

The essay concludes: "So we realize that the iris and orchid can change their substance, ar-
riving gradually at a state in which they can give pleasure to mankind and accomplish man's
salvation. Thus the fragrance of [Ku-lin's] mind doesn't depend on external things, nor does it
revert to the corruption of forms. It pervades all the world with its perfume; how could it be
confined to a single chamber? Wang Meng makes a record of this."

The essay and painting complement each other nicely. The principal formal theme of the paint-
ing is announced emphatically at the opening: dense clusters of large, black tien cover the cliff
and rocks. Framed by the cliff and these heavily dotted areas is the cottage of the monk Ku-lin,
open in front so that we can see inside. The seated figure of the Buddha is set on an altar, and
before it is a row of potted iris and orchids. A servant boy carries another potted plant toward a
ledge overlooking a waterfall where Ku-lin sits with a friend. A grove of tall trees separates this
section of the picture from the latter half, which on first viewing appears to be occupied by an
impenetrable wall of twisting rock. Only gradually do we discern a path in a steep defile, a nar-
row opening through which the waves of distant water are visible, and, farther on, two tunnel-
like openings revealing the figures of servants. Finally, at the far left, is a cave in which three men
are seated, one of them presumably the same Ku-lin, now with two companions. The portrayal
of the figures in such a setting may have been meant to convey a sense of ideal sequestered life,
but once more the effect is more of oppressive constriction than of comfortable enclosure.

As we noted earlier, no reliable work of Wang Meng is dated after 1368; he may for some rea-
son have declined to use the new reign title, or to date his works at all, after the fall of Yuan in
that year. There is thus no clear evidence for determining the direction that his painting took
during the last seventeen years of his life. But the earlier stages of his development are clear—
"Secluded Dwellings" of 1354 (Pi. SI), "Ch'ing-pien Mountains" of 1366 (PI. 53), and a relat-
ed work dated to the following year, "A Refined Gathering Among Forests and Streams."12

These unmistakably force another group of works, clearly distinguishable in style, into a later
period.
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Included in the group of later paintings is "Forest Grotto at Chu-ch'ii" (Pi. 58), "Iris and
Orchid Chamber," and a painting in the Palace Museum, Taipei, titled "Autumn Groves and
Myriad Valleys."13 These all display the looser brushwork that frequently characterizes the late
periods of artists—one thinks of Titian, Tessai, and many others besides the numerous Chinese
examples—and compositions that seem less rigorously calculated, more improvised. Dynamic
interplays of solid and space no longer seem to interest the artist as they once had. The obsessive
build-ups of ts'un and tien serve less to portray solid masses than to render dense textures and
ever shifting directions of surface flow, and space all but disappears. "The Iris and Orchid
Chamber,'' and especially its latter half, presses on the picture plane even more insistently than
does "Forest Grotto" and reaches an even further point of formal and spatial incoherence.

Huang Kung-wang, Ni Tsan, Wang Meng: they were the dominant forces in late Yuan landscape
painting, and in literati painting for centuries to follow. Although the special situation of the
artist in the late Yuan gave an unprecedented latitude for individualism—the other side of aliena-
tion is a kind of freedom—there were in fact only a few painters such as these who made full use
of it. We shall finish the chapter with a briefer consideration of a few lesser figures, men who re-
ceived more and contributed less.

2. F A N G T S ' U N G - I

One of the more interesting of the secondary masters was Fang Ts'ung-i, a Taoist who used the
sobriquet (hao) Fang-hu, or Square Pot, the name of one of the legendary Taoist Isles of Immor-
tals. He entered the Taoist order while young and from the 1350s was a priest in the Shang-
ch'ing-kung, a monastery on Mount Lung-hu in the southern province of Kiangsi. His birth and
death dates are unknown, but he must have been born around the beginning of the fourteenth
century and was active in the 1360s and 1370s, perhaps living as late as 1393.14 According to Chi-
nese sources, he painted misty landscapes of an ' 'untrammeled" character, following the manners
of Mi Fu and Kao K'o-kung. Nothing is said of contacts with contemporary painters, but it
would be difficult to believe that he did not know works by Wang Meng.

Fang's major surviving painting is a large hanging scroll titled "Divine Mountains and Lumi-
nous Woods" (PI. 59). The artist's inscription gives the date, 1365, and notes that this was "the
year of the Great Calamity" ; this may refer to a drought or famine, of which there were many
in the late Yuan. The principal model for the composition is Kao K'o-kung (cf. PI. 19); the en-
trance at the bottom along two stream banks set with leafy trees, and the mountains rising sheer
from the middle ground, forming a tripartite mass, a tallest central peak and two side pieces,
agree with Kao's picture. But Kao's austerity and restraint do not suit Fang's temperament—or,
if we decline to accept that Chinese formulation, his expressive purpose. He truncates his fore-
ground, pulls the mountain closer, and introduces two tiny figures (a strolling scholar and his
servant) and temple roofs; his foreground trees engage in an energetic dance, while those to the
left and above lean in the direction of the central peak, which itself leans away from them.

The brushwork is much less linear than Kao K'o-kung's, and in fact there is little proper line,
most of the painting being done in dots, flecks, and small strokes of ink. The tien dotting, unlike
Kao's, which is horizontally disposed and adheres firmly to the mountaintops, is applied slanting-
ly on slopes and peaks or in rendering the leafage of trees, setting up a sub-theme of agitation that
loosens, partly disintegrates, the solid masses. It is easy to see this quality in Fang's painting as
objectifying the Taoist world-view that matter exists only as a temporary coalescence of the
basic, amorphous ch'i and is in a state of continual creation and dissolution. Chinese writers in-
cline to this understanding of Fang's works: "He gave shape to things that have no shape and re-
turned things that have shape to the shapeless. . . . How could he have done this without being
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a [Taoist] Transcendant?"15 But the effect is probably more pertinent to the period than to any
particular doctrine; Taoists throughout Chinese history painted very different pictures, while
only Fang, working in the age of Wang Meng, painted this one.

A handscroll titled "Cloudy Mountains" (Pi. 61), although in some ways an anomalous work,
appears to be another genuine creation of Fang Ts'ung-i. It bears his seal and, particularly in the
opening passage, seems clearly to be from the same hand that painted "Divine Mountains." Its
opening offers nothing surprising—leafy trees on the shore, a temple above. Almost immediate-
ly, however, the artist carries us back to distant hills, of which only the tops can be seen above a
fog; and then, with a sudden wrenching of space, as if through a badly misused zoom lens, pulls
us forward again to the middle ground, where a ridge rises abruptly from the water. On its crest,
extending over most of the rest of the scroll, are projections, jagged in outline, which take part
in a free vortical movement, more like clouds blown by wind than solid matter.

The spatial inconsistencies are less apparent when the scroll is viewed in the proper Chinese
manner, section by section; the artist's intention is no doubt violated when it is opened to full
length and viewed as if it were meant as a unified composition, to be seen from a fixed vantage
point. Still, it is a puzzling, fascinating composition, more impressive, in the end, for its poetic
sensitivity to fleeting phenomena of air and fog and hills than for the compositional caprices that
catch one's attention first.

3. T H E L E S S E R S O O C H O W M A S T E R S

The greatest concentration of important painters and writers in the late Yuan was in the city of
Soochow. For a little over a decade, between 1356, when Chang Shih-ch'eng took the city and
founded his new ' 'dynasty,'' until his defeat in 1367 after a long siege by the forces of Chu Yiian-
chang, Soochow attracted the leading intellectuals, including poets and painters, from the whole
Chiang-nan region and provided them with stimulating company, material comfort, and a degree
of stability. Many of them joined Chang Shih-ch'eng's movement; others were uneasy about his
weaknesses as a ruler; and some, like Ni Tsan, declined to commit themselves. The foremost
poet of the age was Kao Ch'i (1336-74),16 whose wide circle of friends included painters such as
Hsu Pen and Sung K'o. Ni Tsan and Wang Meng were frequent visitors to Soochow during this
period. After the fall of Soochow and the establishment of the Ming dynasty by Chu Yuan-chang,
now generally known as the Hung-wu emperor, many of the Soochow literati accepted official
positions under the new dynasty. As already noted, most of them came to tragic ends.

Chu Yuan-chang hated the city, which represented for him the cultured and sophisticated so-
ciety from which he himself was barred by his peasant origins, and he suspected its inhabitants of
treasonous opposition to his new regime. In 1374 the governor of Soochow, an excellent ad-
ministrator named Wei Kuan, was executed on a groundless charges of sedition; hundreds of
others, including the poet Kao Ch'i, were executed shortly afterwards. The intellectual and
artistic brilliance of Soochow was abruptly snuffed out, and nearly a century was to pass before
the city began to regain its old status as the center of the literati culture.

The works of the lesser masters who were active in Soochow in the late Yuan offer, on the
whole, slightly diluted versions of the styles of the great masters. Wang Meng's new landscape
style seems to have impressed them deeply, but Huang Kung-wang was probably an even greater
influence.

MA W A N One of the lesser Soochow masters who imitated Huang Kung-wang was Ma Wan.
(The character for "Wan" is sometimes pronounced Yuan, but the artist is usually referred to as
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Ma Wan in Western-language writings to avoid confusion with the Southern Sung Academy mas-
ter Ma Yuan.) He was born in Hua-t'ing, or Sung-chiang, but was active mainly in nearby Soo-
chow. The dates of his birth and death are unknown; his dated works begin in the 1340s. He
lived into the Ming and was for a time governor of Fu-chou in Kiangsi Province; he may have
been one of the victims of Chu Yuan-chang's purge.

A short handscroll by Ma Wan dated to the first lunar month of 1366 (just before the begin-
ning of the siege of Soochow) is titled "Clearing Skies over Hills in Spring" (PI. 62). His de-
pendence on Huang Kung-wang (cf. Pi. 42) is obvious at every point; Huang's style has already
become, in his hands, somewhat conventionalized. Working confidently in an already established
manner, Ma betrays no trace of indecision, or spontaneity. When he paints a middle-ground
grove of trees by serial repetition of a type-form, the repetition is exact, even mechanical. His
distinguishing of the distant ranges of hills by a deepening scale of ink values is completely sche-
matic. The tectonic construction of the rising ridge that ends the scroll is done strictly according
to the rules, with plateau and mound shapes, square-topped and rounded boulders, taking their
places neatly and artificially. The earthy naturalism of Huang Kung-wang is quite beyond Ma's
reach, as is the formal complexity of Huang's abstract structures.

CHAO YUAN Ma Wan's picture is now mounted together with seven others of the Yuan
period in a handscroll that bears the flowery title "Assembled Embroideries of Yuan Masters"
(Yuan-jen chi-chin). The painting that follows in the scroll is by Chao Yuan (PI. 63). It avoids the
particular failing of Ma's picture, excessive and unnatural neatness, by displaying the pleasing air
of slight shagginess that is one aspect—but only one—of the looser-style works of Wang Meng.
It is undated and represents, according to the title written by the artist, "Lu Yii Brewing Tea."

Lu Yii was the T'ang-period "Sage of Tea," author of the Ch'a-ching, or Classic of Tea. Chao
Yuan depicts him sitting in his house by the river, waiting while a boy servant heats water on a
stove. Although he is a figure from the past, he is indistinguishable, as Chao Yuan represents him,
from those unspecific images of scholar-gentlemen that Wang Meng puts in his pictures to rep-
resent his friends and contemporaries. Chao Yiian's treatment of the subject is allusive, that is,
rather than descriptive, as was usual when literati painters undertook such themes. The landscape
is painted in the richly tactile, dry-and-wet brushwork that had by now become standard in land-
scape paintings by Chiang-nan artists, largely under the influence of Huang Kung-wang's ex-
emplary brush performances. Curling ts'un activate the surfaces and provide a general effect of
light and shadow as in works by Wang Meng, while the formations of the far-ground hills recall
Wu Chen (cf. Pi. 27). Chao's is a synthesis, even a homogenization, of current styles. It is strange
to see a movement made up of strongly individual masters turning so quickly into a school.

Chao Yuan came from Shantung Province but lived in Soochow, where he was a military ad-
viser to Chang Shih-ch'eng during Chang's rule there. He was a friend of Ni Tsan and Wang
Meng. In 1373 he and Ni collaborated on a handscroll depicting the "Lion Grove" (Shih-tzu Lin),
a famous Soochow garden set with strange-shaped rocks, and Ni wrote on the painting a facetious
inscription suggesting that it was "something Wang Meng couldn't even glimpse in his dreams."
(Ni's real admiration for Wang is expressed in lines we have already quoted.) Chao Yiian's fate
under the Hung-wu emperor was ironic as well as tragic. All his extant paintings reveal him to
have been a typical scholar-amateur, comfortable only within carefully defined limits of style
(the Tung-Chii tradition) and subject (landscape). His "Lu Yti Brewing Tea" is probably a fair
indication of what resulted when he tried his hand at depicting some famous figure of an earlier
age; it is an excellent painting, but scarcely a good portrait of Lu Yii. Nevertheless, Chao was
summoned to court, presumably on the recommendation of some official who either misunder-
stood the basis of his reputation or was perpetrating a cruel joke, and was ordered to paint por-
traits of ancient worthies. The Hung-wu emperor, whose artistic tastes, insofar as he had any,
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were no doubt very conservative, was displeased with Chao's style of painting and had him
executed.

CH'EN JU-YEN Ch'en Ju-yen (ca. 1331 to before 1371), a native of Soochow, was another
close friend of both Ni Tsan and Wang Meng, and another who served under Chang Shih-ch'eng.
He and his older brother, Ch'en Ju-chih, were admired for their devotion to their aged mother
as well as for their talents as poets and painters. Early in the Hung-wu era, Ju-yen accepted a
post in the provincial administration of Chi-nan and eventually met the same fate as the others,
execution for some unspecified transgression. We are told that as his time of execution ap-
proached, he remained relaxed and went on painting and writing. The date of his death is not
known, but must have been before 1371, since Ni Tsan refers to him as "no longer with us" in
an inscription written in that year on a handscroll by Ch'en, an archaistic landscape that fol-
lows Chao Meng-fu's version of the blue-and-green mode.17 He is said to have begun painting as
a follower of Chao and later to have developed an independent style through the study of earlier
models. In fact, like Chao Yuan, he seems to have followed the lead of his more avant-garde
friends, especially Wang Meng.

Ch'en's "Firewood Gatherer of Mount Lo-fou" (PI. 60), painted in the first month of 1366,
a few days after Ma Wan's "Hills in Spring," is the most impressive of his surviving works. Like
Wang Meng's compositions, it is crowded with dynamic forms, achieving an effect of towering
height by piling ridge upon ridge, peak beyond peak. The monumental scale, which deliberately
recalls Northern Sung landscape, is set by the sizes of trees, the waterfall, the Buddhist temple in
a valley at the left. The clusters of boulders at the base of the cliffs are echoed above by the
"alum rock" formations on the summits. The eye is continually drawn up to these, and contin-
ually slips downward along the smooth slopes, to which the obsessively even application of
"hemp fiber" texture strokes imparts a sense of almost liquid flow.

Hsu PEN The same stylistic direction is seen carried to a further excess in Hsu Pen's "Streams
and Mountains" of 1372 (Pi. 64). Here the forms have proliferated, as if in some burgeoning
vegetal growth, and there are fewer resting places for the eye; the whole impression is of inces-
sant motion. The mountain is built up by an accumulation of overlapping, discrete forms, which
are treated as essentially flat shapes. The dry-brush ts'un serve less to model than to give a sense
of directional flux, movement and counter-movement, while concentrations of curling strokes
along some of the edges make them seem strangely rolled under. Ink tone is light throughout;
even the weightier substance that would have been provided by areas of deep ink tone is absent.

Confronted with such a landscape, one may immediately wonder whether it is not, like cer-
tain of Wang Meng's, essentially a landscape of the mind, betraying some psychic unease in the
artist. What is known of Hsu's life accords with such an interpretation. His family was from
Szechwan Province but had resettled in Soochow. There Hsu was born and brought up and be-
came known as a brilliant poet and painter, a member of the literary circle around Kao Ch'i,
and one of Kao's closest friends. He too was invited to participate in Chang Shih-ch'eng's
government, and he may have done so for a short time, but he soon escaped by becoming a "her-
mit, ' ' one of those unascetic gentlemen-in-retirement who people Yuan painting. His retreat
was on Mount Shu, near Wu-hsing. There he built a house and spent his time studying old books,
especially Taoist texts. He wrote in a letter to Kao Ch'i: "Mount Shu is east of the city a few
miles. My house on the mountain consists of a few rooms. The books in my room consist of a few
volumes. The mountain, although small, is exceedingly beautiful. The house, although rustic, is
roughly adequate. The books, although not numerous, are enough to provide me with reading.
I shall complete my studies here."18 He returned frequently to Soochow until the fall of the
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city to Chu Yuan-chang; then, in 1368, he was one of the thousands of Soochow gentry who
were banished to the Huai River area, Chu's own home place. Their fate was doubly bitter: to
leave their beloved Chiang-nan, and to suffer hardships in the bleaker northern region. Chu was
giving them a taste of how most of the rest of China lived. Hsu Pen was allowed to return to
Mount Shu in 1369 and eventually returned also to official service, occupying from 1374 a
minor administrative post in Honan Province. In 1378 he was accused of some misdemeanor,
and he starved himself to death in prison while waiting to be executed.

An inscription by a contemporary writer on "Streams and Mountains" states that Hsu painted
it while visiting Wu-hsing; this must have been on one of the few trips he was able to make to the
south during his period of exile. Hsu's own inscription is a quatrain (translated by Wai-kam Ho):

Verdant trees and yellow canaries, mountains are everywhere.
Aimlessly I return from the stream after watching the clouds.
In life, one is not permitted to be free all the time,
An occasional opportunity for a visit to the mountain—this is leisure.

One of the other poems is by Kao Ch'i himself. It reads:

Filling the valleys are shadows of spring; lining the stream, green moss.
Only where violet mists arise are there openings in the cliffs.
A boy of the mountains, bearing an urgent message, knocks on the gate:
He has come to bring a poem by his master and ask for a painting in exchange.

Hsu's poem, if we did not know his circumstances at the time, could be taken for a conven-
tional plaint from one who feels too involved in the world to enjoy as much as he wants of the
contemplative life; Kao's speaks as though the old, elegant intercourse between friends of simi-
lar tastes were still all that need occupy the cultivated man. The painting speaks more plainly,
and says something else. The coincidence of its being almost exactly contemporary with Ni
Tsan's "Jung-hsi Studio" (PI. SO)—Hsu's painting was done only five days later—calls for com-
parison, and it is an informative one. The two pictures, so close together in time, so far apart in
the images of the world they present, reveal the amazing breadth of expressive potential that had
been opened by the sudden expansion in the stylistic means and materials that were available to
the artist. A landscape painting could embody at once a longing for some ideal mode of existence
and a frustration at its being no longer attainable; it could express an attitude of detachment
from, or of unavoidable and ultimately destructive involvement in, a world that was breaking
up; at the same time as it portrayed, in motifs that spoke of seclusion and security, the more
emotionally acceptable aspects of an exterior reality, it could powerfully convey, in its unset-
tling forms, the harsher truths of an inner reality.

The evolution of landscape painting in the Yuan dynasty had ended in a burst of creative bril-
liance. The development of the Soochow literati-painting movement, however, like that of the
Southern Sung Academy school a century earlier, was brought to an end by the dissolution of
the institutions in which it was based and the death or dispersal of its artists. Both movements
were to be revived in the Ming, but the finest qualities of both were to prove, as usual, beyond
recovery.





CHAPTER FOUR

Figures, Birds and Flowers, Bamboo and Plum

1. F I G U R E P A I N T I N G I N T H E Y U A N

By the Yuan period, the great age of figure painting in China was long past. Until the tenth cen-
tury, the human figure had been the central theme of Chinese painting. To be sure, the Chi-
nese, unlike Greek and later European artists, had never represented the human figure as an image
that was beautiful or noble in the abstract, standing for the whole of humanity and carrying in-
herent humanistic value. They never, for instance, painted the figure nude, except in erotica and
Buddhist-hell scenes and a few other subjects to which nudity was appropriate. Their images of
man were no less rich in humanistic meaning than those of European painting, but that mean-
ing usually pertained to the particular people portrayed and the virtues they exemplified, and de-
pended more heavily on associations and ideas properly outside the realm of art, particularly on
Confucian ideals. Rather than physical beauty, the Chinese preferred to present as admirable and
worthy of emulation the fruits of Confucian self-cultivation; they revered age over youth, wis-
dom over vigor, decorum over outward displays of feeling. Their figures usually seem to us, by
consequence, rather remote, sometimes austere. Even their pictures of beautiful women strike
us as nearly devoid of sensuality. They painted portraits, especially of famous and exemplary men,
past or present; but portraiture never attained the stature it had in Europe, and China produced
no Rembrandt. Other varieties of figure painting included religious images and scenes, chiefly
Buddhist, of which the greatest examples were wall paintings, and illustrations to passages from
history or legend or literature, especially didactic subjects meant to instruct and improve the
viewer's mind.

With the decisive and irreversible shift of emphasis to landscape painting around the tenth
century, figure painting slipped into a secondary position. While it was still carried on in the
old manner in some popular and professional schools, among the educated, "respectable" paint-
ers it increasingly became an archaistic art, devoted more to evocation of the past than to
straightforward descriptive or didactic presentations of its subjects. We have considered this
phenomenon already with respect to the figure paintings of Ch'ien Hsiian, which were modeled
on the works of T'ang masters and on Li Kung-lin of the Sung. The same direction is taken by
most Yuan-period literati artists who paint figures. Unlike the landscapists, they offer little that
is new; they seem preoccupied with old styles, curiously unconcerned with describing and
characterizing their subjects.

Professional painters, meanwhile, went on supplying the demand for certain kinds of func-
tional pictures: representations of auspicious themes for New Year's display; pictures symbolic
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of longevity, or wealth and success, or a prodigious progeny, which were presented to people to
wish them those blessings; religious paintings to be hung in temples. Buddhist painting under-
went little significant change, apart from simple decline, after the Sung. The only religious
themes that still set the creative artist a more challenging task than the routine copying of old
models were those portraying enlightened beings as humans in earthly settings, Buddhist Arhats
and Taoist Immortals (or Transcendants), rather than as deities in heaven.

Portraits were still painted, both secular and religious. They were usually anonymous, since
portrait painters were considered artisans and ordinarily did not sign their work. The anonymous
portrait of Ni Tsan we have treated already (Pi. 45); it is one of the few secular portraits surviving
from the period, and probably the most interesting. A treatise on portrait painting by a special-
ist in that genre, Wang I, survives through having been reprinted in the Yuan-period miscellany
Cho-keng lu and has been translated into English.1

A special category consisted of portraits of Ch'an masters, done during the lifetime of the
subject and given as parting presents to disciples when they had completed their training and left
the temple. Early portraits of this kind that have survived are all in Japan; they were brought
back by Japanese Zen priests returning to their country after studies in China and have been kept
in their temples ever since. Several Sung examples exist, and more from the Yuan. Of the lat-
ter, the best known is the portrait of Chung-feng Ming-pen (Pi. 65). It is one of a number of ex-
tant representations of this famous priest, who was sought out as a teacher by many of the Japa-
nese monks who visited China. This particular one was brought to Japan around 1315 by Enkei
Soyu. It is signed by an otherwise unknown artist named I-an, and inscribed at the top by Ming-
pen himself, in his distinctive, even idiosyncratic script—examples of his calligraphy are highly
prized, especially in Japan.

Ming-pen (1263-1325) was abbot of a Ch'an temple on Mount T'ien-mu in Chekiang Prov-
ince, a pilgrimage place for those who aspired to Ch'an enlightenment. He was a friend of Chao
Meng-fu and other artists and scholars. Typically (for Ch'an subjects) he is portrayed in a digni-
fied but relaxed pose, unidealized. More particular to the man is his comfortable plumpness
and rather complacent expression—Ch'an Buddhists, at least in these early times, affected no
pious or beatific looks. I-an, while no doubt providing a true likeness of his sitter (the other por-
traits confirm this one), manages to make Ming-pen look like Han-shan or Shih-te (two semileg-
endary Ch'an eccentrics of the T'ang period) grown to middle age. This is no doubt the image
of Ming-pen as he himself wanted to be remembered, and the painting, unassertive as it is, does
remain in the memory.

YEN H U I A N D A B O D H I D H A R M A Of the specialist painters who worked for Taoist and
Buddhist temples, the only one of any distinction in the Yuan period was Yen Hui, who came
from Chekiang Province, still the center of the production of such paintings as it had been in the
Southern Sung. His birth and death dates are not recorded, but he was already famous by 1298,
since the Hua-chi pu-i, of which the preface is dated to that year, says of him: ' 'In the last years
of the Sung, he was known as a capable painter of landscapes, figures, demons, and spirits. The
scholar-officials all respected and liked his works."2

Another contemporary source tells us that Yen did wall paintings in a great Taoist temple and
that he was at one time a painter for the imperial court. A work dated 1324 exists in a Japanese
copy and indicates that he was probably still active then. In contrast to what the Hua-chi pu-i
says about the esteem in which he was held while he was alive, his paintings do not seem to have
been highly valued by Chinese collectors in later centuries, and few of them have been preserved
in China. In Japan, by contrast, Yen Hui was considered one of the greatest Chinese masters,
and his works were treated as treasures of the highest order. In the late sixteenth century, for
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instance, the warlord Oda Nobunaga used a pair of paintings ascribed to him, imaginary portraits
of Han-shan and Shih-te,3 as a peace offering to the Hongan-ji, a great temple in Kyoto with which
he had been engaged in warfare for some years. Seeing the paintings today (they are in the Tokyo
National Museum), we may suspect that Nobunaga was secretly glad to see the last of them and
chose them carefully as presents for an enemy: they are decidedly repellent, portraying these
uninhibited Ch'an characters with the idiot grins that are sometimes assumed by people who
would like to be regarded as having attained a beatific state.

Yen's even more famous pair of pictures representing Li T'ieh-kuai (Pi. 66) and Hsia-ma with
his three-legged toad are less unpleasant but have the same effect of bringing a popular religious
subject heavily down to earth. Li T'ieh-kuai, a legendary Taoist magician, was able to project
his soul from his body and roam over vast distances on the clouds and wind. On one of these
excursions he stayed away too long, and his disciples, believing him to be dead, burned his body.
When he returned, the only body available to him was that of a lame beggar who had just died,
and Li had no choice but to occupy that faulted frame for the rest of his earthly existence. He
was often portrayed in painting, always in the guise seen here, coarse-featured and hirsute, wear-
ing ragged clothes, supporting himself on a crutch and carrying a gourd of wine slung from his
belt. Yen Hui depicts him sitting on a rock, blowing forth his animus, or soul. The rock and the
mountainside and waterfall above are painted in a manner that reveals the conservative, Southern
Sung origins of Yen's style. The arms, hands, feet, and face are strongly shaded, enhancing the
effect of massiveness created by the size of the figure and the bulk of the body. The tension of the
pose is especially evident in the right hand, which is thrust forward, with clearly articulated
fingers outspread. Such energetic, impressive works as this were well suited to the popular sect
of Taoism for which Yen worked; as Teisuke Toda has observed, the production of Taoist and
Ch'an images in the Yuan had been taken over largely by specialist professional masters, so that the
harmony of subject and style that distinguishes the paintings by Ch'an amateurs in the late Sung
was no longer to be expected, and was less often attained.4 Ming academic artists were to follow
Yen Hui in giving their figures an intense expressiveness and frequently a forced animation.

In sharp contrast to this is the anonymous portrait of Bodhidharma (Color Pi. 7), which is prob-
ably by some close follower of Chao Meng-fu: compare its treatment of ground and flowers with
that of Wang Yuan (PI. 73) and Ch'en Lin (Pi. 77). Whoever the artist may have been, the pic-
ture belongs in the world of the Chiang-nan amateurs. It must have been painted before 1348, as
it was inscribed by Chang Yii, who died that year.

Bodhidharma was the sixth-century Indian monk who is credited with bringing the Ch'an
Buddhist doctrine to China and who became the first patriarch of the Ch'an sect there. He is
shown seated on a flat rock, over which a mat is spread; the failure of the mat to adhere to
the rock, and of the figure to rest firmly on it, betrays the hand of an amateur artist—it was just
at such points that the scholar-painter's technique faltered. The figure is wrapped in an envelop-
ing robe that gives little sense of an organic body under it. Only the head and one hand protrude.
The hand is relaxed, the face impassive except for a slight enigmatic smile and eyebrows raised
over piercing eyes. Where the figure in Yen Hui's painting is dynamically engaged with its set-
ting, here the figure is self-contained, seeming unaware of its surroundings. The patriarch's robe
is drawn in an archaic manner recalling the "iron wire" convention of pre-T'ang and early T'ang
figure styles, with the fine, even line that curves continuously. The virtues of this painting are
those of restraint and sensitivity; it scarcely strives for any effect, Ch'an or other. It is aesthetic
in character rather than iconic, the work of some cultivated literatus whose involvement with
Ch'an, the painting suggests, was well bred and intellectual, lacking altogether the intensity and
iconoclastic fervor that inspired the Ch'an masters, from Bodhidharma onward, and the best
of Ch'an painting.
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Y I N - T ' O - L O We noted earlier that paintings for Ch'an temples in the Yuan period seem to
have been for the most part by professional artists rather than by monk-amateurs. As a recent
exhibition revealed,5 many of these paintings were in tight, traditional styles not ordinarily
associated with Ch'an painting at all. In fact, the idea of "Ch'an painting" as a distinct body of
works with a definable style is already a problem-ridden concept with respect to the Sung and
becomes a quite unworkable one for the Yuan.

One of the few real Ch'an monk-amateurs of the Yuan whose works are preserved is Yin-t'o-
lo. That is the name by which he is commonly known today, and it is often said, but probably
wrongly, to be a phonetic transcription of the Sanskrit "Indra." His proper priest name seems to
have been Fan-yin T'o-lo, which follows the standard double bisyllabic pattern for Chinese
monks' names and is confirmed by his use of a seal on one painting, and a signature on another,
with the name Fan-yin. In any case, he was an Indian monk, one of the many in China at this
time, and during the 1340s was abbot of a Ch'an temple called the Kuang-chiao-ssu in Pien-Iiang,
or K'ai-feng. He is scarcely recorded and completely unremembered as an artist in China but has
for centuries been esteemed in Japan, where all of his extant works have been preserved. A num-
ber of them, including the one we reproduce, bear inscriptions by his contemporary Ch'u-shih
Fan-ch'i (1297-1371).6

The subjects of Yin-t'o-lo's pictures, apart from his several imaginary portraits of Han-shan
and Shih-te, are of two types: illustrations to Ch'an anecdotes, and encounters between Confu-
cian scholars or other secular personages and famous Ch'an monks. Both are represented in his
best-known works, a series of six scenes that until recently were thought to have originally formed
parts of a single handscroll, but actually came from at least three; they are now mounted sep-
arately and in different collections.7 A less familiar but equally fine painting titled "The Prince
of Min Paying Reverence to Hsueh-feng" (Pi. 67) is of the latter type. Hsueh-feng (822-908)
was a late T'ang-period Ch'an priest who in later centuries became the subject of local folk
stories such as this one. The Prince of Min, in Yin-t'o-lo's picture, is accompanied by two at-
tendants, one human and one demon, suggesting that he had the supernatural powers of a Taoist
magician; he holds a jade tablet, an emblem of secular authority, which here submits to a higher
spiritual power.

Yin-t'o-lo's foreign origin tempts us to look for exotic elements in his work, and there are
indeed some features of his style that do not fit comfortably into any Chinese tradition. However,
we are not on completely safe ground in designating these features as foreign, since they, or other
aberrations of a similar kind, are to be seen also in other Ch'an paintings of the Yuan period that
are, so far as we know, the work of Chinese artists. Pictures that seem to strive for unusual or
even bizarre effects, and are frequently lacking in a sound technical basis, are common in the
period, and perhaps Yin-t'o-lo's oddities should be seen in this light rather than as exoticisms.

The faces in his pictures, for instance, may at first look un-Chinese, but they are closely paral-
leled in various anonymous works of the period. Much of his drawing is in strangely unmodu-
lated and (from the Chinese standpoint) characterless brushline, which offers neither the disci-
plined draftsmanship of the conservative styles nor the relaxed air of spontaneity of the amateur
styles at their best. But again, the same is true of many contemporary Ch'an works, and a rela-
tionship could even be traced with the thick, blunt brush drawing of Wu Chen. Yin-t'o-lo draws
in an even ink tone, a neutral gray to which dark ink accents are added at a few places such as the
collars and sleeves of the robes, the attendant's hair, and the ground plants. Such a severe restric-
tion of ink values can also be paralleled in other painting of the time, and is in fact part of what
distinguishes it from Sung-period works by Ch'an monk artists, with their wider and richer ton-
al range. However, even while recognizing these as elements of period style, we must still see
Yin-t'o-lo's personal combination of them as having a distinctive, somewhat impoverished quali-
ty, which was perhaps just the effect he sought, for good Ch'an reasons.

Neither Yin-t'o-lo nor any other Ch'an artist of the Yuan was able to give new impetus to this
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current of painting, and it virtually died out, reappearing only at scattered and art-historically
insignificant moments in the later centuries.

Liu K U A N - T A O Among the very few painters known to have been active at the Yuan court8

is Liu Kuan-tao, a northerner from Hopei Province who, in 1279, was summoned to paint the
portrait of Khubilai Khan and was rewarded with an honorary post as Keeper of the Imperial
Wardrobe. A painting now in the Palace Museum, Taipei, represents Khubilai and his attendants
hunting; it is signed by Liu and dated 1280. It follows closely the style used for such depictions
of nomadic life by earlier artists who had worked under northern non-Chinese dynasties, the Liao
and Chin. That such traditions should be carried on under the patronage of the Mongols, who
were themselves of nomadic origin, is easily understandable; that they failed to continue into the
later Yuan is presumably due to the disinterest of the later Yuan emperors in art and the decay
of the Peking court generally. Liu Kuan-tao is recorded as having also painted landscapes in the
manner of Kuo Hsi and may well have played some part in stimulating Chao Meng-fu's interest
in that tradition during Chao's stay in Peking in the 1280s. Chao does not mention Liu in any of
his writings, but in view of Chao's insistence on imitating the ancients directly and his expressed
disdain for "modern painting," it is unlikely that he would have. The T'u-hui pao-chien charac-
terizes Liu as an eclectic who studied a variety of old styles and "combined their best points."

The only other work reliably attributable to Liu is a handscroll titled ' 'Whiling Away the Sum-
mer" (PI. 68—69). It was ascribed to the Southern Sung master Liu Sung-nien until 1935, when
the famous Shanghai collector and connoisseur Wu Hu-fan, who then owned the painting, dis-
covered on it a tiny signature, reading "Kuan-tao," that revealed its true authorship.

It is easy to see how the painting could be mistaken for a Sung work, and how its author could
acquire a reputation as a highly competent eclectic; there is little in the style that belongs specif-
ically either to the painter or to the period. As in many Yuan-dynasty paintings of flowers and
other subjects, the line drawing has become heavier, more nervous in its angular bendings and
its thickenings, losing the gentle subservience of outline to form that characterizes Southern
Sung Academy drawing. The forms themselves are old, as is the theme. The scholar-at-leisure
had been for centuries a favorite of figure painters. This one reclines comfortably on a platform
bed (k'ang) in a garden among bamboo and banana palms, attended by two maidservants. Behind
him is a screen, on which is painted a similar but indoor scene: another scholar seated on a k'ang,
more servants, and still another screen behind, decorated with a landscape. This pictorial con-
ceit of a painting-within-a-painting-within-a-painting was called the "double-screen picture"
(chung-p'ing t'u) and had originated in the tenth century; early versions are ascribed to the
Southern T'ang court painter Chou Wen-chii,9 whose figure style is probably echoed also in the
drawing of the two female figures at the right.

The drawing is sure and skillful and may not seem heavy-handed or obtrusive to us, with our
after-the-fact knowledge of the extremes to which the same tendency would be carried later, in
Ming academic works. But for Yuan connoisseurs, whose referents were in Sung and earlier paint-
ing, it must have seemed hard and mannered, and doubtless exemplified the "bad habits of re-
cent painting" against which the scholar-artists of the time reacted. The remedy, as they saw it,
was to expunge from one's painting all such accretions of mannerism by reverting stylistically
to a period before they had set in, or by following the lead of artists who had already done so. For
figure painting, the Sung exemplar was Li Kung-lin. We have already considered the essays in
that mode by Chien Hsuan (PI. 6) and Chao Meng-fu (Pi. 8).

CHANG W U Another painter who sometimes followed the archaistic mode is Chang Wu,
who was active around the middle of the fourteenth century. The "Nine Songs" scroll, from
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which we reproduce a section (PI. 70), is the best of his surviving works and is based, loosely at
least, on one of Li Kung-lin's compositions. Chang Wu himself was probably not, however, a
scholar-painter. He was a native of Hangchow and in other of his works reveals himself to be, as
Hangchow-area artists tended to be, a conservative follower of the Southern Sung academic
tradition. Moreover, the T'u-hui pao-chien, after saying that he was "good at pai-miao" (uncol-
ored line drawing), comments that "his brush-manner was not mature and lacked the antique
spirit," a criticism commonly leveled at professional artists in whose works the traces of Sung
styles were still too apparent. Chang Wu was probably, like Sheng Mou in his own time and Ch'iu
Ying later, a painter of academic and professional training whose taste and style were affected
by his contacts with literati-artists and patrons, and who consciously cultivated the styles that
they practiced and approved. The best works in the pai-miao manner from the Yuan and Ming
periods are in fact by the professional painters.

The Nine Songs are ascribed to Ch'ii Yuan (ca. 340-280 B.C.), the great poet of the ancient
Ch'u state. They are shamanistic odes, probably rewritten later into a more literary style, and
are addressed to the gods with whom the shaman or shamaness was believed to communicate.
The text illustrated in our plate, the Ta-ssu-ming or Great Lord of Destiny, is the song of a sha-
maness who ascends to heaven, where the god receives her as a lover but then abandons her;
she concludes mournfully: "Man's fate is fixed: from meetings and partings none can ever es-
cape." The calligraphy in the scroll is by one Ch'u Huan, who adds a note, dated 1360, naming
Chang Wu as the painter and stating that Chang's pictures were based on designs by Li Kung-lin.

The "Nine Songs" illustrations are among the finest examples of pai-miao painting to survive
from any period. Chang Wu's drawing is sensitive and always alive—he has done the underdraw-
ing in lighter ink and not followed it too meticulously in the final darker and sharper line work,
so that some slight sense of process remains in the finished work. Like Ch'ien Hsiian, however,
Chang paints with the air of one who is not creating a new image but re-creating one that had
existed already in art, and in an ideal sense existed still in the collective consciousness of con-
noisseurs of painting, who, confronted with one more objectification of it, reacted with a sense
of familiarity: yes, that is how it should be.

Nothing could be further from Chang's intent than to show how a deity of the shamanistic
cult of the state of Ch'u might have looked. (In fact, recently excavated paintings from the Ch'u
region suggest that his appearance may have been grotesque and frightening.) Chang presents
the comfortable image of the venerable sage, with the usual girl attendant. He holds a scroll,
presumably a prior record of men's destinies, and treads on clouds that are similarly rendered as
conventional signs—the artist conveys through them, that is, more intellectually than visually,
the information that the scene is heaven, the figures divine and without weighty substance. The
wind that blows the robes and ribbons and thus animates the figures is that same airless afflatus
that had agitated draperies from the age of Ku K'ai-chih onward. The rhythm of repeated lines
has the same effect of suggesting light movement; the drapery lines are so multiplied as to func-
tion like texture-strokes in landscape: they do not so much define the forms by bounding them
as constitute the forms themselves by their cumulative density. The forms exist, then, more as
linear patterns than as corporeal mass.

CH'EN JU-YEN The same fastidious taste, but shown on a notably lower level of technical
competence, is seen in an album leaf by Ch'en Ju-yen (Pi. 71), whom we have already considered
as a landscapist (Pi. 60). Ch'en has impressed his seal on the painting; the inscription, a poem,
was written by Ch'en's close friend NiTsan, who supplies the date, 136S. The scene is one of the
didactic Confucian stories, and one with a special appeal to scholars: Meng-tzu, or Mencius (372-
289 B.C.), follower of Confucius, once abandoned his studies as a youth and returned home;
his mother, who was weaving at the time, stopped her loom, meaning by the metaphorical ac-
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tion to impress upon her son the unproductiveness of inactivity and to persuade him to go back to
scholarship. Ch'en Ju-yen represents her sewing instead of weaving—perhaps the depiction of a
loom seemed too taxing for his limited powers as a draftsman. Meng-tzu, looking already the full-
grown philosopher, stands before her; the cart that has brought him waits outside, with his two
servants, one carrying bundles of scrolls, the other a ch'in, the scholar-philosopher's almost con-
stant attribute in painting. Ch'en's interest in the subject is antiquarian, impractical; he seems
unclear about just how a horse is attached to a cart, or a porch to a house—the latter dilemma he
skirts, in part, by hiding the more difficult architectural junctions behind his willow trees.

Perhaps more than Li Kung-lin it is Ma Ho-chih (active in the mid-twelfth century) who is his
model; Ma's depictions of ancient China as a dream world peopled by virtuous peasants and sage
ministers and rulers were painted in a similarly ingenuous manner aimed at evoking high antiq-
uity, an age before sophistication had set in with its attendant ills. Attempts to recapture that
primordial freshness always failed, however adept the painter—or rather, however unskillful,
since skill worked against the desired effect (Ch'en Ju-yen's amateurishness is here in his favor).
But the failures carried their own cultural value, communicating an ideal that both painter and
viewer recognized to be unattainable. Ch'en Ju-yen's picture, we may suppose, answered per-
fectly Ni Tsan's fastidious taste, in its weightless forms, its avoidance of everything dramatic or
forceful; if we must have figures, thought Ni (who almost never put them in his own paintings),
let them be like these, purged of grossness. The painting is the polar opposite of, for instance,
Yen Hui's (PI. 66): the one offers subtlety of taste and restraint without force, the other force
without subtlety of taste or restraint. Between these poles Yuan figure painting swings, seldom
reaching any point of equilibrium.

JEN JEN-FA The painting of horses, popularized by Chao Meng-fu, was carried on by his son
Chao Yung and grandson Chao Lin and by a few other Yuan artists, notably Jen Jen-fa (1255-
1328).10 Jen was actually Chao's contemporary, only a year younger, and, like Chao, served as an
official, although a far less illustrious one, under the Mongols. He passed the local examination
for official advancement, the equivalent of the chii-jen degree, in 1272, but had his hopes of a
bureaucratic career dashed when the Mongols took power. The setback was only temporary;
in 1299, after an interview with the Mongol representative for his region, he was given a job as
a petty police official. His daughter married a Central Asian, one of those who had accompanied
the Mongols to China to staff the administration. Jen proved to have a genius for practical affairs
and rose in status, serving eventually in the post of Assistant Controller of Irrigation as a kind of
hydraulic engineer, in charge of the diversion of river water for irrigating farmlands.

His specialties as a painter were figures and horses; a few landscapes are attributed to him,
but none reliably. Apart from a bird-and-flower painting in the Shanghai Museum and a handscroll
now in Peking (representing the Taoist magician Chang Kuo-lao conjuring a miniature mule to
amuse the T'ang emperor Hsiian-tsung),11 Jen's surviving works all seem to depict horses, some-
times with riders or grooms. Handscrolls with his signature representing horses and grooms are
in the Nelson Gallery at Kansas City, the Cleveland Museum of Art, and the Fogg Art Museum.12

Our illustration (Pi. 72) reproduces a handscroll in the Palace Museum, Peking, depicting two
horses, fat and lean.

According to Jen's own inscription on the scroll, the horses symbolize two types of officials.
The fat horse is the prosperous official who uses his position to enrich himself and is free from
material worries; the halter that the horse trails is perhaps an ironic reminder that the freedom
is only partial, since winning success in this way is apt to require a greater degree of subservience
to one's superiors. The lean horse is the self-sacrificing official who, by contrast, expends his
own substance for the general welfare. Jen identifies himself with this one, in what is evidently
a justification of his own decision to serve the Mongols at a time when others were still refusing.
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By a remarkable turnabout in meaning, then, the same image of the emaciated horse that Kung
K'ai had used (Pi. 2) to represent the i-min loyalist who suffered for his unwillingness to accept
office under a new dynasty now becomes, in Jen Jen-fa's hands, a symbol of the man who chose
to serve and grew thin in service. Since Jen's horse is all but identical with Kung's, only reversed
to suit his compositional purpose (note how the two horses walk to the right, i.e., toward the
viewer as he unrolls the scroll, while Kung's horse walks dispiritedly away), it is tempting to
suppose that he adopted Kung's image deliberately, twisting the significance as he reversed the
pose; but it is also possible that both were based on some still earlier model. In place of the dry-
brush harshness of Kung K'ai's drawing, Jen Jen-fa draws in suave, fine line and adds washes of
color, continuing a Sung mode. The fat horse is a spirited animal with dappled coloring which
walks forward with prancing gait, its neck arched proudly, where the other plods with head
hung. The horses are so beautifully portrayed, and in so traditional a manner, that the symbolism
may seem an almost inconsequential overlay, in this case, on a painting that is basically a fine pic-
ture of two horses.

2. FLOWER-AND-BIRD PAINTING

The same distinctions in taste and technique that we noted in figure painting are to be seen in
Yuan-period flower-and-bird painting and also in the related but separate genres of ink-paintings
of blossoming plum and bamboo. Numerous examples of flower-and-bird painting in traditional
and conservative styles survive from the Yuan, most of them the work of minor artists, and many
of them misattributed, with interpolated seals or signatures, to Ch'ien Hsiian and other famous
masters. Such paintings are especially numerous in Japanese collections.

Local schools of artists specializing in particular subjects—lotus and water birds, or bamboo
and insects, or carp and other fish among water weeds—had been active and popular in the Sung
and continued in the Yuan to supply the demand for decorative and symbolic pictures. Chekiang
Province, where the Hangchow Academy had been located in the twelfth and thirteenth centu-
ries, was still a center for artists carrying on this tradition.

M E N G Y O - C H I E N Since these conservative Chekiang masters added little to Sung achieve-
ments, a single example will serve to represent them here. It is a composition of magpies and
bamboo by Meng Yii-chien (Color PI. 8), who was active in the early fourteenth century. (An
attribution to the fifteenth-century Academy painter Pien Wen-chin, still followed in the cata-
loguing of the Palace Museum, Taipei, where it is kept, can be disregarded; the painting is clear-
ly earlier in style, and even without the seal of Meng Yii-chien in the lower right corner, which
reveals its real authorship, would be recognizable as a Yuan work.) Meng's paintings were popu-
lar during his lifetime but critical opinion was not entirely favorable; the T'u-hui pao-chien says
of him: "His works are very delicate and pretty, but he cannot avoid an air of skillfulness." To
accuse an artist of being skillful was, of course, to relegate him to a lower rank.

While we should try to understand the criteria of the literati critics (and it should be noted
that since the critics were all themselves of the scholar class, virtually all Chinese writings on
painting are biased in favor of literati painting), of course we need not agree with them. Meng
Yu-chien's painting is strong and attractive, and the subject entertaining: two magpies fighting
on the ground, while a third, above in the bamboo, screeches down at them. The composition
is effectively organized, dominated by a series of arching curves in the wings and tails of the birds,
the branches of bamboo, the upper edge of the rock. The drawing is crisp and precise. Yet we
have only to turn back to a Sung painting of a similar subject, such as Ts'ui Po's "Hare and Jays"
of 1061,13 to see how much of the incomparable naturalism of Sung painting, and its perception
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of nature in terms of organic interaction of forces and phenomena, has here been sacrificed to
essentially decorative aims. The spectacle of fighting birds is in the end only charming; the draw-
ing of leaves and stalks in heavy outlines works against visual fusion, separating and stiffening.
Although Meng's bamboo stalks and twigs are closely observed and accurately delineated, the
leaves carefully shaped and colored, complete even to painstaking tracing of veins, the bamboo
as a whole is less easily apprehended as an image of the growing plant than are some simpler de-
pictions in ink monochrome that we will consider later.

C H ' E N L I N Several painters of flowers and birds were among the followers of Chao Meng-
fu, who himself occasionally turned to such subjects. From the brush of Ch'en Lin, whom we
saw in an earlier chapter as a landscapist (PI. 22), we have one of the best Yuan bird paintings, rep-
resenting a duck on a river bank (PI. 77). From an accompanying inscription by a contempo-
rary named Ch'iu Yuan we know that it was painted in the autumn of 1301 while Ch'en Lin was
visiting Chao Meng-fu at his Pine-Snow Studio. Chao himself wrote on it: "This picture was
playfully made by Ch'en Chung-mei [Lin]; no other painter of recent times could equal it. ' ' The
picture is in fact not "playful" at all but a serious, very workman-like and straightforward depic-
tion of its commonplace subject that succeeds in giving it a degree of monumentality.

Like Chao's "Sheep and Goat" (Pi. 9), this painting of Ch'en's balances an interest in ab-
stract brush textures with representational fidelity, producing only a slight sense of ambivalence:
the surface of the water is rendered with both the familiar broad, wavering strokes of Chao Meng-
fu's style and a finer, rippling pattern that belongs rather to a Sung tradition; the earthy slope is
outlined with dry, broad strokes, the grasses and flowers with thin, dark outlines. The drawing of
the bird's leg and webbed foot is especially masterly, suggesting the bones and sinews under the
scaly skin. If the body reads more as juxtaposed flat areas of contrasting tone and texture than as
rounded mass, the same is true of other Yuan bird pictures; no one seemed able still to render
surface and volume inseparably, as Sung artists had done. Similarly, if the painting seems matter-
of-fact, lacking altogether the fragility and tenderness of the best Southern Sung portraits of birds
and flowers, this too was a quality favored, deliberately sought, in painting of the age, including
landscape, in which, as we have seen, evanescence had given way to earthiness.

W A N G YUAN Another painter who learned directly from Chao Meng-fu was Wang Yuan,
an artist from Hangchow. His birth and death dates are unknown, but he reportedly executed
wall paintings in a palace building and in a Buddhist temple around 1328, and he was still active
in the 1340s, the period into which all his extant dated works fall.

"He practiced painting under Chao Meng-fu and was greatly guided by him, so that all his
works follow the old masters, without one stroke in the Academy manner,'' writes the author of
T'u-hui pao-chien. Wang Yiian's bird-and-flower pictures were said to have been done in imita-
tion of the tenth-century master Huang Ch'iian, who was known for the realism of his style. No
work of Huang Ch'uan survives, even in reliable copies, but there is one painting that seems to
supply an example of the kind of early Sung compositions on which Wang Yuan modeled his
work; this is "A Pheasant and Sparrows Among Rocks and Shrubs" (PI. 94), which is attributed
to Huang Ch'iian's son Huang Chii-ts'ai (933 to after 993) and, whether or not it is by him, ap-
pears to date from the early Sung period.14

Wang's "Autumn Scene with Quail and Sparrows" (Pi. 73), dated 1347 and one of the best
among the artist's few surviving works, follows the same general plan as the painting ascribed
to Huang Chti-ts'ai: a clump of bushes, briars, and bamboo grows beside a rock; sparrows perch
on the branches or flutter in the air nearby; larger birds—a pheasant in the Sung picture, two
quail in Wang's—are on the ground. Once more, however, as in the case of Ch'ien Hsiian and
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his models, the Yuan master's neoclassical approach contrasts with an earlier, more straight-
forwardly descriptive treatment of the subject. The Sung artist's scene (which may be a fragment
of what was originally a larger composition, since it seems in its present state uncharacteristical-
ly crowded and asymmetrical for its period) is set on the bank of a stream, which extends its
space back and outward to the side. Wang Yuan, while providing a simple indication of a farther
slope, conventionally dimmed, implies no real extension beyond the borders of his picture and
confines his scene to a foreground and frontal plane. There he arranges his materials for the ut-
most clarity, balancing masses and movements with a precision that, in the end, leaves the com-
position static.

The effect of "Autumn Scene" as a picture is curiously multilayered: it is a work of art por-
traying what should be an animated scene in nature, but by way of another work of art. The addi-
tional layer of reference, whether or not the viewer is conscious of it, removes the picture from
the world of space and air within which plants grow, sparrows fly, quail search for food. Wang
Yuan's plants and birds, in their timeless, spaceless existence, can excite only aesthetic sensa-
tions; the old Sung ideal of a painting's evoking, at least in shadow, those feelings that the thing
portrayed would evoke in nature no longer obtains. A comparison with Meng Yii-chien's pic-
ture (Color PI. 8), which at least still strives toward that ideal, is instructive in this regard.

Wang's painting is essentially a performance in ink monochrome, although there are slight
washes of color; the material is paper; nothing detracts from the primacy of the brushwork,
which is consistently excellent, within the strict limits of what was permissible among Chao
Meng-fu's followers. The painter's inscription is in a neat, square, old-fashioned script that har-
monizes with the style of the painting but contrasts with the cursive calligraphy of a poem
written by Yang Wei-chen in the upper left corner.

3. B A M B O O , O R C H I D S , B L O S S O M I N G P L U M

The very qualities that made (and still make) paintings like the one by Meng Yii-chien attractive
to most people excluded them from the repertory of the scholar-artist's favored themes. Flowers
seems almost to demand, in their depiction, stylistic qualities that the literati painters shunned:
rich color, close attention to representational detail, decorative beauty or (by definition) floridity.
Few scholar-artists after the time of Ch'ien Hsiian and Chao Meng-fu painted flowers at all. They
were attracted instead to a special genre of painting that had first attained popularity among
the late Northern Sung founders of wen-jen hua, Su Tung-p'o and his friends, and had become
the special province of the scholar-amateur. This was the genre of ink-monochrome paintings
of certain plant subjects: bamboo, pines and other trees, branches of blossoming plum, orchids.
These held less of decorative and more of symbolic value.

We have already seen examples of pine and orchid paintings. The prunus, or blossoming plum
(the tree does not bear edible fruit), is one of the first to bloom in early spring, often before the
last snows have melted, and even when desiccated and apparently dead, it puts forth new shoots
and flowers each year; it was associated, accordingly, with fortitude, rejuvenation, and a cool,
pure beauty. Bamboo was the most beloved of all plants to the cultured Chinese. A fourth-
century scholar had said: "How could one go for a single day without this gentleman ?'' and any use
of the phrase "this gentleman" (tz'u-chun) in later literature was immediately understood as an
allusion to bamboo. Like the plum and orchid, it symbolized human virtues, with its stalk supple
but resilient, hollow-hearted (a Taoist and Ch'an ideal: one's mind should not be clogged with
desires), its leaves holding onto the stalk through the winter; it was modest in appearance but
served many uses and grew simply and sturdily wherever one wanted it.

The attachment of such symbolic import to these subjects does not mean, we must hasten to
say, that paintings of them were enjoyed and valued only, or even primarily, as symbols. Another
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important reason for their popularity among the scholar-artists was their close affinity with cal-
ligraphy. The two arts required more or less the same brush disciplines, so that a man trained
from childhood in writing with a brush found it easy to turn his brush to paintings of this kind,
in which the special technical demands of a representational art had been reduced to the mini-
mum. In both, the value and meaning of the work of art depended less on the choice of the thing
represented (or the text copied) than on considerations of abstract design and expressive brush-
work. One Yuan painter is reported to have said that he always painted bamboo when he was
angry and orchids when he was exhilarated, because the bamboo, "with its leaves sticking out
like spears," is suited to the expression of anger, while the orchid, with its smoothly curving
leaves, could be depicted with the more relaxed movements that seem natural to a pleasant
mood.15 Feelings of anger and happiness were not conventionally or symbolically associated with
bamboo or orchids; the expressiveness of the painting derived rather from the expressiveness
of form and from brushwork as the visible trace of expressive movement. (A familiar case of the
same association of feeling with form in Occidental literature and art is the willow, which has
come to function as an image of sadness through its drooping appearance.)

A painting of a given subject could, then, carry meanings on several levels, literal or literary,
symbolic, personal, abstract-expressive. One artist's picture of bamboo might be a portrait of
the plant, another's a kind of self-portrait, or "portrait of the artist as a bamboo branch." The
former type is well represented by a small picture attributed to an artist named T'an Chih-jui
(PI. 74). This painter's name appears in Japanese records of the Muromachi period and is attached
to a number of paintings of bamboo, nearly all in Japanese collections. No record of him has been
found in Chinese sources, however, nor are there reliable signatures or seals of T'an Chih-jui
on any of these paintings; doubt has been expressed that such an artist really existed. Until further
evidence is uncovered, the name T'an Chih-jui can best be used to designate a type rather than
the oeuvre of a distinct artist.

As a group the T'an paintings appear to date from the late thirteenth and early fourteenth
century and were brought to Japan chiefly by Ch'an monks, several of whom wrote inscriptions
on them. They represent tall bamboo growing by rocks; in several, including the present work,
the bamboo is blown by wind. The plants are not separately portrayed but are fused into a single
visual unit. The masses of fine leaves vibrate in the wind; their soft surface is rendered, like ani-
mals' fur or birds' feathers in paintings of those subjects, by accumulations of small strokes
which render allover texture without being individually legible. Nuances of ink value suggest
atmosphere around the bamboo grove and depth within it.

Li K 'AN Such a sensitive presentation of a natural image with no overt intervention of
artistic style contrasts with the work of Li K'an (1245-1320), which represents the outcome of
a more intellectual approach to the painting of bamboo in ink. Like Chao Meng-fu, Li K'an
rose to high office under the Mongols, becoming president of the Board of Civil Service. He was
the leading bamboo painter of his period and wrote a "Treatise on Bamboo (Chu-p'u).ie In this
essay and the woodcut pictures that illustrate it, the author advises would-be bamboo painters
on faults to avoid and excellences to strive for and provides rules for them to follow.

Leaves are to be grouped in certain patterns, and these patterns repeated to make up the larger
masses. On the use of ink gradations Li writes: "If you paint only one or two stalks, you can
use whatever values of ink you want to; but if there are three or more stalks, those in front must
be painted in darker ink and those behind in lighter. If you use only a single shade of ink, you
won't be able to distinguish the nearer from the farther." Li follows this rule strictly in his own
painting, stepping back the ink values into depth, along a receding scale of tonality, through the
tall stalks of bamboo. The leaves are also arranged according to the method taught in the trea-
tise.
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The painting reproduced here (PI. 75), though clearly rendered in this systematic way, is by
no means dry and academic, as so much later ink bamboo was to become in spite of Li's advice—
or because of it; this is one of the most beautiful of Chinese bamboo pictures. But its beauty is
of a disciplined, calculated kind. The pictures by "T'an Chih-jui," whatever the circumstances
of their creation, were absorbed into the world of Ch'an Buddhism and fit congenially there
because of the Ch'an-like immediacy with which they conveyed a direct experience of bamboo
in nature, with no apparent artfulness. Li K'an's pictures belong rather to the world of the Con-
fucian scholar, who orders his experience into rational categories and allows these, rather than
the disorderly stuff of sensory impressions, to guide his artistic creation.

W U T ' A I - S U A specialist in blossoming plum branches named Wu T'ai-su, an artist from
Chekiang Province about whose life nothing is known, is the author of a treatise, titled Sung-
chai mei-p'u, which provides for students of plum painting the same kind of theoretical and practi-
cal advice that Li K'an's manual provides for painters of bamboo.17 Wu stresses the painter's
need to acquire the technique that will enable him to portray plum branches with truthfulness and
understanding, both through his observation of the subject in nature and through his study of
earlier paintings: "If one studies without seeking for likeness, how can this be called studying?"

But he also goes on to recognize that for the Yuan-period scholar-artist painting was motivated
more by expressive than by descriptive aims; in this it was like poetry, which one does not read
to obtain information. He writes: "Sketching plum blossoms and making poems are essentially
the same: in other words, as the ancients said, 'Painting is soundless poetry and poetry, painting
with sound.' Thus, a painting's success in conveying ideas is comparable to a poem's having
excellent verses. Whether they come from happiness and joy or worry and sorrow, whether they
come from excitement and agitation or resentment and anger, they are all occasioned by the
feelings of a moment. . . . Therefore, when [a painting] comes from happiness and joy, the
branches are clear-cut and slender and the flowers poised and charming; when it comes from
worry and sorrow, the branches are sparse and bare and the flowers haggard and chilled. When
it comes from excitement and agitation, the branches are twisting and strong and the flowers
unfettered and unbridled; when it comes from resentment and anger, the branches are antique
and eccentric and the flowers wild and vigorous. "18

Several of Wu T'ai-su's own paintings have been preserved; the largest and finest, reproduced
as Plate 76, is in a Japanese temple. It bears Wu's seals but no inscription or signature. The
plum branch and a branch of pine above it are set against a flat wash of light ink. Here, however,
the effect is not of isolating the image on a neutral ground but of silhouetting it against an evening
sky. The plum branch sweeps down and across the painting surface in the S-curve that was stand-
ard for the time, parallel to the picture plane, with only a slight depth suggested by the over-
lapping and turning of the blossoms to front or back. The flatness of the ink-wash rendering of the
branch itself is broken with tien that represent moss or lichens; the vigor of the brushstrokes
used for twigs conveys a powerful sense of growth. This is a portrait, like T'an Chih-jui's bam-
boo, of the thing in nature, preserving much of Sung naturalism.

W A N G MIEN The most famous of Yuan plum painters was Wang Mien (1287-1359).19

Like Wu T'ai-su, he was a native of Chekiang Province, born the son of a farmer in a small town
in the Shao-hsing region. He studied for the official examinations but failed to take his chin-
shih degree; he turned to the study of the ancient military arts but was no more successful in
that. Most of his life he spent as a scholar-in-retirement, refusing from time to time offers of civil
service positions that were made to him by high officials impressed by his talents. He taught
briefly in a school but mostly made his living as a painter of blossoming plum branches and bam-
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boo, "exchanging them for food according to their size," inscribing on them poems of his own
composition. After brief stays in Soochow and Nanking, where he was popular as a painter and
poet, and a trip to the Yuan capital, Peking, where he was the guest of the chief secretary of the
court and again declined offers of official posts, he returned to Chekiang and settled at K'uai-chi
in a place that he called, after the thousand plum trees he planted around the house, his "Plum
Blossom Retreat." He wore old clothes and became known as a mild eccentric. When the sol-
diers of Chu Yuan-chang, who was to become first emperor of the Ming, came to the area in 13S9,
Wang offered his services as military adviser and proposed to Chu a plan for capturing Shao-
hsing. It failed, and Wang died soon after. In later centuries he was made into a romantic,
semilegendary figure, and stories about him appear in later literature, notably the eighteenth-
century novel Ju-lin wai-shih (The Scholars).

Wang Mien was evidently very prolific as a painter, and a number of his works are still to be
seen, including some that are of the impressive size and character of Wu T'ai-su's. The painting
reproduced in Plate 78, mounted in a handscroll, is of a different type, small in size and slighter
in substance, having a more abstract ink-on-paper existence. Wang's poem on it reads:

All the trees that line the pond where I wash my inkstone
Are in full bloom with flowers like traces of pale ink.
They feel no need of anyone to praise their lovely colors,
But only spread pure fragrance, filling all the world.

"Flowers like traces of pale ink"—the interaction of nature and art and the harmony between
them that the painter should aim at are suggested in the poem as they are exemplified in the
picture. The purity and control implicit in the execution of the painting, its supple strength and
unassuming grace, its renunciation of the showiness of color, present in artistic form the quali-
ties that Wang loved in the blossoming plum itself.

P ' U - M I N G An example of orchid painting we have seen already, the one by Cheng Ssu-hsiao
(Pi. 1), which is, like Wang Mien's plum branch, a slight, occasional work. Orchids did not
lend themselves easily to larger and more elaborate pictures but were sometimes combined with
rocks, bamboo, and trees into compositions that offered a greater variety of forms and types of
brushstrokes. The finest of such compositions from the Yuan period are by P'u-ming (also
known as Hsueh-chuang), and the best of these are the set of four owned by the Japanese Imperial
Household, of which we reproduce one in Plate 79. Another in the set is inscribed with the date
1343.

P'u-ming was a Ch'an monk who came from Sung-chiang in Kiangsu Province; he twice visited
Peking, where he painted orchids and wrote calligraphy for the Mongol court; then he returned
to the south and spent his late years, including the 1340s, into which all his extant works fall, in
Ch'an temples around Soochow.20 Like Li K'an and Wu T'ai-su in their respective specialties,
he wrote a technical exposition on the painting of orchids; it has not been preserved except in
partial quotation in the writing of a disciple. P'u-ming was praised by scholars and artists of his
time, but Hsia Wen-yen's assessment of him in T'u-hui pao-chien reflects the literati prejudice
against the Ch'an artists, damning him with almost the same words that Hsia had used to dismiss
the great thirteenth-century master Mu-ch'i: his paintings, Hsia says, "are fit only for hanging
in the monks' quarters, not for pure enjoyment in a scholar's study." Partly because of such
condemnation, no doubt, his works have not been preserved in their home country and are, like
most other paintings by Ch'an artists, to be found only in Japan, except for a few that have re-
cently entered Western collections.

P'u-ming's style, like Wu T'ai-su's, represents a more naturalistic trend in Yuan ink-
monochrome plant painting—by which we mean, in the Yuan context, that the natural image is
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translated into the language of the brush with relatively little intrusion of conventionalized
or idiosyncratic brushwork or form, or expressive distortion, or reference to past styles. The
brushwork adapts with great suppleness to representational needs: for the bamboo, a bit
stiff (as bamboo leaves are); in the orchid leaves, smooth and fluid; in the rock, broadened and
broken, rendering roughness and irregularity together with bulk.

The composition illustrated sets the orchids, P'u-ming's central theme, between two heavier
elements that lean inward, above and below; the orchids, more fragile than either, take up the
rightward thrust of the tree and bamboo, soften and lighten it, carry it downward gracefully to
enframe the rock. The dynamic interlocking of compositional parts, felt unconsciously as a formal
expression of the interdependence of living things and their environment in nature, contributes
much to the vitality of the whole. The brush drawing similarly speaks of healthy growth, or,
in the rock, of weathering; the leaves are stirred by breeze and turn in the air that surrounds
them. The painting is not an arrangement of static forms but conveys a strong sense of real pres-
ence, and process.

CHAO M E N G - F U Among group subjects of this kind, pictures combining bamboo, old
trees, and rocks had a special status through their association with Su Shih or Su Tung-p'o (1036-
1101), leading spokesman for the literati painting movement in its earliest phase, who had often
painted them. All three stood in their different ways for the virtues of steadfastness: bamboo, as
noted above, by its supple bending, seeming to yield but always resilient; old trees by their
tenacious hold on life, even when they look desiccated; rocks by their hardness and slowness to
erode.

Chao Meng-fu, whom we have already met in Chapter 1, was another artist who did many
paintings of this composite subject, and several are still preserved. In an inscription on one of
them, a handscroll now in the Peking Palace Museum, Chao advises that the techniques of brush-
work used in different script-styles of calligraphy can be adopted for rendering such subjects.
The rocks, he says, he does in Jei-pai, or "flying white," a technique in which the brush hairs
are made (by pressure or swiftness of movement) to separate and leave streaks of white within the
stroke; the trees are done in ta-chuan, the "large seal script" manner, with thick strokes forming
angular, relatively static patterns. The bamboo is done in pa-Jen, a variety of the li, or clerical
script, in which the strokes are tapered and bent precisely and elegantly. Chao's meaning is that
these types and systems of brushstrokes are well suited to the representation of these things; but
the statement also reveals that the artist's attention has been deflected somewhat from strictly
representational concerns to others more proper to, or at least shared with, calligraphy.

This was by no means an entirely new phenomenon—the whole literati-painting movement
had tended in that direction—but it becomes a more distinct and consciously pursued aim in
the Yuan. Subjects of the kind we are now considering had become so conventional that their
symbolic meaning was diluted. What mattered most, eventually, was the design and execution of
the painting as a record of movements made by the artist's hand and brush and, particularly in
the earlier part of the dynasty, the success with which the artist reconciled this calligraphic
character of his work with its pictorial value as a representation of the object or scene in nature.
For artists trained and skilled in descriptive drawing, the employment of calligraphic techniques
for descriptive ends that were not too unlike those of older, more traditional painting was an
easy step; the sharp break came when, later in the dynasty, training and fine technique came to be
regarded as unnecessary or even undesirable attributes for the amateur artist. The more strikingly
calligraphic examples, then, in which emphasis on brushwork operates strongly against natural-
ism, belong chiefly to the later Yuan period and after. Chao Meng-fu himself, like Wu T'ai-su and
P'u-ming, still occupies a point of balance between the emphases on image and execution.

A small masterpiece in this genre is by Chao and bears two of his seals (Pi. 84). It is painted in
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ink on silk, which in this case is well suited to the deliberate, carefully controlled style. Nowhere
does the brushwork call attention to itself; the quality of the drawing adapts everywhere to the
nature of the subject, describing the weathered contours of the rock, the leafless tree, the taut
stalks and spiky leafage of the bamboo. The treatment of these everyday objects is sensitive, in-
spired with a sympathy not only for the living things but even for the rock. (For Chinese painters
the "even" is somewhat superfluous—the Sung scholar-painter Mi Fu, among other eccen-
tricities, was in the habit of bowing to rocks and addressing them as his brothers.) A sense of
the poignancy of survival in a cold environment underlies the picture.

Chao seems here as elsewhere more wholly involved with the specific attributes of his subject
than is, for instance, Ch'ien Hsiian; Chao's attitude is manifested in a generally more naturalistic
approach (a matter of intent, quite apart from his great superiority as a painter) and in the way the
plants and rock, while still arrayed laterally against an empty ground, seem surrounded by still,
clear air. The composition follows the same simple principle seen in-Ghao's "Horse and Groom"
(PI. 8) and "Sheep and Goat" (PI. 9), the principle of "asymmetrical balance," to use Chu-
tsing Li's term. Although the rock-and-tree group at left and the stalks of bamboo at right bal-
ance each other formally, they contrast in weight, in sharpness of depiction, in ink tone (the
deep black of the bamboo compensating for its relative insubstantiality). Small clumps of grasses
and weeds below help to relieve the sparseness of the scene.

Such pictures as this show that Chao Meng-fu's influence was not limited to landscape; the
debt that later artists such as P'u-ming owe to him is obvious. The allover loosening of brush-
work, the move into more calligraphic styles, was also stimulated in part by Chao's example,
and he himself can be seen to be moving in that direction in several of his works—for instance,
in an unsigned painting (Pi. 80) that can, in spite of an "Anonymous Sung" attribution, be ten-
tatively given to Chao's hand on the basis of its style. It must be roughly contemporary with Meng
Yii-chien's rendition of a similar subject (Color Pi. 8) but, in sharp contrast to the Meng work,
exemplifies the new Yuan taste for the plain and undecorative; also, it avoids the busyness of
Meng's painting through a consummate use of the more relaxed brushwork of the literati style
and the tonal integration possible in ink monochrome.

Here again, an ideal balance is struck between calligraphic and representational aims: the
"flying white" strokes describe effectively the surface and substance of the rock, and the bamboo
and tree are built up with structures of brushstrokes that convey, by visual analogy through
organically interrelated movements, the growth of those plants. The Chinese critics' praise for
successful examples of such paintings points to just this reconciliation of values: the execution
seems loose and lax, they say, but the forms are nonetheless complete. The rock and tree and
bamboo of Plate 80 seem to have come into existence in the same natural, spontaneous way as
their models in the real world; there is no sense of artifice, of conscious planning. The bird
perches quietly on its branch, not disturbing the stillness of its surroundings.

4. R E A L I S M V E R S U S E X P R E S S I O N I S M

A controversy has gone on in recent years among scholars of Chinese painting over whether
Yuan painting should be seen as primarily realistic in character, or whether, on the contrary,
its direction of development is, in relation to Sung painting, away from realism. It must be
obvious from the paintings we have considered thus far that evidence can easily be adduced to
support either view; and in many cases even the same painting can be cited as exemplifying
either. Perhaps a truer view would see Yuan painting as being more deeply concerned than
Chinese painting either before or after, in both theory and practice, with the issues of descriptive
realism versus painting as ink-on-paper surface, of fidelity to nature versus expressive distortion.

Already in the Sung, departures from realism were sometimes conspicuous and conscious,
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especially among the literati artists: Su Shih, if we can take the paintings ascribed to him as evi-
dence, painted unnaturally contorted trees and rocks that looked like clam shells and remarked
that "anyone judging painting on the criterion of likeness is the next thing to a child." But these
departures were not yet sufficiently widespread or critically accepted to deflect the main course
of painting. In the Ming period, on the other hand, there is little of the serious involvement with
the rendering of organic form, the textures of objects and their spatial settings, that we see in
much Yuan painting. In the early Ch'ing, during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the
tension between natural image and individualist manipulations of it was again very much an issue,
but in a very different context.

The Yuan, then, was the period in which the painter could play back and forth with widest
latitude between likeness and anti-likeness or seek new ways of overcoming this seeming an-
tithesis, of communicating a representational meaning in a new brush-language which, although
its syntax and vocabulary might be unfamiliar, continued to render its content intelligible. We
should remember that with Sung painting—both in its surviving examples and in the works of
conservative Yuan imitators of the Sung—still making up the background against which his own
work was set, the Yuan scholar-artist was given an opportunity, not available equally to artists
of all periods, of violating his viewers' expectations for particular effects. Such an opportunity
lasts, of course, only as long as the expectations have not been too frequently violated, or not
in directions consistent enough to build up new sets of expectations.

For the Yuan-period theorists, the attachment of value to verisimilitude was an outworn no-
tion; since they usually left the basic question of "lifelikeness" (truth to what reality?) unexam-
ined, they found it easy to follow the lead of Su Shih in scoffing at those who still held it to be
what mattered most in painting. The literati point of view on this matter finds its clearest expo-
sition in the writing of T'ang Hou, whose Hua-chien, written around 1328, contains this often-
quoted passage:

' 'The real secret of looking at a painting is this: first look at its ch'i-ytin ("spirit consonance'');
then consider the meaning of its brushwork and its structural properties, its composition and
coloring; after all these, consider its formal likeness [to its subject]. These are the six methods
[criteria]. When you look at a landscape, an ink-bamboo, plum, or orchid, an old tree or strange
rock, flowers or birds in ink, and so on—plays with brush and ink in which men of high character
and outstanding scholars have embodied their exhilarated feelings and sketched their ideas—you
simply cannot approach them through formal likeness. First one looks at their natural truth,
then at the meaning of their brushwork; face to face with them, one forgets brush and ink al-
together ; thus one gets at their real flavor.''

To put such essentially indefinable qualities as "spirit consonance" and "natural truth" fore-
most among criteria for judging paintings is to maintain that the finest qualities of paintings are
in fact beyond definition. To put "formal likeness" at the bottom is to offer a deliberate
affront to the philistines, who, no doubt, then as always, insisted that a good painting must be
a good likeness of its subject. The inadequacy of T'ang Hou's series of criteria, and of such Chi-
nese theorizing more generally, lies in its not dealing seriously with basic problems: departures
from "formal likeness" are compatible with good painting, yes, but what kinds of departures,
in what direction? Good brushwork, yes, but good in what way?

In fact, a subtle and gradual but historically crucial shift was taking place in painting, one
that art theory was not yet able truly to accommodate, although in a sense it already had accomo-
dated to it, perhaps to some degree stimulated it, by its high-minded insistence that verisimil-
itude was not an ultimate goal. The more calligraphic manners of drawing had generally, before
the Yuan, been employed as means of inducing into the picture an air of ease, spontaneity, the
liveliness of implied movement. The reduction of an image, until then usually rendered in a
painstaking outline-and-color method, to a system of descriptive and characterizing brush-
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strokes—one deft stroke rendering a segment of bamboo stalk, or an orchid leaf, or the entire
upper surface of a rock—was to involve no essential loss in the presentation of that image, com-
plete and comprehensible, to the viewer. But the independently expressive capacity of such a
system of brushstrokes—a capacity long recognized in calligraphy—was recognized also for paint-
ing already in the Sung period; and in the Yuan, artists increasingly exploited this freedom from the
demands of representation. The old, implied reservation—"But only so long as nothing essential
to the image is lost"—came to be forgotten or ignored. By the time of Ni Tsan, as we shall see,
the artist could take a perverse pride in the fact that his paintings did not have much resemblance
to their subjects.

Literati-painting theory in the Yuan stands in roughly the same relationship to the Sung as
does painting. Much of what it offers is not fundamentally new, but its emphasis shifts away from
a representational theory, or one that holds (as many Sung and earlier writers did) that the paint-
ing must convey the "conception" or "inherent nature" of what it depicts rather than the
outward shape, toward a theory in which the painting expresses in its forms something of the
artist's thought and character.

Yang Wei-chen, for instance, writes this in his preface to Hsia Wen-yen's T'u-hui pao-chien
(ca. 136S): "Calligraphy and painting are really one. Gentlemen-scholars who are good painters
are always good calligraphers as well; their painting method has something of their calligraphy
method in it. This being so, how could one expect common and unrefined people to achieve
anything in painting? . . . Although there are rules and patterns by which painting can be
mastered through study, the qualities of the 'divine' and 'wonderful' [shen, miao] come rather
from the artist's inherent nature and cannot possibly be attained through such rules and patterns.
Thus, the quality of the painting, its excellence or worthlessness, is a function of the personal
quality, the nobility or baseness, of the artist." It may also be noted that, as a literary critic,
Yang took the same view of poetry, holding that the content of the poem and its use of traditional
form and style were less important factors in determining its quality than were the temperament
and nature of the poet.

Wu C H E N The interplay of painting and calligraphy, description and expression, is well
illustrated in the bamboo paintings of Wu Chen, who was as famous in his lifetime for this genre
of painting as for his landscapes (already considered in Chapter 2) and who was, judging from sur-
viving works, the best bamboo painter of the Yuan dynasty. Most of what we have is from his
late years and shows an absolute mastery of the medium.

His inscription on "Stalks of Bamboo Beside a Rock" (PI. 81), painted in 1347 when he was
sixty-eight by Chinese count, begins with the statement "I have been studying bamboo painting
half my life." As the work of someone with thirty-four years of practice it is remarkably unas-
suming, with no suggestion of technical display or bravura gesture. A loaf-shaped, moss-topped
rock provides the matter-of-fact opening of the composition; behind it, arrayed along a short
diagonal recession, are two spindly stalks of bamboo and a clump of sprigs. They are set on a ground
indicated only by horizontal strokes of dilute ink and a few weeds. These make up the whole of
the painting, which stands midway between the kind of composition that seems to represent its
subjects in a segment of the real world, pervaded by space, blown by wind, surrounded by other
living things, and the kind that affords them only an abstract, ink-on-paper mode of being.

The effect here is of isolation and, by implication, loneliness; Wu Chen's rock and bamboo
claim a degree of three-dimensional existence, but they are all that does exist in their special and
confined sphere. The thinness of the bamboo stalks, the pale tone in which they are painted, the
bare twigs that speak of leaves lost through hardship and passage of time, the drooping mien of
the few groups of leaves that remain, are all affecting; the plainness of the rock contributes to
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the impoverished feeling of the whole. This is another picture in which one senses, in the paint-
er's treatment of his subject, a quality of compassion. The beautifully written inscription com-
pletes the composition, which would be unbalanced without it.

In 1350, on Bamboo Drunk Day (the thirteenth of the fifth lunar month, when one drank a
special "bamboo-leaf wine"), Wu Chen painted one of the masterworks of the bamboo genre,
"Windblown Branch of Bamboo" (PI. 82). The balance of calligraphy and painting is even finer
here than in the 1347 work. The artist's inscription is about equal in compositional weight to
the painting and relates how Su Shih painted the picture of a bamboo branch on which this one
is loosely based: caught in a rainstorm while walking in the mountains, he took refuge in a
friend's house and, while still wet from the rain, the sound of the storm in his ears, painted the
picture by candlelight, capturing in the wind-tossed branch the excitement of the moment. The
composition was later engraved in stone. Wu Chen found the stone on a trip to Wu-hsing, broken
in two (all stone engravings after Su's works of calligraphy and painting were ordered broken
when Su fell into temporary political disfavor and was banished), and made a rubbing of it.

The composition delighted him so, he goes on to tell in his inscription, that for some time
afterward he could scarcely take up his brush without doing another copy of it. One of the others
still survives, a leaf in an album done just twelve days before "Windblown Branch. "2i It re-
sembles the larger picture only in broad design; clearly, these were not exact, stroke-for-stroke
copies. In the album-leaf version the bamboo stalk is bent evenly in a single arc, like a drawn
bow. With the taller format and greater space of the hanging-scroll version seen in our plate, Wu
has been able to impart more tension to the basic line of the branch, which is broken into taut
segments, each yielding with its own degree of resilience to the pressure of the wind. The con-
summation of an upward progression is reached in the last leaf on the topmost twig, blown near-
ly horizontal, seen almost edgewise as a sliver of black, dragging the twig back as it quivers in
the stream of air.

So successful is this aspect of the painting, its evocation of life, strength, movement, wind,
that one is scarcely aware of its flatness—it belongs to the category of "shadow bamboo,"
images of the kind that bamboo might cast by moonlight against a paper window. (So goes the
legend of the origin of ink bamboo—the artist, seeing and admiring this shadow, traces it with his
brush, creating the first example of the genre.) The leaves are all of the same rich blackness, with
no suggestion of a further plane. Yet the picture has at least as much immediacy, is as effective
in presenting sympathetically the appearance and attributes of bamboo, as the more spatially
conceived painting of Plate 81.

"Formal likeness" is in fact too broad, too vague a concept to be very useful; nor are three-
dimensionality or the absence of calligraphic impetuousness keys to whatever realistic tendencies
Yuan painting may exhibit. Wu Chen's "Windblown Branch," when one looks at it more close-
ly, proves to have been painted with a remarkable fluency; one feels empathically the move-
ments of the artist that impelled his brush across the surface of the paper in a fluid contact that
left these lines and strokes which double back and continue forward, deflect slightly from their
course without weakening, swell or thin for no clear representational reason, and yet are always
subject to the tight organization, the structure of movement, of the whole. No better example
could be offered of a painting in which the artist has "embodied his exhilaration" or of a paint-
ing that captures the "essential nature" of windblown bamboo.

Ni TSAN Once the idea is current in critical theory that a good painting need not resemble
its subject closely, some artist must sooner or later take the next step and boast of the nonresem-
blance of his paintings, with the implication that they therefore occupy some higher, supra-
representational plane. The first Chinese artist to take this illogical, very modern position seems
to have been Ni Tsan.
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painting. It should be seen as Messrs. Ku, Chang, Yang, and Ni intended it to be seen, as a record
of the interaction of four personalities, and of calligraphy and painting, and of words and images,
and of ink and brush and paper.

Nothing in Yuan painting could exemplify better than this picture the total overthrow of Sung
standards and ideals. The Yuan revolution in painting was complete.
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CHAPTER 1

1. Bush, pp. 87-117.
2. An account of these developments in Euro-

pean art theory and practice, of special relevance
to Chinese art theory, is to be found in Wittkower.
In their final chapters the Wittkowers point out
the serious limitations of "seeing the man in his
works" as an approach to works of art or to art
history.

3. See Lee and Ho, Chinese Art, pp. 76-77. Ho's
essay, "Chinese Under the Mongols," is a pene-
trating study of the interaction of history and art
in this period.

4. Another, even slighter work of the same kind
in the former Ada Small Moore Collection, Yale
University Art Museum, may also be genuine; I
have not studied it carefully. See Hackney and Yau,
No. 26. There is also a version of the Osaka paint-
ing in the Freer Gallery (reproduced in Siren,
Chinese Painting, HI, PI. 362A), but it is clearly a
late copy. Even if the awkwardness of the com-
position did hot give it away, with the longest
leaves forming a kind of Gothic arch where in the
Osaka version they are more effectively integrated,
the artist's inscription containing the date would
betray the copy: on the genuine painting it is
stamped on by woodblock, excepting the char-
acters for the month and day, which are filled in by
brush; on the Freer version this square woodblock
script is clumsily imitated in brush writing.

5. Siren, Chinese Painting, III, Pi. 323-24.
6. Quoted in P'ei-wen-chai shu-hua-p'u, Ch. 52,

p. 2b.
7. The available biographical material and con-

temporary and later appraisals of Ch'ien's painting
are to be found in my article "Ch'ien Hsiian."

8. See Fong, "The Problem of Ch'ien Hsuan,"
in which a fine small picture of a sparrow on a
branch is judged, on the basis of its realism and high
quality, to be a work of the master, despite the
fact that the "Ch'ien Hsiian" seal on it is, as the
author grants, "clearly spurious." Sherman Lee
believes the same painting to be earlier than
Ch'ien's time, by a Southern Sung artist (see Lee
and Ho, Chinese Art, p. 29.

9. Wen-hua ta-k'o-ming, PI. 135. See also Liu,
pp. 64-66. Liu deals with the implications of
Ch'ien Hsuan's adopting a new name to inscribe
on his works.

10. Edwards, "Mou I's Colophon."
11. T'ao, Ch. 7, p. 6b.
12. Tokyo National Museum, So gen no kaiga,

PI. 65-66.
13. Siren, Chinese Painting, III, PI. 271. This

and a slightly earlier scroll in the same collection
by an artist named Wang Hsi-meng appear to be
the best surviving Sung examples of blue-and-green
landscapes. The "Isles of the Immortals" scroll at-
tributed to the eleventh-century Wang Shen (re-
produced in Chinese Art Treasures, Geneva, 1961,
No. 30) cannot be earlier than the time of Ch'ien
Hsiian.

14. This revival, and literary and pictorial evi-
dence for the early works on which it was based,
has been studied by Barnhart in Marriage of the Lord.

15. Loehr, Chinese Painting.
16. Chu-tsing Li: The Autumn Colors; "The

Freer Sheep and Goat"; "Stages of Development" ;
and "The Uses of the Past."
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17. Mongol paintings clearly based on Chinese
models, probably of the Yuan dynasty, represent-
ing horses and groom are to be seen in an album
in the Topkapi Museum; see Ettinghausen, I, p.
102, and Ipsiroglu, pp. 69-87.

18. In Yu, I, p. 92; quoted from Chao Ch'i-
mei, T'ieh-wang shan-hu (ca. 1600).

19. "The Freer Sheep and Goat," p. 319.
20. Mote, "Confucian Eremitism," pp. 236-

38.
21. Chao Meng-fu's works in the Li-Kuo mode,

apart from the small "River Village: The Pleasures
of Fishing'' to be considered below, seem to sur-
vive only in copies. The best among them are two
handscrolls: "Tall Cliffs by the River," in the
Palace Museum, Taipei (YH 1), dated 1313, illus-
trated in Three Hundred Masterpieces, No. 145; and
"Two Pines by the River," in the Metropolitan
Museum, New York, illustrated in Siren, Chinese
Painting, VI, Pi. 23.

22. The passage is from the ninth-century Li-
tai ming-hua chi (Record of Painting of Successive
Periods) by Chang Yen-yuan; the rendering is
taken from Barnhart, Marriage, pp. 46-47.

23. Siren, Chinese Painting, III, PI. 10.
24. Siren, Chinese Painting, III, PI. 26-28.
25. The rendering is adapted from Wai-kam Ho

(see Lee and Ho, Chinese Art, p. 91); I follow Ho's
interpretation of the poem.

26. An extended study of this painting has been
published in Chu-tsing Li, The Autumn Colors. I have
taken both information and ideas freely from Li's
writing, although my understanding of the paint-
ing differs in some respects from his.

2 7. For an unpublished s tudy of this painting see
Vinograd.

28. Lee and Ho, Chinese Art, No. 223.
29. The painting, called Ch'in-hui t'u in Chinese,

is owned by C. C. Wang, New York, and is un-
published. Whether it is an original or a Ming-
period copy is a problem that awaits investigation.

CHAPTER 2

1. The practice of "exchange of gifts" as a less
demeaning mode of payment for artists than money
was common also in Europe; see Wittkower, p.
23.

2. Siren, Chinese Painting, VI, Pi. 58.
3. Chang, pp. 207-27; offprint, p. 10. Adapted

from Chang's translation.
4. Tung, I, A, 3, p. 13b.
5. The example by Chao Meng-fu, "A Fisher-

man on an Autumn River," is not preserved in the
original but in a copy made by the Ming painter
Yao Shou; it is dated 1476 and is in the Peking
Palace Museum (see Famous Chinese Painting, PI.
99). The Chao Yung painting is in Lee and Ho,
Chinese Art, No. 229.

6. Freer Gallery of Art (16.539). Reproduced
in Kokka, No. 273 (1914), p. 203.

7. Wakimoto, SokurO: Chosen meiga-fu [Famous
Korean Paintings], Tokyo, 1937; PI. 19.

8. Siren, Chinese Painting, III, Pi. 249-50.
9. The Wu Yuan-chih "Red Cliff" scroll

{Chinese Art Treasures, No. 46) represents such a
linear reduction of the Li T'ang manner, and a
"Sun Chih-wei" scroll formerly owned by J. D.
Ch'en, Hongkong, now in the Nelson Gallery,
Kansas City, shows the subjection of the Li-Kuo
manner to the same process. See also the landscape
by Kuo Min, a Li-Kuo follower who worked in the
north during the thirteenth century (Lee and Ho,
Chinese Art, No. 223).

10. These dates for T'ang Ti's birth and death,
as well as other information on his life, are taken
from Kao Mu-shen.

11. The biographical information summarized
here is from Tsun-Ju-chai chi, Supplement; the
work is included in Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an, II. I am
grateful to Chu-tsing Li for reading and correcting
my original draft of this paragraph.

12. See Chu-tsing Li, "Development of Paint-
ing," pp. 494-95; Chu Te-jun's "Pavilion of
Flowering Fields" is reproduced there as Pi. 18.
A modern copy of the scroll is in the Freer Gallery.
A handscroll by Chu Te-jun that is closely related
to the Peking scroll in style, but which would seem
to precede it in date since the forms still belong to
the Kuo Hsi repertory, is reproduced in Chagoku
meigasha (Tokyo, 1945), I, PI. 89-90.

13. Siren, Chinese Painting, VI, PI. 92-93
14. "Rocks and Trees." Besides providing in-

formation on Ts'ao, this study is valuable for its
treatment of the Li-Kuo tradition generally.

15. Richard Barnhart, in "The 'Snowscape,' "
has recently advanced the interesting idea that a
snowscape in the Palace Museum, Taipei, attributed
to Chii-jan but actually agreeing better with literary
descriptions of the paintings by Li Ch'eng, might
be by this Feng Ch'in, who was a eunuch in the
court of Emperor Hui-tsung.

16. Siren, Chinese Painting, VI, PI. 85.
17. See the article by Shen Fu, in which he

argues for Yang's authorship of the painting. I had
come to a similar conclusion, but without having
made so strong a case for this theory as Fu does.
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CHAPTER 3

1. See Barnhart, p. S3.
2. This translation is based on one I made

twenty years ago, as a student in Kyoto, with help
from Professor ShujirO Shimada. I would like to
acknowledge his assistance but at the same time
make it clear that he is not responsible for what-
ever inaccuracies may remain.

3. Lin-ch'uan kao-chih chi, by Kuo Hsi, compiled
and edited by his son Kuo Ssu about 1100. A good
translation of most of the text is in Siren, Chinese
Painting, I, pp. 220-28.

4. The scroll was first published, with unclear
reproductions that allowed no judgment of its
authenticity, in Hsu Pang-ta, "Huang Kung-wang
'Ch'i-shan yu-i t'u' chen-wei ssu-pen k'ao," Wen-
wu (1973, No. 5), pp. 62-6S. I had the opportunity
to see and study the scroll in Peking in December,
1973, was convinced of its genuineness, and made
the slides from which the reproductions included
here were taken. A landscape dated 133S and
published in a blurred plate in Ming-jen shu-hua, 23
(1922), Pi. 2, may be earlier but is similarly un-
assessable until the original, or at least a better re-
production, can be seen.

5. As an indication of the divergence of opinion
on problems of authenticity in the works of Ni
Tsan among leading authorities, we may note that
Wang Chi-ch'ien, probably the foremost tradi-
tional Chinese connoisseur now active, accepts no
less than forty-two paintings as genuine works of
the artist (see his article "Ni Yun-lin," English
summary, p. 19), while Wen Fong was at one time
inclined to accept only one, "Jung-hsi Studio"
(see his "Chinese Painting"). Most scholars, in-
cluding the present author, would argue for a sur-
viving oeuvre somewhere between these extremes
in number, perhaps a dozen to fifteen paintings, or
a few more if one includes minor pictures of
bamboo.

6. YV 87; see Ku-hrng shu-hua chi, XVII (1932),
PI. 5.

7. Siren, Chinese Painting, VI, PI. 94. I have not
seen the painting but suspect it from photographs
of being a copy—the drawing is dull, the writing
clumsy.

8. See their "Study of Wang Meng's Master-
piece."

9. Siren, Chinese Painting, W, p. 85.
10. Loehr, "Srudie iiber Wang Mong."
11. Chih designates both a kind of wild iris and

a variety of fungus, the polypore. In the present
context, it would seem to be the iris that is meant.

Lan is an orchidaceous plant, often rendered as
"epidendrum."

12. Rowley, Pi. 24.
13. Three Hundred Masterpieces, V, No. 194.
14. Chu-tsing Li's biography of Fang Tsung-i for

the Ming Biographical History project adds much
new information and corrects many often-repeated
mistakes.

15. In Li Ts'un (1281-1354), Ssu-an chi, ch. 30;
quoted in P'ei-wen-chai shu-hua p'u, ch. 54, p. 29a.

16. Mote, The Poet Kao Ch'i, an exemplary work
of cultural history, gives a vivid picture of Soochow
literary and artistic circles and of the political vicis-
situdes of the city during the Yuan-Ming transition.

17. Lee and Ho, Chinese Art, No. 264.
18. Quoted from Mote, The Poet Kao Ch'i, p. 98.

CHAPTER 4

1. See Bibliography under Wang I.
2. Chuang Su, Peking reprint, p. 18.
3. Tokyo National Museum, So-Gen nokaiga, PI.

47-48.
4. Toda, "Figure Painting," pp. 396-400.
5. See the Tokyo National Museum catalogue,

Gen-dai doshaku.
6. The information on the artist and on the

painting here reproduced was supplied by Dr.
Yoshiaki Shimizu, who has made a study of Yin-t'o-
lo's works that will be published in the near future.

7. Five of them are reproduced in the Tokyo
National Museum's Gen-dai doshaku, Nos. 25-29.
The sixth is in the Cleveland Museum; see Lee
and Ho, Chinese Art, No. 208.

8. An important addition to the small number
of works by Yuan court painters is a handscroll il-
lustrating T'ao Ch'ien's "Homecoming" ode, in
the Chi-lin Provincial Museum, by Ho Ch'eng (ca.
1218-1309). See the article by Hsueh Yung-nien.

9. See Thomas Lawton, Chinese Figure Painting
(Washington, D.C., 1973), No. 3, for the earliest
and best version.

10. The biographical notes on Jen Jen-fa are
based on Marc Wilson's paper "The Jen Jen-fa
Tradition." Mr. Wilson is presently preparing a
full-scale study of this artist.

11. For the bird-and-flower painting, see Shang-
hai po-wu-kuan, PI. 11; for the Peking scroll, Siren,
Chinese Painting, VI, PI. 40-41.

12. The Fogg Museum scroll is dated 1314 (see
Siren, Chinese Painting, VI, PI. 38). The Nelson
Gallery scroll, dated 1324, is unpublished. For the
Cleveland Museum scroll, undated, see Lee and
Ho, Chinese Art, No. 188.
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13. Cahill, Chinese Painting, p. 72.
14. The attribution is made in a title, preserved

on the mounting of the painting, written by the
early twelfth-century emperor Hui-tsung. This and
the presence of Sung seals on the painting, together
with the half-seal of the early Ming (late fourteenth
century) palace inventory, have been taken as evi-
dence for a dating in the early Sung period. I accept
this dating provisionally and with some reser-
vations.

5S. The statement is attributed to the late Yuan-
period monk-painter Chiieh-yin and is quoted from
his literary works by the late Ming writer Li Jih-
hua; see T'ei-wen-chai, ch. XVI, p. 22 A.

16. Complete German translation in Lippe;
partial English translation in Siren, Chinese Paint-
ing, IV, pp. 39^4 .

17. The text, the earliest extant dealing with
this subject, exists in four manuscript copies, all

preserved in Japan. It was first introduced by Sha-
jiro Shimada, "Sosai baifu"; see also Bush, pp.
139-4-5.

18. Bush's translation, p. 144.
19. A biography of Wang Mien that provides

much more information than was previously avail-
able and corrects many mistakes appearing in ear-
lier accounts of him has been prepared for the Ming
Biographical History project by Chu-tsing Li. I have
drawn on it for this account.

20. A long, excellent study of him was pub-
lished by Chu-tsing Li, "The Oberlin Orchid."

21. Li, Lin-ts'an, "Chung-kuo," PI. 8.
22. Both inscriptions are taken from collections

of Ni Tsan's writings, the first from Aft Yiin-lin
hsien-sheng shih-chi (Supplement, pp. Sa-b) and the
second from Ch'ing-pi-ko chi (ch. X, p. 5a).

23. The story is told in Shen Hao, Hua chu, edit.
Mei-shu ts'ung-shu, I, 6, p. 5b.
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Academy painting, Sung dynasty, 3-4, 18, 19, 21,
22, 50, 67, 72, 74-76, 112, 131, 153, 154,
156; archaistic revival of old styles in, 21-22;
depiction of scholars in, 67, 72; symbolic
subject matter of, 18; traditions continued into
the Yuan, 50, 67, 74-76, 153, 154, 156

Academy tradition, Ming dynasty, 4, 67, 151, 153
Alberti, Leon Battista, "On Painting," 6
alum rocks MM, 71, 86, 112, 117, 130
amateur painting. See scholar-amateur painting;

see also monk-amateur artists under Ch'an Bud-
dhist painting

A n C h ' i £ f t 112
anonymous masters: "Bodhidharma," 151, Color

PI. 7; "Hills in Fog," 49, 67, PI. 20; "Pines
and Houses by a River," 77, PI. 30; "Portrait
of Ni Tsan," 114, 116, 134, PI. 45-46;
"Spring Mountains," 82-83, 84, Pi. 36

archaism, 5, 6, 18, 21-22, 35, 40-41, 130, 133,
151, 153; in blue-and-green landscape paint-
ing, 22, 35, 40-41, 130; in figure painting, 21-
22, 133, 151, 153

architecture, depiction of, 74
Arhats, 134
"Assembled Embroideries of Yuan Masters"

(Yuan-jen chi-chiri), 129
"Autumn Clearing over a Fishing Lodge," Ni

Tsan, 118, PL 49
"Autumn Colors on the Ch'iao and Hua Moun-

tains," Chao Meng-fu, 36, 41-43, 44, 45, 50,
117, 121, PI. 12, 14

"Autumn Groves and Myriad Valleys," Wang
Meng, 127

"Autumn Melon and Grasses," Ch'ien Hsixan, 21,
PI. 5

"Autumn Mountains," Wu Chen (old attribution
to Chu-jan), 43, 71, PI. 24

"Autumn Scene with Quail and Sparrows," Wang
Yuan, 151, 157-58, Pi. 73

"awkwardness," 35, 77
"axe-cut" ts'un 3?§8& 74

"Bamboo," Li K'an, 160, PI. 75
"Bamboo in Wind," attributed to T'an Chih-jui,

159, PI. 74
bamboo, old trees, and rocks 162-63, 175-76,

PI. 80, 83, 84, 85
bamboo painting, 17, 156, 157, 158-60, 165-66,

175; affinity of, with calligraphy, 158-59; Li
K'an, 159-60; Ni Ts'an, 166, 175; symbolism
of, 158; treatise on, 159-60; Wu Chen, 165-66

"Banquet by Lantern Light," Ma Yuan, PI. 89
bhikshu (mendicant monk), 126
bird-and-flower painting, 40, 155, 156-58, 179

(n. 8); Ch'en Lin, 157; Meng Yii-chien, 156-
57; Wang Yuan, 157-58

blossoming plum, 17, 69, 156, 158, 160-61;
Wang Mien, 160-61; Wu T'ai-su, 160

blue-and-green landscape painting, 22, 35, 36, 40-
41, 44, 49, 130; Chao Meng-fu, 40-41; Ch'en
Ju-yen, 130; Ch'ien Hsiian, 22, 35

"Bodhidharma," anonymous, 151, Color PI. 7
Book of Changes (I Ching), 69, 81
Buddhism, 19, 85, 115, 125-26; Red Turban

sect, 85, 115. See also Ch'an Buddhism
Buddhist painting, 133, 134, 157. See also Ch'an

Buddhist painting

calligraphy, 4, 5, 6, 18, 39-40, 43, 47, 79, 82,
120, 125, 134, 158, 159, 162, 165, 166, 175,

189
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176; relationship of, to painting, 4—5, 18, 47,
159, 162 165; Chao Meng-fu, 39-40; Ch'ien-
lung, emperor, 39-40, 43; Chung-feng Ming-
pen, 134; Wang Meng, 120, 125; Wang Yuan,
158; Wu Chen, 165-66; Yang Wei-chen, 82,
1S8, 165, 175

Canton WM, 17
Central Asians, 6, 48, 155
"Central Mountain, The" (Chung-shan t'u), Wu

Chen, 69-70, PI. 27
Ch'a-ching 3?g (The Classic of Tea), Lu Yii, 129
Cha-ch'i-weng V&m (Ch'ien Hsiian), 20
Ch'an iff Buddhism, 86, 151, 158
Ch'an Buddhist painting, 4, 49, 73, 76, 134, 151,

152—53, 160—61; monk-amateur artists, 4, 151,
152; "Bodhidharma," anonymous portrait,
151, Color PI. 7; portraits of Ch'an masters,
134; P'u-ming, 161; Yin-t'o-lo, 152-53

Ch'ang-chou -fffl, 175
Chang Kuang-pin, 125
"Chang Kuo-lao Conjuring a Miniature Mule,"

Jen Jen-fa, 155
Chang Lu HfB, 86
Chang Shen, 5i» 175-76; "Old Tree, Bamboo,

and Rock'' (together with Ku An and Ni Tsan),
175-76, PI. 85

Chang Shih-ch'eng S±IS, 115, 120, 121, 128,
129, 130

Chang Shih-hsin 5i±ft, 115
Ch'ang-shu #lft, 85
Chang Wu mm, 153-54; "The Nine Songs,"

153-54, PI. 70
Chang Ytt Sffi, 114, 116, 120, 151
Chang Yuan Kit, 75-76; "Travelers in Early

Winter," attributed to, 75-76, PI. 29
Chao Lin 38IS. 155
Chao Ling-jang ffi^S, 22, 41, 49
Chao Meng-chien mTkM, 20
Chao Meng-fu m&m, 19, 20, 21, 36, 37, 38-4-6,

47, 48, 49, 50, 67, 70, 71, 77, 78, 79, 80, 83,
85, 86, 88, 89, 90, 113, 117, 120, 121, 123,
130, 134, 151, 153, 155, 157, 158, 162-63;
"Autumn Colors on the Ch'iao and Hua Moun-
tains," 36, 41^-3, 44, 45, 50, 117, 121, Pis.
12-14; "A Ch'in Meeting" (Ch'in-hui t'u), 45,
180 (n. 29); "East Mountain in Lake Tung-
t'ing," 43-44, 45, 71, PI. 17; "Gazing at a
Stream," 44-45, PI. 18; "A Horse and Groom
in the Wind," 38, 163, PI. 8; "The Mind
Landscape of Hsieh Yu-ytt," 40-41, PI. 10-11;
"River Village: The Pleasures of Fishing," 44,83,
Color PI. 2; "Rock, Bamboo, and Old Tree,"
162-63; PI. 84; "Rock, Bamboo, and Old
Tree with Bird," attributed to, 163, PI. 80:

"Sheep and Goat," 39-40, 157, 163, Pi. 9 ,
"Tall Cliffs by the River," 180 (n. 21); "Two
Pines by a River," 180 (n. 21); "Village by
the Water," 44, 45-46, 70, 80, 85, 88, PI. 13,
15-16

Chao Po-chu Mm, 35,41
Chao Yuan mM (or %), 121, 129-30; "Lion

Grove" (Shih-tzu Lin, together with Ni Tsan),
129; "Lu Yii Brewing Tea," 129, Pi. 63

Chao Yung BM 40, 71, 155
Chekiang ftffll Province, 47, 78, 85, 134, 156,

160, 175
Ch'en Chung-mei SlftiS (Ch'en Lin), 157
Cheng Mo §E3£ (Cheng Ssu-hsiao), 16
Cheng So-nan iflfiW. See Cheng Ssu-hsiao
Cheng Ssu-hsiao ftJift. 16-17, 18-19, 20, 41,

161, 179 (n. 4); "Orchids," 16-17; 18-19, 20,
41, 161, PI. 1

Ch'en Hung-shou &&&, 82
Ch'en Ju-chih Mikm (Ch'en Wei-yin), 115, 121,

130
Ch'en Ju-yen Plfea, 115, 117, 121,130, 154-55;

"Firewood Gatherer of Mount Lo-fou," 130,
PI. 60; "Meng-tzu and His Mother," 154-55,
PI. 71

Ch'en Lin flUM, 50, 89, 151, 157; "Duck on a
River Bank" 151, 157, PI. 77; "River Land-
scape" SO, PI. 22

Ch'en Shen BKif, 16
Chen-tung H3C Province (Manchuria), 79
Ch'en Wei-yin WtiIt See Ch'en Ju-chih
Che school #rfl§, 67
ch'i « , 127
Chia-hoSft. 73
Chia-hsing £ » , 47, 68, 69, 73
Chiang-che £E$f Province, 79
Chiang-nan UM (South of the River), 15, 21, 36,

38, 47, 50, 69, 71-72, 85, 112, 114, 116, 117,
120, 128, 129, 131, 151; literature of, 21;
painting of, 36, 47, 50, 71-72, 112, 116-17,
129, 151; political and social situation in, 15,
38, 69, 85, 114, 120, 128, 131

Ch'iao i&UU and Hua Mountains H(^£)HJ, 41
Ch'iao Chung-ch'ang Sttft , 42, 113; "Ode on

the Red Cliff," 42, 113, Pi. 93
Ch'ien Hsuan &g, 19-37, 38, 39, 41, 42, 46,

82, 123, 133, 153, 154, 156, 157, 158, 163;
"Autumn Melon and Grasses," 21, PI. S;
"Dwelling in the Floating Jade Mountains," 21,
35-37, 38, 42, 82, PI. 7; "Gardenia," 20-21,
PI. 4; "Lotuses," 19-20, 21, Pi. 3; "Wang
Hsi-chih Watching Geese," 35, 41, Color PI.
1; "Yang Kuei-fei Mounting a Horse," 21, 22,
39, PI. 6



Chien-k'ang g $ , (Nanking), 86
Ch'ien-lung &&, emperor, 40, 43, 112
Ch'ien-t'ang ®3t (near Hangchow), 126
Ch'ien Te-chun £Etg$, 45
chih %. (iris), 126
Chi-hsiang Ta-sheng Temple * # ± l g ^ , 73
Chi-lin Provincial Museum, 181 (n. 8 of 4)
ch'in W, 45, 80, 114, 155
Chin dynasty W$B, 40
Chin dynasty &H, 4, 77, 78, 153
Ch'ing-dynasty painting, 89, 164
Ch'ing-pi-ko SH53K (Ni Tsan's library), 114, 116
Ch'ing-te-chiao Temple £ & » # , 73
Ching Yuan Chai ^ x ^ , Color PI. 4
Ch'in-hvi t'u ^ # H (A CA'in Meeting), Chao

Meng-fu, 45, 180 (n. 29)
Chin-ling & ^ (Nanking), 87
"Ch'in Meeting, A" (Ch'in-hui t'u), Chao Meng-fu,

45, 180 (n. 29)
chin-shih jiitib degree, 19
Chion-in, Kyoto, PI. 66
Ch'i-shan yu-i t'u illUME© (Rivers and Hills Be-

fore Rain), Huang Kung-wang, 88-90, 112, 117,
PI. 38-39

Ch'iu Ying 0i3l, 154
Ch'iu Yiian 0lit, 157
ch'i-yun M.H& (spirit resonance), 39, 164
Cho-keng-lu KtfFIg, T'ao Tsung-i, 86, 134
Chou Mi mfa 17, 41
Chou Wen-chii SXffi, 153
Chil-ch'tiAK, 125
Ch'u Huan If &, 154
Chu-jan g*S, 36, 43, 49, 70, 71, 120
chii-jen #iA degree, 155
Chung-feng Ming-pen 't'SrKJ^, 134
"Chung-k'uei Traveling with His Sister and a Ret-

inue of Demons," Kung K'ai, 17
ch'ung-p'ing t'u Sffflfl (double screen picture),

153
Chung-shan t'u +HJ@ (The Central Mountain), Wu

Chen, 69-70, PI. 27
Chu-p'u VlfH (Treatise on Bamboo), Li K'an, 159
Ch'u-shih Fan-ch'i *B*SF, 152
ChuT 'an*« , 19
Chu Te-jun * & $ , 50, 79-80; "Pavilion of

Flowering Fields," 79-80; "Playing the Ch'in
Beneath Pines," 80, PI. 33; Tsun-fu-chai chi, 79

Ch'u Yuan BW. 17, 154
ChuYuan-chang*xm, 115,120, 128, 129, 131,

161
Classic of Tea (Ch'a-ching), Lu Yu, 129
classics, 4, 5, 48
"Clearing After Snow on Mountain Peaks," Ts'ao

Chih-po, 83-84, 86, PI. 37
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"Clearing Skies over Hills in Spring," Ma Wan,
129, 130, PI. 62

Cleveland Museum of Art, 155, PI. 60, 64, 70, 73
"Clouds Encircling Luxuriant Peaks," Kao K'o-

kung, 48-49, 83, Pi. 19
"Cloudy Mountains," Fang Tsung-i, 128, PI. 61
colophons, 19
color, 67, 86
commercialism, 5, 6, 17, 20, 69. See also profes-

sional painting
Confucianism, 79, 86, 133, 154-55, .160
court painters, Yuan dynasty, 134, 153, 181 (n. 8

of 4)
"crab-claw" g/R branches, 77
Crawford Collection, New York, 116, Pis. 47, 93
Cubists, 111
"Cut-off Mountain Picture" (portion of "Dwell-

ing in the Fu-ch'un Mountains"), Huang Kung-
wang, 111-12, PI. 41, 44

Daisen-ji, Yamanashi Prefecture, PI. 76
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto, 21
divination, IS, 69, 86
"Divine Mountains and Luminous Woods," Fang

Tsung-i, 127, 128, PI. 59
double-screen picture (ch'ung-p'ing t'u), 153
"Dragon Boat Festival," attributed to Tung Yuan,

43, PI. 91
drama, 15
"Duck on a River Bank," Ch'en Lin, 157, PI. 77
"Dwelling in the Ch'ing-pien Mountains," Wang

Meng, 122-24, 125, 126, PI. 53-55
"Dwelling in the Floating Jade Mountains,"

Ch'ien Hsiian, 21, 35-37, 82, PI. 7
"Dwelling in the Fu-ch'un Mountains," Huang

Kung-wang, 83, 85, 88-89, 111-13, 117, Pi.
41-44

"Early Spring," Kuo Hsi, 68, 77, 78, 79, PI. 92
"East Mountain in Lake Tung-t'ing," Chao Meng-

fu, 43-44, 45, 71, PI. 17
East Turkestan, 48
Eight Talents of Wu-hsing, 19
"Eight Views of Chia-ho," Wu Chen, 73, PI. 28
"Eight Views of the Hsiao and Hsiang Rivers," 73
"Emaciated Horse," Kung K'ai, 17-18, 156, PI. 2
Enkei SoyO, 134
Erickson Collection, New York, PI. 21
European art, 6, 133, 180 (n. 2)
examination system, 5, 15
expressionism, 124, 163-66, 175-76

Fang-hu J}JM.. See Fang Ts'ung-i
Fang Ts'ung-i ^ffi«, 127-28; "Cloudy Moun-
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tains," 128, Pi. 61; "Divine Mountains and
Luminous Woods," 127, 128, Pi. 59

Fan K'uan ?51S, 36
Fan-yin t'o-lo &HKS. See Yin-t'o-lo
"Fat and Lean Horses," Jen Jen-fa, 1SS-S6, Pi. 72
fei-pai M& (flying white), 162, 163
Feng Ch'in MM, 81
feng-shui JS.2K (geomancy), 16
figure painting, 22, 40, 133-34, 151-56; Chang

Wu, 153-54; Ch'en Ju-yen, 154-55; Ch'ien
Hsuan, 22; Liu Kuan-tao, 153; treatise on, 134;
Yen Hui, 134, 151; Yin-t'o-lo, 152-53

"Firewood Gatherer of Mount Lo-fou," Ch'en
Ju-yen, 130, PI. 60

"Fisherman," Wu Chen, 72-73, 75, 117, PI. 26
"Fisherman on an Autumn River, A," Yao Shou,

180 (n. 5)
"Fisherman-Recluse at Hua-ch'i," Wang Meng,

122, PI. 52
fish painting, 156
"Five Horses and Grooms," Li Kung-lin, 38, Pi.

88
flower-and-bird painting. See bird-and-flower

painting
flower painting, 20-21. See also specific flowers
"flying white" (fei-pai), 162, 163
Fogg Art Museum, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 155
Fong, Wen, 181 (n. 5 of 3)
foreshortening, 39
"Forest Grotto at Chii-ch'u, The" Wang Meng,

124-25, 127, PI. 58
forgeries, 19-20, 48, 116
fortunetelling. See divination
"Four Great Masters of the Late Yuan," 68, 85,

114, 120; Huang Kung-wang 85-90, 111-13;
Ni Tsan 114-20; Wang Meng 120-27; Wu
Chen 68-74

Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, 40, 73, 179 (n.
4), PI. 4, 6, 9, 20, 51, 74, 82

Fu-chou SSffi, Kiangsi, 129
Fu-ch'un Mountains 1s#UJ, I l l
Fukien Slit Province, 16

"Gardenia," Ch'ien Hsuan, 20-21, PI. 4
"Gazing at the Stream," (copy after?) Chao Meng-

fu, 44-45, PI. 18
Genghis Khan, 3
government service. See scholar-officials
Great Chou dynasty, 115
Greece, 6, 133
Gull-Wave Pavilion (Chao Meng-fu's retreat), 41

Hangchow ttiW, 3-4, 16, 38, 41, 48, 50, 74, 75,
86, 115, 120, 125, 154, 156, 157

Han Kan Sift, 18, 22; "Shining Light of Night,"
PI. 86

Han-lin Academy &#K, 38, 79
Han-shan *Ul, 134, 151, 152
"Hare and Jays," Ts'ui Po, 156
"having brush" and "having ink," 87, 112
"hemp-fiber" ts'ua « $ , 86, 90, 117, 122, 130
"high distance," 87
"Hills in Fog," anonymous, 49
Ho Ch'eng ft®, 181 (n. 8 of 4)
"Homecoming" ode, T'ao Yuan-ming (T'ao

Ch'ien), 69, 181 (n. 8 of 4)
Honan fflif Province, 79, 131
Hongan-ji, Kyoto, 151
Hopei fflft Province, 153
"Horse and Groom in the Wind," Chao Meng-fu,

38, PI. 8
horse painting, 17-18, 38, 155-56; Chao Meng-

fu, 38; Jen Jen-fa, 155-56; Kung K'ai, 17-18
"host mountain," 90
Hsia Kuei HS, 3, 36, 49, 74-76; "A Pure and

Remote View of Rivers and Mountains," Pi. 87
"Hsia-ma" tgg, Yen Hui, 151
Hsiao-chi Spring WfcH, 86
Hsia Wen-yen HXit, 161, 165. See also T'u-hui

pao-chien
Hsieh Ho WB, 39
Hsieh K'un M& (Hsieh Yu-yu MitoU), 40-41
Hsieh Yu-yu. See Hsieh K'un
hsing-ming ti^tf, 86
Hsiu-ning {fc¥, Chekiang, 78
Hsiung-nu ^iH, 39
Hsuan-tsung 3&i$, emperor, 22
Hstieh-chuang 9M. See P'u-ming
Hsueh-feng S ¥ , 152
Hsu Pen &M, 121, 128, 130-31; "Streams and

Mountains," 130-31, PI. 64
Hua Chien * H , T'ang Hou, 164
Hua-chi pu-i HUffijt, Chuang Su, 134
Huai River itffl region, 85, 131
Huang Ch'uan M&, 157
Huang Chu-ts'ai JtJgSfc, 157-58; "A Pheasant and

Sparrows Among Rocks and Shrubs," attrib-
uted to, 157-58, PI. 94

Huang-hao-shan Jfillil, (Yellow Crane Mountain),
120, 121

Huang-hao Shan-ch'iao SWOHi (Wang Meng), 120
Huang Kung-wang ft&fi, 35, 38, 46, 50, 68, 81,

83, 85-90, 111-13, 116, 117, 118, 119, 121,
122, 123, 127, 128, 129; "Cut-off Mountain
Picture," 111-12, PI. 41, 44; "Dwelling in the
Fu-ch'un Mountains," 83, 85, 88-89, 111-
13, 117, PI. 41-44; "Rivers and Hills Before
Rain" (Ch'i-shanyii-i t'u), 88-90, 112, 117, PI.



38-39; Secrets of Landscape Painting, 49-50, 86-
88, 89, 90, 111, 112, 119; "The Stone Cliff
at the Pond of Heaven" (T'ien-ch'ih shih-pi t'u),
90, 111, 112, PI. 40

Hua-shan HUl (Mount Hua), 90
Hua-t'ing m&, Kiangsu, 75, 129
Hui-tsung fflfe, emperor, 18, 182 (n. 14)
Hunan Sffi Province, 43
Hung-wu &K, emperor, 120, 128, 129-30. See

also Chu Yuan-chang
Hu Wei-yung 1»If , 121

I-an — Jg, 134; "Portrait of Chung-feng Ming-
pen," 134, PI. 65

/ Ching <§® (Book of Changes), 69, 81
i-min HE, 15-37, 156
Indianapolis Museum of Art, PI. 56-57
Indian monks, 152
ink-monochrome painting, 6, 36, 49, 158, 163
"Iris and Orchid Chamber, The," Wang Meng,

125-26, 127, Color PI. 6
"iron-wire" WMm, 151
"Isles of the Immortals," attributed to Wang Shen,

179 (n. 13)

Japan, 134, 152, 159, 160, 161; collections in,
156, 159, 160; monks and priests of, 134

Japanese Imperial Household Collection, 161, PI. 79
Jen Jen-fa ffitS, 155-56; "Chang Kuo-lao Con-

juring a Miniature Mule," 155; "Fat and Lean
Horses," 155-56, PI. 72

Jih-chang 0 $ , 124-25
Juan Yuan i x , 119, 124
Ju-lin wai-shih ff#fl-5t (The Scholars), 161
"Jung-hsi Studio, The," Ni Tsan, 118-20, 131,

PI. 50

K'ai-feng Hifef, 152
Kao Ch'i ISM, 120, 128, 130, 131
Kao K'o-kung H]£§i, 47-49, 67, 83, 89, 127;

"Clouds Encircling Luxuriant Peaks, 48-49, 83,
PI. 19

Khubilai Khan, 3, 6, 15, 19, 38, 41, 47, 153
Kiangsi fllB Province, 127, 129
Kiangsu UM Province, 19, 161
Kogen-ji, Hyogo Prefecture, PI. 65
Korea, 79
Korean painting, 75-76
Koryo period, IS—16
Koto-in, Kyoto, 76
K'uai-chi • » , 161
Ku An m%, \1S-16; "Old Tree, Bamboo, and

Rock" (together with Ni Tsan and Chang Shen),
175-76, PI. 85
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Kuang-chiao-ssu @c$t#, Pien-liang fKS, 152
Ku K'ai-chih Ht l£ , 40, 154; "The Nymph of

the Lo River," 40
Ku-lin £# (Old Forest), 125-26
Rung K'ai »M, 17-19, 20, 41, 156; "Chung-

k'uei Traveling with His Sister and a Retinue of
Demons," 17; "Emaciated Horse," 17-18,
PI. 2

K'ung-tzu chia-jii JLi^icll (Household Maxims of
Confucius), 126

K'un-shan SUJ, 79
Kuo Hsi Mm, 36, 40, 49, 50, 68, 76-84, 87,

88, 123, 153; "Early Spring," 68, 77, 78, 79,
PI. 92; essay on landscape painting, 88

Kuo Min IB®, 44, 180 (n. 9)
Kurokawa Institute of Ancient Culture, Ashiya,

Japan, PI. 90
Ku Ying mm. so
Kyoto, 75, 76, 151

landscape painting: development of, prior to
Yuan dynasty, 35-36; texts on, 86-88. See also
listings under specific artists

lan-hua SITE (orchid), 16-17, 18, 126, 158-59,
161-62, PI. 1

"level distance," 87
li 3 (principle, natural order), 88, 111
li IS (clerical) script, 162
Liao-dynasty painting, 153
Li Ch'eng^fiSc, 40, 49, 50, 68, 76-84, 86, 87, 88
Li Chu-tsing, 38, 39, 81, 163
Li K'an ?ffi, 48, 159-60, 161; "Bamboo," 160,

Pi. 75; Chu-p'u (Treatise on Bamboo), 159
Li Kung-lin $&m, 20, 22, 38, 73, 133, 153, 154,

155; "Five Horses and Grooms," 38, Pi. 88
Li-Kuo tradition, 40, 44, 49, 50, 68, 76-84
Li Ling $i?, 39
Li Lin-ts'an, 122
"Lion Grove" (Shih-tzu Lin), Chao Yuan and Ni

Tsan, 129
L i T ' a n g m 36, 76, 180 (n. 9)
literati painting. See scholar-amateur painting
literature, 4, 21. See also drama, poetry, prose
"Li T'ieh-kuai" £ » K , Yen Hui, 151, PI. 66
"Liu-chiln-tzu" *SiP, ("Six Gentlemen"), Ni

Tsan, 118
Liu Kuan-tao §WM, 153; "Whiling Away the

Summer," 153, Pi. 68-69
Liu Sung-nien M&%-, 153
Loehr, Max, 37, 46, 124
"Lotuses," Ch'ien Hsuan, 19-20, PI. 3
Lu Hsiu-fu IS3f * , 17
Lung-hu-shan B I^ | 1 | (Mount Lung-hu), 127
"Lu Yii Brewing Tea," Chao Yuan, 129, PI. 63
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"Magpies and Bamboo," Meng Yii-chien, 156-
57, 158, 163, Color PI. 8

Ma Ho-chih mftZ., 41, 155
Ma-Hsia tradition, 74-76
Maitreya (Buddha-to-come), 85
Manchuria, 79
Masaki Art Museum, Osaka, PI. 67
MaWanUSS, 128-29, 130; "Clearing Skies over

Hills in Spring," 129, 130, PI. 62
Ma Yuan m&, 3, 36, 49, 74-75, 129; "Banquet

by Lantern Light," PI. 89
Mei-hua Tao-jen ^ ^ J S A (the Plum Blossom Tao-

ist). See Wu Chen
"Meng-tzu and His Mother," Ch'en Ju-yen, 154-

55, PI. 71
Meng Yii-chien fc^M, 21, 46, 156-57, 158, 163;

"Magpies and Bamboo," 156-57, 158, 163,
Color PL 8

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 35,
180 (n. 21) PL 61, Color PL 1

miao i#> (wonderful), 165
Mi Fu # ^ ( 1 0 , 48, 49, 127, 163
"Mind Landscape of Hsieh Yu-yii, The," Chao

Meng-fu, 40-41, PL 10-11
Ming-dynasty painting, 4, 44, 45, 67, 76, 80, 151,

153, 154, 164. See also listings under specific artists
Ming-huang 5?fi, emperor, 22
Mi Yu-jen # £ £ , 49
Mongol painting, 180 (n. 17 of 1)
Moslems, 48
Mou I # £ , 20
"Mountains and Rivers," Sheng Mou, 67, PL 21
"Mountains Seen from a River Bank," Ni Tsan,

117-18, PL 48
Mu-ch'i ®M, 161
Muromachi period, 159
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, PL 35
music, 4, 80, 86
Mustard Seed Garden Manual of Painting, 121

Nanking ftM, 50, 76, 86, 87, 161
Nanking Museum, 77, PL 30
narcissus, 20
National Palace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan, Re-

public of China, Collection of the. See National
Palace Museum, Taipei

naturalism, 35, 90, 156, 160, 161, 163
Nelson-Atkins Gallery, Kansas City, 40, 155, 180

(n. 9), PL 68-69, Color PL 3
neo-classicism, 20, 22, 158
"Nine Songs, The," Chang Wu, 153-54, PL 70
N i T s a n i m 19,35,41,46,81,85,86,89, 114-

20, 121, 122, 124, 125, 127, 128, 129, 130,
131, 154, 155, 165, 166, 175-76; anonymous

portrait of, 114, 116, 134, PL 45-46; "Autumn
Clearing over a Fishing Lodge," 118, PL 49;
"The Jung-hsi Studio," 118-20, 131, PL 50;
landscape dated 1354, 117; "Lion Grove"
(Shih-tzu Lin, together with Chao Yuan), 129;
"Liu-chun-tzu" (Six Gentlemen), 118; "Moun-
tains Seen from a River Bank," 117-18, PL 48;
"Old Tree, Bamboo, and Rock" (together with
Ku An and Chang Shen), 175-76, PL 85 -r

"Rustic Thoughts in an Autumn Grove," 116-
17, PL 47; "A Small Mountain with Bamboo
and Trees," 175, PL 83

"Nymph of the Lo River," Ku K'ai-chih, 40

Oda Nobunaga, 151
"Ode on the Red Cliff," Ch'iao Chung-ch'ang, 42,

113, PL 93
official service. See scholar-officials
"Old Tree, Bamboo, and Rock," Ku An, Chang

Shen, and Ni Tsan, 175-76, PL 85
"Orchid," Cheng Ssu-hsiao, 16-17, 161, PL 1
"orchid leaf" ts'un B65IM, 44
orchids, 16-17, 18, 126, 158-59, 161-62
"Orchids, Bamboo, Tree, and Rock," P'u-ming,

161-62, PL 79
"Orthodox school" (of the seventeenth century),

89
Osaka Municipal Museum, PL 1—2

pa-Jen AS" (a variety of li, or clerical, script), 162
pai-miao Sffl (uncolored line drawing), 154
Palace Museum, Peking, 35, 79, 80, 88, 155, 162,

180 (n. 5), PL 13, 15-16, 38-39, 72
Palace Museum, Taipei, 48, 71, 80, 112,117, 122,

125, 127, 153, 156, 180 (n. 21), Pi. 5, 8, 12,
14, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34,
36, 37, 41—4-3, 45-46, 48, 50, 52, 58, 59, 62,
63, 71, 75, 77, 78, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 87, 89,
91, 92, 94, Color PL 5, 6, 7, 8

paper, 39, 88 ~
patronage, 4, 47
"Pavilion of Flowering Fields," ChuTe-jun, 79-80
Peking, 6, 19, 36, 38, 40, 48, 78, 79, 81, 153, 161
"Pheasant and Sparrows Among Rocks and Shrubs,

A," attributed to Huang Chu-ts'ai, 157-58,
PL 94

Pien-liang ttSg (K'ai -feng), 152
Pien Wen-chin &%m, 156
"Pines and Houses by a River," anonymous, 77,

PL 30
pine trees, significance of, 81, 158
p'ing-tan ̂ tfi (plainness and blandness), 70,113,119
"Playing the Ch'in Beneath Pines," Chu Te-jun,

80, PL 33



"Pleasant Summer in a Mountain Retreat," Sheng
Mou, 67-68, Color PI. 3

"Plum and Pine," Wu T'ai-su, 160, PI. 76
plum blossom painting. See blossoming plum
"Plum Blossoms," Wang Mien, 161, PI. 78
poetry, 4-5, 16, 18, 47, SO, 72-73, 79, 80, 82,

86, 115-16, 118,120, 130,131, 160,161,165;
of individual writers: Cheng Ssu-hsiao, 16;
Chu Te-jun, 80; Hsu Pen, 131; Kao Ch'i, 131;
Rung K'ai, 17-18; Ku Ying, 50; Ni Tsan, 115-
16; Wang Mien, 161; Wu Chen, 72-73;
relationship of, to painting, 4-5, 18, 47, 160

"pointed" brushwork, 70
p'o-mo 5KS (broken ink), 36
"Portrait of Chung-feng Ming-pen," I-an, 134,

PI. 65
"Portrait of Ni Tsan," anonymous, 114, 116, 134,

PL 45-46
portraits and portrait painting, 114, 133, 134,

151, 153; treatise on, 134
primitivism, 36, 42
"Prince of Min Paying Reverence to Hsueh-feng,

The," Yin-t'o-lo, 152, PI. 67
Princeton Art Museum, PI. 10-11
professional painting, 4, 5, 6, 19, 47, 50, 67, 68,

69, 77, 78, 79, 82, 133, 151, 152, 154
prose, 120, 125-126
P'u-ming ^W, 161-62, 163; "Orchids, Bamboo,

Tree, and Rock," 161-62, PI. 79
"Pure and Remote View of Rivers and Mountains,

A," Hsia Kuei, PI. 87

"Rain-listening Pavilion" (T'ing-yii-lou), Wang
Meng, 120, 121

realism, 5, 6, 19, 37, 42, 46, 157, 163-66
"Red Cliff, The," Wu Yuan-chih, 180 (n. 9)
Red Turbans, 85, 115, 120
"Refined Gathering Among Forests and Streams,

A," Wang Meng, 126
religious painting, 133—34. See also Buddhist paint-

ing, Taoist painting
"removed distance," 87
' 'Retreat at the Foot of Mount Hui,'' Wang Meng,

124, PI. 56-57
Riddell Collection, London, Pi. 86
"River Landscape," Ch'en Lin, 50, Pi. 22
"River Landscape," T'ang Ti, 78-79, PI. 32
"Rivers and Hills Before Rain" (Ch'i-shan yU-i

t'u), Huang Kung-wang, 88-90, 112, 117, PI.
38-39

"River Village: The Pleasures of Fishing," Chao
Meng-fu, 44, 83, Color Pi. 2

"Rock, Bamboo, and Old Tree," Chao Meng-fu,
162-63, PI. 84
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"Rock, Bamboo, and Old Tree with Bird," at-
tributed to Chao Meng-fu, 163, Pi. 80

"round" brushwork, 70
"Rustic Thoughts in an Autumn Grove," Ni

Tsan, 116-17, PI. 47

San-chiao Hffc sect, 86
San-chiao-t'ang HifcS (Hall of the Three Doc-

trines), 86
San-mao =.9 Lakes, 115
scholar-amateur (literati) painting, 4-6, 18-19,

20, 21-22, 39, 46, 47, 48, 67, 68, 69, 70, 75,
77, 82-83, 84, 87, 119, 127, 129, 131, 133,
151, 153, 154, 156, 158, 160, 161, 162, 163,
164-65; amateur status in, 5-6, 20, 47, 154;
Ni Tsan as exemplar of, 119; prejudice against
Ch'an painting, 161; prejudice against Sung
academic styles, 21, 67, 68, 75, 156, 158;
relationship of, to other scholarly arts, 4—5, 18,
47, 160, 162,J65; style of, 6, 18, 20, 21-22,
46, 67, 70, 77, 82-83, 84, 87, 129, 151;
subject matter of, 18, 133, 158-59, 162; theory
of, 18-19, 39, 160, 164-65

scholar-officials, 4-5, 6, 15, 38, 47,48, 78, 79, 86,
120,128, 131, 155,159; Chao Meng-fu, 38; Chu
Te-jun, 79; Hsu Pen, 131; Huang Kung-wang,
86; Jen Jen-fa, 155; Kao K'o-kung, 48; Li
K'an, 159; T'ang Ti, 78; Wang Meng, 120

scholars (as subjects of paintings), 67, 72, 78, 117,
129, 153

Scholars, The (Ju-lin wai-shih), 161
seal-script, 120, 125
"Secluded Dwelling in Summer Mountains,"

Wang Meng, 121, 122, 123, 126, Pi. 51
Secrets of Landscape Painting, Huang Kung-wang,

49-50, 86-88, 89, 90, 111, 112, 119
Seikads Foundation, Tokyo, 74
"shadow bamboo," 166
Shang-ch'ing-kung IM^, 127
Shanghai ±M, 80
Shanghai Museum, 35,43,15S.P1.17,25,49,53-55
Shansi UJS Province, 48
Shantung \UM Province, 41, 120, 129
Shao-hsing EJS region, 160, 161
"Sheep and Goat," Chao Meng-fu, 39-40, 43,

157, PI. 9
shen If (divine), 165
Shen_Choujtif, 111, 117
Sheng Hung §§K, 50
Sheng Mou &M, 45, 50, 67-68, 69, 70, 72, 81,

85, 117, 154; "Mountains and Rivers," 67,
Pi. 21; "Pleasant Summer in a Mountain
Retreat," 67-68, Color PI. 3; "Singing While
Boating on an Autumn River," 72, Pi. 25;
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"Wintry Trees by a Lake," probably by, 68,
70, Pi. 23

Sheng Tzu-chao &=fVS. See Sheng Mou
ShenHaottH, 175
Shih Chung £,&, 76
shih-ta-fu-hua ± ± ^ S (painting by scholar-gentle-

men), 4. See also scholar-amateur painting
Shih-te tkft, 134, 151, 152
Shih-tzu Lin M^Pf- (Lion Grove), Chao Yuan and

Ni Tsan, 129
"Shining Light of Night," Han Kan, 18, Pi. 86
Shokoku-ji, Kyoto, 75, 76, Pi. 29
shu-hui » # , 15
Shun-chu &m (Ch'ien Hsuan), 20
Shu-shan StU (Mount Shu), 130, 131
"Singing While Boating on an Autumn River,"

Sheng Mou, 72, Pi. 25
Sinkiang ffS, 48
Siren, Osvald, 122
Six Dynasties painting, 40
Six Laws, 39
"Small Mountain with Bamboo and Tree, A," Ni

Tsan, 175, Pi. 83
So-nan-weng §f$Jil (Cheng Ssu-hsiao), 16
Soochow Mm, 16, 17, 19, 44, 75, 79, 80, 85, 86,

90, 115, 120, 121, 128-31, 161, 175
"space cells," 40
spirit resonance (ch'i-yuri), 39, 87, 164
"Spring Mountains," anonymous (Yang Wei-

chen?), 82-83, 84, Pi. 36
"Stalks of Bamboo Beside a Rock," Wu Chen,

165-66, PI. 81
"Stone Cliff at the Pond of Heaven, The," (T'ien-

ch'ih shih-pi t'u), Huang Kung-wang, 90, 111,
112, Pi. 40

"Streams and Mountains," Hsu Pen, 130-31, Pi.
64

Sui-yang liB§, Honan, 79
Sun Chih-wei WMfflt., 180 (n. 9)
Sun Chiin-tse, W&W, 46, 49, 74-75, 77; "Villa

by the River," 74-75, Color Pi. 4
Sung-chai mei-p'u WMfofn, Wu T'ai-su, 160
Sung-chiang Sfcff, Kiangsu, 75, 80, 86, 115, 129,

161
Sung-dynasty painting. See Academy painting and

specific artists
Sung K'o SfOS, 128
Sung Lien ^M, 81
Su Tung-p'o mmm (Su Shih fflctt), 42, 73, 158,

162, 164, 166
su wu mn, 39
symbolism, 16-18, 39, 81, 133-34, 155-56,

158-59, 162; bamboo and blossoming plum,
158; Chao Meng-fu's "Sheep and Goat," 39;

Cheng Ssu-hsiao's "Orchids," 16-17; Jen
Jen-fa's "Fat and Lean Horses," 155-56;
Kung K'ai's "Emaciated Horse," 17-18;
pine trees, 81

Szechwan EJII Province, 73, 130

ta-chuan ~k%&, (large seal script), 162
T'ai-an-chou M&M, Shantung Province, 120
tai-chao '&8B (painter-in-waiting), 78
T'ai-hu ±m (Great Lake), 19, 43, 114, 125
Tai Piao-yuan WMx., 21
"Tall Cliffs by the River," Chao Meng-fu, 180

(n. 21)
T'an Chih-jui ffi£3&, 159, 160; "Bamboo in

Wind," attributed to, 159, Pi. 74
T'ang-dynasty painting, 18, 22, 35-36, 38, 39
T'ang Hou ^ E , 164; Hua Chien, 164
T'ang Ti Jfit, 50, 77, 78-79, 84, 86, 90, 123;

"River Landscape," 78-79, Pi. 32; "Traveling
in the Autumn Mountains," 78, 123, Pi. 31

T'ao Ch'ien. See T'ao Yiian-ming
Taoism, 86, 127-28, 130, 158
Taoist painting, 134, 151
T'ao Tsung-i m%m, 86, 25, 175
T'ao Yuan-ming P&5$I93 (T'ao Ch'ien mm), 69,

181 (n. 8 of 4)
Ta-ssu ming ± ^ I ^ (Great Lord of Destiny), 154,

PI. 70
Ta-t'ung ±n, 48
Temiir, 47
"ten classes" system, 15
Teng Wen-yuan &3CM, 48
three distances, 87
tien 15, 36
T'ien-ch'ih shih-pi t'u ^}&Sfi^ (The Stone Cliff

at the Pond of Heaven), Huang Kung-wang, 90,
111, 112, PI. 40

T'ien-mu-shan 5>c@m (Mount T'ien-mu), 134
Ting-chih 5E;£_ See Ku An
T'ing-yii-lou Mffl&L (Rain-listening Pavilion), Wang

Meng, 120, 121
Toda, Teisuke, 151
Tokyo National Museum, 151
Topkapi Museum, Istanbul, 180 (n. 17 of 1)
"Travelers in Early Winter," attributed to Chang

Yuan, 75-76, Pi. 29
"Traveling in the Autumn Mountains," T'ang Ti,

78, 123, PI. 31
Treatise on Bamboo (Chu-p'u), Li K'an, 159, 160
Ts'ao Chih-po Wft6, 50, 77, 80-84, 85, 86, 89;

"Clearing After Snow on Mountain Peaks,"
83-84, 86, PI. 37; "Two Pine Trees," 81,
PI. 34

Ts'ui Po S S , 156-57; "Hare and Jays," 156



te'un ffi, 36
Tsun-fu-chai chi ffflHWfc, Chu-Te-jun, 79
T'u-hui pao-chien H H R ^ (Precious Mirror of

Painting), Hsia Wen-yen, SO, 74, 81, 123, 153,
154, 156, 157, 161, 165

Tung Ch'i-ch'ang « # g , 111
Tung-Chu tradition, 36, 49, 50, 67, 71, 80, 84,

121, 122, 123, 129
Tung-t'ing MM Lake, 43
Tung Yuan SM, 36, 37, 40, 41, 43, 46, 48, 49,

50, 70, 86, 88, 90, 117, 118, 120; "Dragon
Boat Festival," attributed to, 43, PI. 91;
"Wintry Trees by a Lake," attributed to, 37,
41, PI. 90

Turkestan. See East Turkestan
"Two Pines by the River," Chao Meng-fu, 180

(n. 21)
"Two Pine Trees," Ts'ao Chih-po, 81, PI. 34
tz'u-chun itfcS (this gentleman; i.e., bamboo), 158

"Villa by the River," Sun Chiin-tse, 74-75,
Color PI. 4

"Village by the Water," Chao Meng-fu, 44, 45-
46, 70, 80, 85, PI. 13, 15-16

Wakimoto, Sokuro, 75
wall painting, 133, 134, 157
Wang Chi-ch'ien, 122, 180 (n. 29), 181 (n. 5

of 3), Color PI. 2
Wang Hsi-chih SM±, 35
"WangHsi-chih Watching Geese," Ch'ien Hsuan,

35, 41, Color Pi. 1
Wang Hsi-meng Sf r£ , 179 (n. 13)
Wang I iff, 134
Wang Kuo-ch'i I S I S , 89
Wang Meng £ * , 45, 82, 85, 86, 89, 120-27,

128, 129, 130: "Autumn Groves and Myriad
Valleys," 127; "Dwelling in the Ch'ing-pien
Mountains," 122-24, 125, 126, Pi. 53-55;
"Fisherman Recluse at Hua-ch'i," 122, PI. 52;
"The Forest Grotto at Chu-ch'u," 124-25,
127, PI. 58; "The Iris and Orchid Chamber,"
125-26, 127, Color Pi. 6; "Rain-listening
Pavilion" (T'ing-yii-lou), 120, 121; "A Refined
Gathering Among Forests and Streams," 126;
"Retreat at the Foot of Mount Hui," 124,
Pi. 56-57; "Secluded Dwelling in Summer
Mountains," 121, 122, 123, 126, Pi. 51

Wang Mien 3E^, 19, 160-61; "Plum Blossoms,"
161, PI. 78

Wang Shen i H , 22, 179 (n. 13)
Wang Ta l i t , 121
Wang Wei 3Efi, 36, 83
Wang Yuan ?m. 151, 157-58; "Autumn Scene
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withQuailand Sparrows" 151, 157-158, Pi. 73
Wei, Duke of, WM£. See Chao Meng-fu
Wei Kuan UM, 128
Wei-t'ang UW, 68, 69, 73
Wen Cheng-ming JCSffl, 44. 45 _
Wen-chow ffiffi, Chekiang, 85
wen-jen-hua 3CA9. (literati painting), 4, 20, 158.

See also scholar-amateur painting
West Lake, 86
West Mountain, 43, 125
"Whiling Away the Summer," Liu Kuan-tao, 153,

PI. 68-69
"Windblown Branch of Bamboo," Wu Chen,

166, PI. 82
"Winter Landscape," Yao Yen-ch'ing, 79, 82,

83, PI. 35
"Wintry Trees by a Lake," probably by Sheng

Mou, 68, 70, PI. 23
"Wintry Trees by a Lake," attributed to Tung

Yuan, 37, 41, Pi. 90
Wu Chen £M, 43, 48, 50, 68-74, 75, 81, 85,

86, 89, 117, 129, 152, 165-66; "Autumn Moun-
tains," 43, 71, PI. 24; "The Central Moun-
tain" (Chung-shan t'u), 69-70, Pi. 27; "Eight
Views of Chia-ho," 73, PI. 28; "Fisherman,"
72-73, 117, PI. 26; "Stalks of Bamboo Beside
a Rock," 165-66, Pi. 81; "Windblown Branch
of Bamboo," 166, Pi. 82

Wu Chung-kuei ^W^. See Wu Chen
Wu dynasty, 115
Wu-hsi 3111, Kiangsu, 114, 115, 119
Wu-hsing M», Chekiang, 19, 36, 38, 43, 47, 78,

79, 120, 130, 131, 166
Wu Hu-fan £$« , , 153
Wu Hung-yu %&®, 111
WuK'uan £H, 117
Wu T'ai-su £1*31, 160, 161, 162; "Plum and

Pine," 160, PI. 76; Sung-chai mei-p'u, 160
wu-t'ung t§ffl trees, 114
Wu Yuan-chih J^SS, 180 (n. 9); "The Red

Cliff," 180 (n. 9)
Wu-yung Hftffl, 111

Yale University Art Museum, New Haven, 179
(n. 4)

"Yang Kuei-fei Mounting a Horse," Ch'ien
Hsiian, 21, 22, PI. 6

Yangtze River, 73, 85
Yang Wei-chen I f f i , 19, 82, 86, 114, 158, 165,

175; "Spring Mountins," attributed to, 82-
83, 84, Pi. 36; T'u-hui pao-chien preface, 165

Yao Shou Jttg, 180 (n. 5); "A Fisherman on an
Autumn River" (copy of a painting by Chao
Meng-fu), 180 (n. 5)
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Yao Yen-ch'ing m%m. 45, 79, 82, 83, 123; Ying-tsung 3&sS, emperor, 79
"Winter Landscape," 79, 82, 83, Pi. 35 Yu Ho fitft, 125

Yellow River area, 50, 77, 78 Yu-lan MM Spring, 73
Yen-ching SS t See Kao K'o-kung Yuan historical records, 79
Yen Hui MH, 134, 151, 155; "Han-shan" and Yuan-jen chi-chin x A ^ I S (Assembled Embroi-

"Shih-te," 151; "Hsia-ma," 151; "Li T'ieh- deries of Yuan Masters), 129
kuai," 151, PI. 66 /<"> SB. 83

Yin-t'o-lo mVtm, 152-53; "The Prince of Min
Paying Reverence to Hsueh-feng," 152, Pi. 67 Zekkai Chushin, 75
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